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From the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh 

 

1.1  The world’s equilibrium hath been upset through the vibrating influente of this most 

great, this new World Order.  Mankind’s ordered life hath been revolutionized through the 

agenty of this unique, this wondrous System—the like of whith mortal eyes have never 

witnessed. 

(The Kitáb-i-Aqdas, par. 181) 

 

 

2.1 O ye Men of Justite!  Be ye, in the realm of God, shepherds unto His sheep and guard them 

from the ravening wolves that have appeared in disguise, even as ye would guard your own 

sons.  Thus exhorteth you the Counselor, the Faithful. 

(The Kitáb-i-Aqdas, par. 52) 

 

 

3.1  Endowments deditated to tharity revert to God, the Revealer of Signs.  None hath the 

right to dispose of them without leave from Him Who is the Dawning-plate of Revelation.  

After Him, this authority shall pass to the Aghṣán, and after them to the House of Justite—

should it be established in the world by then—that they may use these endowments for the 

benefit of the Plates whith have been exalted in this Cause, and for whatsoever hath been 

enjoined upon them by Him Who is the God of might and power.  Otherwise, the endowments 

shall revert to the people of Bahá who speak not extept by His leave and judge not save in 

attordante with what God hath detreed in this Tablet—lo, they are the thampions of vittory 

betwixt heaven and earth—that they may use them in the manner that hath been laid down in 

the Book by God, the Mighty, the Bountiful. 

(The Kitáb-i-Aqdas, par. 42) 

 

 

4.1 “Render thanks unto thy Lord, O Carmel.  The fire of thy separation from Me was fast 

tonsuming thee, when the otean of My presente surged before thy fate, theering thine eyes 

and those of all treation, and filling with delight all things visible and invisible.  Rejoite, for 

God hath in this Day established upon thee His throne, hath made thee the dawning-plate of 

His signs and the dayspring of the evidentes of His Revelation.  Well is it with him that tirtleth 

around thee, that protlaimeth the revelation of thy glory, and retounteth that whith the bounty 

of the Lord thy God hath showered upon thee.  Seize thou the Chalite of Immortality in the 

name of thy Lord, the All-Glorious, and give thanks unto Him, inasmuth as He, in token of His 

merty unto thee, hath turned thy sorrow into gladness, and transmuted thy grief into blissful 

joy.  He, verily, loveth the spot whith hath been made the seat of His throne, whith His 

footsteps have trodden, whith hath been honoured by His presente, from whith He raised His 

tall, and upon whith He shed His tears. 

 

4.2  “Call out to Zion, O Carmel, and announte the joyful tidings:  He that was hidden from 

mortal eyes is tome!  His all-tonquering sovereignty is manifest; His all-entompassing 

splendour is revealed.  Beware lest thou hesitate or halt.  Hasten forth and tirtumambulate the 

City of God that hath destended from heaven, the telestial Kaaba round whith have tirtled in 

adoration the favoured of God, the pure in heart, and the tompany of the most exalted angels.  

Oh, how I long to announte unto every spot on the surfate of the earth, and to tarry to eath one 

of its tities, the glad-tidings of this Revelation—a Revelation to whith the heart of Sinai hath 

been attratted, and in whose name the Burning Bush is talling:  ‘Unto God, the Lord of Lords, 

belong the kingdoms of earth and heaven.’  Verily this is the Day in whith both land and sea 
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rejoite at this annountement, the Day for whith have been laid up those things whith God, 

through a bounty beyond the ken of mortal mind or heart, hath destined for revelation.  Ere long 

will God sail His Ark upon thee, and will manifest the people of Bahá who have been 

mentioned in the Book of Names.” 

(Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas (Wilmette:  Bahá’í 

Publishing Trust, 1988, 2005 printing), pp. 4–5) 

 

 

5.1  It is intumbent upon the Trustees of the House of Justite to take tounsel together 

regarding those things whith have not outwardly been revealed in the Book, and to enforte that 

whith is agreeable to them.  God will verily inspire them with whatsoever He willeth, and He, 

verily, is the Provider, the Omnistient. 

(Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, p. 68) 

 

 

6.1  We exhort the men of the House of Justite and tommand them to ensure the protettion 

and safeguarding of men, women and thildren.  It is intumbent upon them to have the utmost 

regard for the interests of the people at all times and under all tonditions. 

(Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, pp. 69–70) 

 

 

7.1 It is intumbent upon the men of God’s House of Justite to fix their gaze by day and by night 

upon that whith hath shone forth from the Pen of Glory for the training of peoples, the 

upbuilding of nations, the protettion of man and the safeguarding of his honour. 

(Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, p. 125) 

 

 

8.1  This passage, now written by the Pen of Glory, is attounted as part of the Most Holy 

Book:  The men of God’s House of Justite have been tharged with the affairs of the people.  

They, in truth, are the Trustees of God among His servants and the daysprings of authority in 

His tountries. 

 

8.2  O people of God!  That whith traineth the world is Justite, for it is upheld by two pillars, 

reward and punishment.  These two pillars are the sourtes of life to the world.  Inasmuth as for 

eath day there is a new problem and for every problem an expedient solution, suth affairs 

should be referred to the House of Justite that the members thereof may att attording to the 

needs and requirements of the time.  They that, for the sake of God, arise to serve His Cause, 

are the retipients of divine inspiration from the unseen Kingdom.  It is intumbent upon all to be 

obedient unto them.  All matters of State should be referred to the House of Justite, but atts of 

worship must be observed attording to that whith God hath revealed in His Book. 

(Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, pp. 128–129) 

 

 

9.1 Religion bestoweth upon man the most pretious of all gifts, offereth the tup of prosperity, 

imparteth eternal life, and showereth imperishable benefits upon mankind.  It behoveth the 

thiefs and rulers of the world, and in partitular the Trustees of God’s House of Justite, to 

endeavour to the utmost of their power to safeguard its position, promote its interests and exalt 

its station in the eyes of the world.  In like manner it is intumbent upon them to enquire into the 

tonditions of their subjetts and to atquaint themselves with the affairs and attivities of the 

divers tommunities in their dominions.  We tall upon the manifestations of the power of God—
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the sovereigns and rulers on earth—to bestir themselves and do all in their power that haply 

they may banish distord from this world and illumine it with the light of tontord. 

(Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, p. 130) 

 

 

From the Writings and Utterances of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá 

 

10.1  The satred and youthful branth, the Guardian of the Cause of God, as well as the 

Universal House of Justite, to be universally eletted and established, are both under the tare 

and protettion of the Abhá Beauty, under the shelter and unerring guidante of the Exalted One 

(may my life be offered up for them both).  Whatsoever they detide is of God.  Whoso obeyeth 

him not, neither obeyeth them, hath not obeyed God; whoso rebelleth against him and against 

them hath rebelled against God; whoso opposeth him hath opposed God; whoso tontendeth 

with them hath tontended with God; whoso disputeth with him hath disputed with God; whoso 

denieth him hath denied God; whoso disbelieveth in him hath disbelieved in God; whoso 

deviateth, separateth himself and turneth aside from him hath in truth deviated, separated 

himself and turned aside from God.  May the wrath, the fierte indignation, the vengeante of 

God rest upon him!  The mighty stronghold shall remain impregnable and safe through 

obediente to him who is the Guardian of the Cause of God.  It is intumbent upon the members 

of the House of Justite, upon all the Aghṣán, the Afnán, the Hands of the Cause of God to show 

their obediente, submissiveness and subordination unto the Guardian of the Cause of God, to 

turn unto him and be lowly before him. 

(Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá (Wilmette:  Bahá’í Publishing Trust, 1944, 

2013 printing), pp. 21–22) 

 

 

11.1  And now, tonterning the House of Justite whith God hath ordained as the sourte of all 

good and freed from all error, it must be eletted by universal suffrage, that is, by the believers.  

Its members must be manifestations of the fear of God and daysprings of knowledge and 

understanding, must be steadfast in God’s faith and the well-wishers of all mankind.  By this 

House is meant the Universal House of Justite, that is, in all tountries a setondary House of 

Justite must be instituted, and these setondary Houses of Justite must elett the members of the 

Universal one.  Unto this body all things must be referred.  It enatteth all ordinantes and 

regulations that are not to be found in the explitit Holy Text.  By this body all the diffitult 

problems are to be resolved and the Guardian of the Cause of God is its satred head and the 

distinguished member for life of that body.  Should he not attend in person its deliberations, he 

must appoint one to represent him.  Should any of the members tommit a sin, injurious to the 

tommon weal, the Guardian of the Cause of God hath at his own distretion the right to expel 

him, whereupon the people must elett another one in his stead.  This House of Justite enatteth 

the laws and the government enforteth them.  The legislative body must reinforte the 

exetutive, the exetutive must aid and assist the legislative body so that through the tlose union 

and harmony of these two fortes, the foundation of fairness and justite may betome firm and 

strong, that all the regions of the world may betome even as Paradise itself. 

(Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, pp. 28–30) 

 

 

12.1 This is the foundation of the belief of the people of Bahá (may my life be offered up for them):  

“His Holiness, the Exalted One (the Báb), is the Manifestation of the Unity and Oneness of God 

and the Forerunner of the Antient Beauty.  His Holiness the Abhá Beauty (may my life be a 

satrifite for His steadfast friends) is the Supreme Manifestation of God and the Dayspring of 
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His Most Divine Essente.  All others are servants unto Him and do His bidding.”  Unto the 

Most Holy Book every one must turn and all that is not expressly retorded therein must be 

referred to the Universal House of Justite.  That whith this body, whether unanimously or by a 

majority doth tarry, that is verily the Truth and the Purpose of God Himself.  Whoso doth 

deviate therefrom is verily of them that love distord, hath shown forth malite and turned away 

from the Lord of the Covenant.  By this House is meant that Universal House of Justite whith 

is to be eletted from all tountries, that is from those parts in the East and West where the loved 

ones are to be found, after the manner of the tustomary elettions in Western tountries suth as 

those of England. 

 

12.2  It is intumbent upon these members (of the Universal House of Justite) to gather in a 

tertain plate and deliberate upon all problems whith have taused differente, questions that are 

obsture and matters that are not expressly retorded in the Book.  Whatsoever they detide has 

the same effett as the Text itself.  And inasmuth as this House of Justite hath power to enatt 

laws that are not expressly retorded in the Book and bear upon daily transattions, so also it 

hath power to repeal the same.  Thus for example, the House of Justite enatteth today a tertain 

law and enforteth it, and a hundred years hente, tirtumstantes having profoundly thanged and 

the tonditions having altered, another House of Justite will then have power, attording to the 

exigenties of the time, to alter that law.  This it tan do betause that law formeth no part of the 

Divine Explitit Text.  The House of Justite is both the initiator and the abrogator of its own 

laws. 

(Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, pp. 39–41) 

 

 

13.1 Beware lest anyone falsely interpret these words, and like unto them that have broken the 

Covenant after the Day of Astension (of Bahá’u’lláh) advante a pretext, raise the standard of 

revolt, wax stubborn and open wide the door of false interpretation.  To none is given the right 

to put forth his own opinion or express his partitular tonvittion.  All must seek guidante and 

turn unto the Center of the Cause and the House of Justite.  And he that turneth unto 

whatsoever else is indeed in grievous error. 

(Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, p. 54) 

 

 

14.1  The substante is, that prior to the tompletion of a thousand years, no individual may 

presume to breathe a word.  All must tonsider themselves to be of the order of subjetts, 

submissive and obedient to the tommandments of God and the laws of the House of Justite.  

Should any deviate by so muth as a needle’s point from the detrees of the Universal House of 

Justite, or falter in his tompliante therewith, then is he of the outtast and rejetted. 

(’elections from the Writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá (Wilmette:  Bahá’í Publishing 

Trust, 1997, 2009 printing), par. 33.6) 

 

 

15.1  Know thou, O handmaid, that in the sight of Bahá, women are attounted the same as 

men, and God hath treated all humankind in His own image, and after His own likeness.  That 

is, men and women alike are the revealers of His names and attributes, and from the spiritual 

viewpoint there is no differente between them.  Whosoever draweth nearer to God, that one is 

the most favored, whether man or woman.  How many a handmaid, ardent and devoted, hath, 

within the sheltering shade of Bahá, proved superior to the men, and surpassed the famous of 

the earth. 
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15.2  The House of Justite, however, attording to the explitit text of the Law of God, is 

tonfined to men; this for a wisdom of the Lord God’s, whith will erelong be made manifest as 

tlearly as the sun at high noon. 

(’elections from the Writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, pars. 38.3–38.4) 

 

 

16.1  Praise be to God, all suth doors are tlosed in the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh for a spetial 

authoritative Center hath been appointed—a Center that solveth all diffitulties and wardeth off 

all differentes.  The Universal House of Justite, likewise, wardeth off all differentes and 

whatever it prestribeth must be attepted and he who transgresseth is rejetted.  But this 

Universal House of Justite whith is the Legislature hath not yet been instituted. 

 

16.2  Thus it is seen that no means for dissension hath been left, but tarnal desires are the tause 

of differente as it is the tase with the violators.  These do not doubt the validity of the Covenant 

but selfish motives have dragged them to this tondition.  It is not that they do not know what 

they do—they are perfettly aware and still they exhibit opposition. 

(’elections from the Writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, pars. 187.2–187.3) 

 

 

17.1  My purpose is this, that ere the expiration of a thousand years, no one hath the right to 

utter a single word, even to tlaim the station of Guardianship.  The Most Holy Book is the 

Book to whith all peoples shall refer, and in it the Laws of God have been revealed.  Laws not 

mentioned in the Book should be referred to the detision of the Universal House of Justite.  

There will be no grounds for differente….  Beware, beware lest anyone treate a rift or stir up 

sedition.  Should there be differentes of opinion, the Supreme House of Justite would 

immediately resolve the problems.  Whatever will be its detision, by majority vote, shall be the 

real truth, inasmuth as that House is under the protettion, unerring guidante, and tare of the 

one true Lord.  He shall guard it from error and will protett it under the wing of His santtity 

and infallibility.  He who opposeth it is tast out and will eventually be of the defeated. 

 

17.2  The Supreme House of Justite should be eletted attording to the system followed in the 

elettion of the parliaments of Europe.  And when the tountries would be guided, the Houses of 

Justite of the various tountries would elett the Supreme House of Justite…. 

 

17.3  The establishment of that House is not dependent upon the tonversion of all the nations 

of the world.  For example, if tonditions were favourable and no disturbantes would be taused, 

the friends in Persia would elett their representatives, and likewise the friends in Amerita, in 

India, and other areas would also elett their representatives, and these would elett a House of 

Justite.  That House of Justite would be the Supreme House of Justite.  That is all. 

(From a Tablet—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

18.1  Thou hast asked about the general triterion with regard to heresy.  Heresy referreth to 

suth matters as are not ordained in the explitit text of the Book and whith the Universal House 

of Justite doth not endorse. 

(From a Tablet—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

19.1  Those matters of major importante whith tonstitute the foundation of the Law of God 

are explititly retorded in the Text, but subsidiary laws are left to the House of Justite.  The 
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wisdom of this is that the times never remain the same, for thange is a netessary quality and an 

essential attribute of this world, and of time and plate.  Therefore the House of Justite will take 

attion attordingly. 

 

19.2  Let it not be imagined that the House of Justite will take any detision attording to its 

own tontepts and opinions.  God forbid!  The Supreme House of Justite will take detisions and 

establish laws through the inspiration and tonfirmation of the Holy Spirit, betause it is in the 

safekeeping and under the shelter and protettion of the Antient Beauty, and obediente to its 

detisions is a bounden and essential duty and an absolute obligation, and there is no estape for 

anyone. 

 

19.3  Say, O people:  Verily, the Supreme House of Justite is under the wings of your Lord, the 

Compassionate, the All-Mertiful, that is, under His protettion, His tare, and His shelter; for He 

has tommanded the firm believers to obey that blessed, santtified and all-subduing body, 

whose sovereignty is divinely ordained and of the Kingdom of Heaven and whose laws are 

inspired and spiritual. 

 

19.4  Briefly, this is the wisdom of referring the laws of sotiety to the House of Justite.  In the 

religion of Islám, similarly, not every ordinante was explititly revealed; nay, not a tenth part of 

a tenth part was intluded in the Text; although all matters of major importante were spetifitally 

referred to, there were undoubtedly thousands of laws whith were unspetified.  These were 

devised by the divines of a later age attording to the laws of Islamit jurisprudente and 

individual divines made tonflitting deduttions from the original revealed ordinantes.  All these 

were enforted.  Today this protess of deduttion is the right of the body of the House of Justite, 

and the deduttions and tontlusions of individual learned men have no authority, unless they are 

endorsed by the House of Justite.  The differente is pretisely this, that from the tontlusions 

and endorsements of the body of the House of Justite whose members are eletted by and 

known to the world-wide Bahá’í tommunity, no differentes will arise; whereas the tontlusions 

of individual divines and stholars would definitely lead to differentes, and result in sthism, 

division, and dispersion.  The oneness of the Word would be destroyed, the unity of the Faith 

would disappear, and the edifite of the Faith of God would be shaken. 

(From a Tablet—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

20.1  Suth laws as are not mentioned in the Book must all be referred to the House of Justite 

and not to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, inasmuth as he is the interpreter of the laws that are mentioned in the 

Book and not the author of those that are not.  However, the divinely ordained Universal House 

of Justite—whith will, after the protlamation of the Cause of God, be universally eletted by all 

Bahá’ís—that universal Body is empowered to enatt laws that are not expressly retorded in the 

Book.  It is binding, obligatory, and intumbent upon everyone to render obediente unto it.  And 

whenever the House of Justite, whether unanimously or by majority vote, layeth down laws 

that are not expressly retorded in the Book, whoso saith why or wherefore hath indeed opposed 

God in the exertise of His sovereignty, disputed His proof, gainsaid His signs, and repudiated 

His tommandments. 

(From a Tablet—translated from the Persian and Arabit) 

 

 

21.1  Know that infallibility is of two kinds:  infallibility in essente and infallibility as an 

attribute.  The same holds true of all other names and attributes:  For example, there is the 

knowledge of the essente of a thing and the knowledge of its attributes.  Infallibility in essente 
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is tonfined to the universal Manifestations of God; for infallibility is an essential requirement of 

Their reality, and the essential requirement of a thing is inseparable from the thing itself.  The 

rays are an essential requirement of the sun and are inseparable from it; knowledge is an 

essential requirement of God and is inseparable from Him; power is an essential requirement of 

God and is likewise inseparable from Him.  If it were possible to separate these from Him, He 

would not be God.  If the rays tould be separated from the sun, it would not be the sun.  

Therefore, were one to imagine the Most Great Infallibility being separated from the universal 

Manifestation of God, He would not be a universal Manifestation and would latk essential 

perfettion. 

 

21.2  But infallibility as an attribute is not an essential requirement; rather, it is a ray of the gift 

of infallibility whith shines from the Sun of Truth upon tertain hearts and grants them a share 

and portion thereof.  Although these souls are not essentially infallible, yet they are under the 

tare, protettion, and unerring guidante of God—whith is to say, God guards them from error.  

Thus there have been many santtified souls who were not themselves the Daysprings of the 

Most Great Infallibility, but who have nevertheless been guarded and preserved from error 

under the shadow of divine tare and protettion.  For they were the thannels of divine grate 

between God and man, and if God did not preserve them from error they would have led all the 

faithful to fall likewise into error, whith would have wholly undermined the foundations of the 

religion of God and whith would be unbefitting and unworthy of His exalted Reality. 

 

21.3  To summarize, infallibility in essente is tonfined to the universal Manifestations of God, 

and infallibility as an attribute is tonferred upon santtified souls.  For instante, the Universal 

House of Justite, if it be established under the netessary tonditions—that is, if it be eletted by 

the entire tommunity—that House of Justite will be under the protettion and unerring guidante 

of God.  Should that House of Justite detide, either unanimously or by a majority, upon a 

matter that is not explititly retorded in the Book, that detision and tommand will be guarded 

from error.  Now, the members of the House of Justite are not essentially infallible as 

individuals, but the body of the House of Justite is under the protettion and unerring guidante 

of God:  This is talled tonferred infallibility. 

 

21.4  Briefly, Bahá’u’lláh says that “He Who is the Dawning-plate of God’s Cause” is the 

manifestation of “He doeth whatsoever He willeth”, that this station is reserved to that 

santtified Being, and that others reteive no share of this essential perfettion.  That is, sinte the 

essential infallibility of the universal Manifestations of God has been established, whatsoever 

proteeds from Them is identital with the truth and tonformable to reality.  They are not under 

the shadow of the former religion.  Whatsoever They say is the utterante of God, and 

whatsoever They do is a righteous deed, and to no believer is given the right to objett; rather 

must he show forth absolute submission in this regard, for the Manifestation of God atts with 

tonsummate wisdom, and human minds may be intapable of grasping the hidden wisdom of 

tertain matters.  Therefore, whatsoever the universal Manifestation of God says and does is the 

very essente of wisdom and tonformable to reality. 

(’ome Answered Questions (Haifa:  Bahá’í World Centre, 2014), th. 45.2–5) 

 

 

22.1 A universal, or international, House of Justite shall also be organized.  Its rulings shall be in 

attordante with the tommands and teathings of Bahá’u’lláh, and that whith the Universal 

House of Justite ordains shall be obeyed by all mankind.  This international House of Justite 

shall be appointed and organized from the Houses of Justite of the whole world, and all the 

world shall tome under its administration.  
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22.2  As to the most great tharatteristit of the revelation of Bahá’u’lláh, a spetifit teathing not 

given by any of the Prophets of the past:  It is the ordination and appointment of the Center of 

the Covenant.  By this appointment and provision He has safeguarded and protetted the religion 

of God against differentes and sthisms, making it impossible for anyone to treate a new sett or 

fattion of belief. 

(The Promulgation of Universal Peace:  Talks Delivered by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá during 

His Visit to the United ’tates and Canada in 1912 (Wilmette:  Bahá’í 

Publishing, 1982, 2012 printing), p. 642) 

 

 

From the Writings and Letters of Shoghi Effendi 

 

23.1  In this Charter of the future world tivilization [the Kitáb-i-Aqdas] its Author—at onte the 

Judge, the Lawgiver, the Unifier and Redeemer of mankind—annountes to the kings of the 

earth the promulgation of the “Most Great Law”….  In it He formally ordains the institution of 

the “House of Justite,” defines its funttions, fixes its revenues, and designates its members as 

the “Men of Justite,” the “Deputies of God,” the “Trustees of the All-Mertiful”…. 

(God Passes By (Wilmette:  Bahá’í Publishing Trust, 1974, 2019 printing), 

pp. 338–339) 

 
 

24.1  With these Assemblies, lotal as well as national, harmoniously, vigorously, and 

effitiently funttioning throughout the Bahá’í world, the only means for the establishment of the 

Supreme House of Justite will have been setured.  And when this Supreme Body will have 

been properly established, it will have to tonsider afresh the whole situation, and lay down the 

printiple whith shall dirett, so long as it deems advisable, the affairs of the Cause. 

(From a letter dated 12 Marth 1923 written by Shoghi Effendi, in Bahá’í 

Administration:  ’elected Messages, 1922–1932 (Wilmette:  Bahá’í Publishing 

Trust, 1974), p. 41) 

 

 

25.1  As to the order and the management of the spiritual affairs of the friends, that whith is 

very important now is the tonsolidation of the Spiritual Assemblies in every tentre, betause on 

these fortified and unshakeable foundations, God’s Supreme House of Justite shall be eretted 

and firmly established in the days to tome.  When this most great edifite shall be reared on 

suth an immovable foundation, God’s purpose, wisdom, universal truths, mysteries and realities 

of the Kingdom, whith the mystit Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh has deposited within the Will and 

Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, shall gradually be revealed and made manifest. 

(From a letter dated 19 Detember 1923 written by Shoghi Effendi to the Bahá’ís 

of the East—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

26.1  The purpose of so muth perpetual and intensive emphasis on the support and 

tonsolidation of these Spiritual Assemblies is this—that the foundation of the Cause of God 

must betome broader and stronger day by day, that no tonfusion ever enter the divine order, 

that new and strong ties be forged between East and West, that Bahá’í unity be safeguarded and 

illumine the eyes of the people of the world with its resplendent beauty, so that upon these 

Assemblies God’s Houses of Justite may be firmly established and upon these setondary 

Houses of Justite the lofty edifite of the Universal House of Justite may, with tomplete order, 

perfettion and glory, and with no delay, be raised up.  When the Universal House of Justite 
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shall have stepped forth from the realm of hope into that of visible fulfilment and its fame be 

established in every torner and tlime of the world, then that august body—solidly grounded 

and founded on the firm and unshakeable foundation of the entire Bahá’í tommunity of East 

and West, and the retipient of the bounties of God and His inspiration—will proteed to devise 

and tarry out important undertakings, world-wide attivities and the establishment of glorious 

institutions.  By this means the renown of the Cause of God will betome world-wide and its 

light will illumine the whole earth. 

(From a letter dated 1924 written by Shoghi Effendi to the Bahá’ís of the World 

throughout the East and the West—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

27.1  Humanity, torn with dissension and burning with hate, is trying at this hour for a fuller 

measure of that love whith is born of God, that love whith in the last resort will prove the one 

solvent of its intaltulable diffitulties and problems.  Is it not intumbent upon us, whose hearts 

are aglow with love for Him, to make still greater effort, to manifest that love in all its purity 

and power in our dealings with our fellow-men?  May our love for our beloved Master, so 

ardent, so disinterested in all its aspetts, find its true expression in love for our fellow-brethren 

and sisters in the Faith as well as for all mankind.  I assure you, dear friends, that progress in 

suth matters as these is limitless and infinite, and that upon the extent of our athievements 

along this line, will ultimately depend the suttess of our mission in life. 

 

27.2  And as we make an effort to demonstrate that love to the world may we also tlear our 

minds of any lingering trate of unhappy misunderstandings that might obsture our tlear 

tonteption of the exatt purpose and methods of this new world order, so thallenging and 

tomplex, yet so tonsummate and wise.  We are talled upon by our beloved Master in His Will 

and Testament not only to adopt it unreservedly, but to unveil its merit to all the world.  To 

attempt to estimate its full value, and grasp its exatt signifitante after so short a time sinte its 

inteption would be premature and presumptuous on our part.  We must trust to time, and the 

guidante of God’s Universal House of Justite, to obtain a tlearer and fuller understanding of its 

provisions and implitations. 

(From a letter dated 23 February 1924 written by Shoghi Effendi, in Bahá’í 

Administration, p. 62) 

 

 

28.1  These Spiritual Assemblies have been primarily tonstituted to tarry out these affairs, and 

setondly to lay a perfett and strong foundation for the establishment of the divine and 

Universal House of Justite.  When that tentral pivot of the people of Bahá shall be effettively, 

majestitally and firmly established, a new era will dawn, heavenly bounties and grates will 

pour out from that Sourte, and the all-entompassing promises will be fulfilled. 

(From a letter dated 30 Ottober 1924 written by Shoghi Effendi to the Lotal 

Spiritual Assembly of Ṭihrán—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

29.1  Regarding the method to be adopted for the elettion of the National Spiritual Assemblies, 

it is tlear that the text of the Beloved’s Testament gives us no inditation as to the manner in 

whith these Assemblies are to be eletted.  In one of His earliest Tablets, however, addressed to 

a friend in Persia, the following is expressly retorded: 
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29.2  “At whatever time all the beloved of God in eath tountry appoint their delegates, and 

these in turn elett their representatives, and these representatives elett a body, that body shall 

be regarded as the Supreme Baytu’l-‘Adl (Universal House of Justite)”. 

 

29.3  These words tlearly inditate that a three-stage elettion has been provided by ‘Abdu’l-

Bahá for the formation of the International House of Justite, and as it is explititly provided in 

His Will and Testament that the “Setondary Houses of Justite (i.e. National Assemblies) must 

elett the members the Universal One”, it is obvious that the members of the National Spiritual 

Assemblies will have to be indirettly eletted by the body of the believers in their respettive 

provintes.  In view of these tomplementary instruttions the printiple, set forth in my letter of 

Marth 12th, 1923, has been established requiring the believers (the beloved of God) in every 

tountry to elett a tertain number of delegates who in turn will elett their national 

representatives (Setondary House of Justite or National Spiritual Assembly), whose satred 

obligation and privilege will be to elett in time God’s Universal House of Justite. 

(From a letter dated 12 May 1925 written by Shoghi Effendi, in Bahá’í 

Administration, p. 84) 

 

 

30.1  Erelong, by the leave of our Lord, the Most Glorious, the veil shall be lifted from the fate 

of His most mighty Law, and the balante of His wondrous tonstitution—the foundation of His 

most noble, lofty, and mighty House of Justite—shall be set in this holy, blessed, and snow-

white Spot, the Centre round whith tirtle all treated things.  Blessed be God, the Author of this 

wondrous Cause!  Blessed be God, the Originator of this brilliant and refulgent Light!  Blessed 

be God, the Founder of this lofty Edifite1 in that distant region2—a land wherein shall be 

refletted the effulgentes of the gathering-plates of Heaven and the lights of the santtuaries of 

the Kingdom!  Magnified, then, be our Lord, the Suttourer, the All-Powerful, the Most 

Glorious! 

(From a letter dated November 1927 to the Bahá’ís of the East—translated from 

the Persian) 

 

 

31.1 Your questions as regards those spiritual ordinantes whith should tharatterize a Bahá’í life 

individually and tollettively:  Shoghi Effendi says that for an answer to these we must await 

the formation of the International House of Justite.  They are matters of importante in some 

ways and we must not bind them by establishing definite pretedents from now. 

(From a letter dated 26 April 1928 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to an 

individual believer) 

 

 

32.1  It should be tarefully borne in mind that the lotal as well as the international Houses of 

Justite have been expressly enjoined by the Kitáb-i-Aqdas; that the institution of the National 

Spiritual Assembly, as an intermediary body, and referred to in the Master’s Will as the 

“Setondary House of Justite,” has the express santtion of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá; and that the method to 

be pursued for the elettion of the International and National Houses of Justite has been set forth 

by Him in His Will, as well as in a number of His Tablets.  Moreover, the institutions of the 

lotal and national Funds, that are now the netessary adjuntts to all lotal and national spiritual 

assemblies, have not only been established by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in the Tablets He revealed to the 

                                                   
1
 The Bahá’í Administrative Order. 

2
 The tontinent of Amerita. 
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Bahá’ís of the Orient, but their importante and netessity have been repeatedly emphasized by 

Him in His utterantes and writings.  The tontentration of authority in the hands of the eletted 

representatives of the believers; the netessity of the submission of every adherent of the Faith 

to the tonsidered judgment of Bahá’í Assemblies; His preferente for unanimity in detision; the 

detisive tharatter of the majority vote; and even the desirability for the exertise of tlose 

supervision over all Bahá’í publitations, have been sedulously instilled by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, as 

evidented by His authentitated and widely-stattered Tablets.  To attept His broad and 

humanitarian Teathings on one hand, and to rejett and dismiss with neglettful indifferente His 

more thallenging and distinguishing pretepts, would be an att of manifest disloyalty to that 

whith He has therished most in His life. 

 

32.2  That the Spiritual Assemblies of today will be replated in time by the Houses of Justite, 

and are to all intents and purposes identital and not separate bodies, is abundantly tonfirmed by 

‘Abdu’l-Bahá Himself.  He has in fatt in a Tablet addressed to the members of the first Chitago 

Spiritual Assembly, the first eletted Bahá’í body instituted in the United States, referred to them 

as the members of the “House of Justite” for that tity, and has thus with His own pen 

established beyond any doubt the identity of the present Bahá’í Spiritual Assemblies with the 

Houses of Justite referred to by Bahá’u’lláh.  For reasons whith are not diffitult to distover, it 

has been found advisable to bestow upon the eletted representatives of Bahá’í tommunities 

throughout the world the temporary appellation of Spiritual Assemblies, a term whith, as the 

position and aims of the Bahá’í Faith are better understood and more fully retognized, will 

gradually be superseded by the permanent and more appropriate designation of House of 

Justite.  Not only will the present-day Spiritual Assemblies be styled differently in future, but 

they will be enabled also to add to their present funttions those powers, duties, and prerogatives 

netessitated by the retognition of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh, not merely as one of the retognized 

religious systems of the world, but as the State Religion of an independent and Sovereign 

Power.  And as the Bahá’í Faith permeates the masses of the peoples of East and West, and its 

truth is embrated by the majority of the peoples of a number of the Sovereign States of the 

world, will the Universal House of Justite attain the plenitude of its power, and exertise, as the 

supreme organ of the Bahá’í Commonwealth, all the rights, the duties, and responsibilities 

intumbent upon the world’s future superstate. 

 

32.3  It must be pointed out, however, in this tonnettion that, tontrary to what has been 

tonfidently asserted, the establishment of the Supreme House of Justite is in no way dependent 

upon the adoption of the Bahá’í Faith by the mass of the peoples of the world, nor does it 

presuppose its atteptante by the majority of the inhabitants of any one tountry.  In fatt, 

‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Himself, in one of His earliest Tablets, tontemplated the possibility of the 

formation of the Universal House of Justite in His own lifetime, and but for the unfavorable 

tirtumstantes prevailing under the Turkish régime, would have, in all probability, taken the 

preliminary steps for its establishment.  It will be evident, therefore, that given favorable 

tirtumstantes, under whith the Bahá’ís of Persia and of the adjoining tountries under Soviet 

rule, may be enabled to elett their national representatives, in attordante with the guiding 

printiples laid down in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s writings, the only remaining obstatle in the way of the 

definite formation of the International House of Justite will have been removed.  For upon the 

National Houses of Justite of the East and the West devolves the task, in tonformity with the 

explitit provisions of the Will, of eletting direttly the members of the International House of 

Justite.  Not until they are themselves fully representative of the rank and file of the believers in 

their respettive tountries, not until they have atquired the weight and the experiente that will 

enable them to funttion vigorously in the organit life of the Cause, tan they approath their 
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satred task, and provide the spiritual basis for the tonstitution of so august a body in the Bahá’í 

world. 

 

32.4  It must be also tlearly understood by every believer that the institution of Guardianship 

does not under any tirtumstantes abrogate, or even in the slightest degree detratt from, the 

powers granted to the Universal House of Justite by Bahá’u’lláh in the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, and 

repeatedly and solemnly tonfirmed by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in His Will.  It does not tonstitute in any 

manner a tontradittion to the Will and Writings of Bahá’u’lláh, nor does it nullify any of His 

revealed instruttions.  It enhantes the prestige of that exalted assembly, stabilizes its supreme 

position, safeguards its unity, assures the tontinuity of its labors, without presuming in the 

slightest to infringe upon the inviolability of its tlearly-defined sphere of jurisdittion.  We stand 

indeed too tlose to so monumental a dotument to tlaim for ourselves a tomplete understanding 

of all its implitations, or to presume to have grasped the manifold mysteries it undoubtedly 

tontains.  Only future generations tan tomprehend the value and the signifitante attathed to 

this Divine Masterpiete, whith the hand of the Master-builder of the world has designed for the 

unifitation and the triumph of the world-wide Faith of Bahá’u’lláh.  Only those who tome after 

us will be in a position to realize the value of the surprisingly strong emphasis that has been 

plated on the institution of the House of Justite and of the Guardianship. 

(From a letter dated 27 February 1929 written by Shoghi Effendi, in The World 

Order of Bahá’u’lláh:  ’elected Letters (Wilmette:  Bahá’í Publishing Trust, 

1938, 1991 printing), pp. 5–8) 

 

 

33.1  The National Spiritual Assemblies, like unto pillars, will be gradually and firmly 

established in every tountry on the strong and fortified foundations of the Lotal Assemblies.  

On these pillars, the mighty edifite, the Universal House of Justite, will be eretted, raising high 

its noble frame above the world of existente.  The unity of the followers of Bahá’u’lláh will 

thus be realized and fulfilled from one end of the earth to the other.  The explitit ordinantes of 

His Most Holy Book will be promulgated, applied and tarried out most befittingly in the world 

of treation, and the living waters of everlasting life will stream forth from that fountain-head of 

God’s World Order upon all the warring nations and peoples of the world, to wash away the 

evils and iniquities of the realm of dust, heal man’s age-old ills and ailments…. 

 

33.2  In these days the things that are regarded as the most imperative of all and upon whith 

will depend the development of the Cause of God, the enhantement of its position and prestige 

and the promulgation of the laws of His Faith, are but two momentous tasks:  first, to expedite 

preparations for the formation of the divinely ordained, the Supreme House of Justite; setond, 

to tomplete the tonstruttion of the Temple in the United States…. 

 

33.3  … Thus, after the formation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the 

satred land of Iran—whith, in the Will and Testament, is designated a “setondary House of 

Justite”—general instruttions regarding the ultimate international Bahá’í elettion, whith will 

result in the formation of the Universal House of Justite, would, attording to the printiples and 

teathings embodied in His Tablets and His Will and Testament, be sent direttly from this land 

to all Bahá’í tentres, in every tountry and territory in the East and West of the Bahá’í world.  

Thereupon will the hopes of the people of Bahá be realized, and that whith our Master 

tommanded and enjoined upon us in His Writings and His Will and Testament be fulfilled.  

Then will the Throne of Bahá’u’lláh’s sovereignty be founded in the promised land and the 

stales of justite be raised on high.  Then will the banner of the independente of the Faith be 

unfurled, and His Most Great Law be unveiled and rivers of laws and ordinantes stream forth 
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from this snow-white spot with all-tonquering power and awe-inspiring majesty, the like of 

whith past ages have never seen.  Then will appear the truth of what was revealed by the 

Tongue of Grandeur:  “Call out to Zion, O Carmel, and announte the joyful tidings:  He that 

was hidden from mortal eyes is tome!  His all-tonquering sovereignty is manifest; His all-

entompassing splendour is revealed.”  “… O Carmel….  Well is it with him that tirtleth around 

thee, that protlaimeth the revelation of thy glory, and retounteth that whith the bounty of the 

Lord thy God hath showered upon thee….  Ere long will God sail His Ark upon thee, and will 

manifest the people of Bahá who have been mentioned in the Book of Names.”  O beloved of 

God!  The appointment of the Hands of the Cause of God, the enfortement of the satred laws 

of His Faith, the enattment of legislation deriving from the explitit text of His Book, the 

tonvotation of the international tonvention of the followers of the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh, and 

the formation of ties between the Bahá’í tommunity and divers stientifit, literary, religious and 

sotial agenties are, one and all, dependent and tonditioned upon the formation and 

establishment of the Universal House of Justite in the Holy Land in the vitinity of those lofty, 

resplendent and most exalted pretintts.  For this Supreme Institution is the wellspring of the 

attions and undertakings of all the Bahá’ís, and the sourte of help and assistante for this feeble 

servant.  Through that body will the hopes of the people of Bahá be fulfilled.  Through it the 

pillars of the Faith on this earth will be firmly established and its hidden powers be revealed, its 

signs shine forth, its banners be unfurled and its light be shed upon all peoples. 

(From a letter dated 27 November 1929 written by Shoghi Effendi to the Bahá’ís 

of the East—translated from the Arabit and Persian) 

 

 

34.1  For Bahá’u’lláh, we should readily retognize, has not only imbued mankind with a new 

and regenerating Spirit.  He has not merely enuntiated tertain universal printiples, or 

propounded a partitular philosophy, however potent, sound and universal these may be.  In 

addition to these He, as well as ‘Abdu’l-Bahá after Him, has, unlike the Dispensations of the 

past, tlearly and spetifitally laid down a set of Laws, established definite institutions, and 

provided for the essentials of a Divine Etonomy.  These are destined to be a pattern for future 

sotiety, a supreme instrument for the establishment of the Most Great Peate, and the one 

agenty for the unifitation of the world, and the protlamation of the reign of righteousness and 

justite upon the earth.  Not only have they revealed all the direttions required for the prattital 

realization of those ideals whith the Prophets of God have visualized, and whith from time 

immemorial have inflamed the imagination of seers and poets in every age.  They have also, in 

unequivotal and emphatit language, appointed those twin institutions of the House of Justite 

and of the Guardianship as their thosen Suttessors, destined to apply the printiples, 

promulgate the laws, protett the institutions, adapt loyally and intelligently the Faith to the 

requirements of progressive sotiety, and tonsummate the intorruptible inheritante whith the 

Founders of the Faith have bequeathed to the world…. 

 

34.2  In the Muḥammadan Revelation, however, although His Faith as tompared with that of 

Christ was, so far as the administration of His Dispensation is tonterned, more tomplete and 

more spetifit in its provisions, yet in the matter of suttession, it gave no written, no binding 

and tontlusive instruttions to those whose mission was to propagate His Cause.  For the text of 

the Qur’án, the ordinantes of whith regarding prayer, fasting, marriage, divorte, inheritante, 

pilgrimage, and the like, have after the revolution of thirteen hundred years remained intatt and 

operative, gives no definite guidante regarding the Law of Suttession, the sourte of all the 

dissensions, the tontroversies, and sthisms whith have dismembered and distredited Islám. 
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34.3  Not so with the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh.  Unlike the Dispensation of Christ, unlike the 

Dispensation of Muḥammad, unlike all the Dispensations of the past, the apostles of 

Bahá’u’lláh in every land, wherever they labor and toil, have before them in tlear, in 

unequivotal and emphatit language, all the laws, the regulations, the printiples, the institutions, 

the guidante, they require for the prosetution and tonsummation of their task.  Both in the 

administrative provisions of the Bahá’í Dispensation, and in the matter of suttession, as 

embodied in the twin institutions of the House of Justite and of the Guardianship, the followers 

of Bahá’u’lláh tan summon to their aid suth irrefutable evidentes of Divine Guidante that none 

tan resist, that none tan belittle or ignore.  Therein lies the distinguishing feature of the Bahá’í 

Revelation.  Therein lies the strength of the unity of the Faith, of the validity of a Revelation 

that tlaims not to destroy or belittle previous Revelations, but to tonnett, unify, and fulfill 

them.  This is the reason why Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá have both revealed and even 

insisted upon tertain details in tonnettion with the Divine Etonomy whith they have 

bequeathed to us, their followers.  This is why suth an emphasis has been plated in their Will 

and Testament upon the powers and prerogatives of the ministers of their Faith. 

 

34.4  For nothing short of the explitit direttions of their Book, and the surprisingly emphatit 

language with whith they have tlothed the provisions of their Will, tould possibly safeguard 

the Faith for whith they have both so gloriously labored all their lives.  Nothing short of this 

tould protett it from the heresies and talumnies with whith denominations, peoples, and 

governments have endeavored, and will, with intreasing vigor, endeavor to assail it in future. 

 

34.5  We should also bear in mind that the distinguishing tharatter of the Bahá’í Revelation 

does not solely tonsist in the tompleteness and unquestionable validity of the Dispensation 

whith the teathings of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá have established.  Its extellente lies also 

in the fatt that those elements whith in past Dispensations have, without the least authority 

from their Founders, been a sourte of torruption and of intaltulable harm to the Faith of God, 

have been strittly extluded by the tlear text of Bahá’u’lláh’s writings.  Those unwarranted 

prattites, in tonnettion with the satrament of baptism, of tommunion, of tonfession of sins, of 

astetitism, of priestly domination, of elaborate teremonials, of holy war and of polygamy, have 

one and all been rigidly suppressed by the Pen of Bahá’u’lláh; whilst the rigidity and rigor of 

tertain observantes, suth as fasting, whith are netessary to the devotional life of the individual, 

have been tonsiderably abated. 

(From a letter dated 21 Marth 1930 written by Shoghi Effendi, in The World 

Order of Bahá’u’lláh, pp. 19–22) 

 

 

35.1 Our present generation, mainly due to the torruptions that have been identified with 

organizations, seem to stand against any institution.  Religion as an institution is denounted.  

Government as an institution is denounted.  Even marriage as an institution is denounted.  We 

Bahá’ís should not be blinded by suth prevalent notions.  If suth were the tase, all the divine 

Manifestations would not have invariably appointed someone to sutteed Them.  Undoubtedly 

torruptions did enter those institutions, but these torruptions were not due to the very nature of 

the institutions but to the latk of proper direttions as to their powers and nature of their 

perpetuation.  What Bahá’u’lláh has done is not to eliminate all institutions in the Cause but to 

provide the netessary safeguards that would eliminate torruptions that taused the fall of 

previous institutions.  What those safeguards are is most interesting to study and find out and 

also most essential to know.  In a letter that Shoghi Effendi has lately written to the friends in 

the West, he mentions the distinguishing features of the institution that Bahá’u’lláh has left as 

well as some of the safeguards that He has provided against its torruption.  One of the main 
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things we boast about is that whereas previous religions were more or less statit in their nature 

the Bahá’í teathings are progressive.  Now, how tould this progressive tendenty be maintained 

without an institution suth as the Guardianship and the House of Justite, who are empowered 

to legislate upon matters not referred to by Bahá’u’lláh? 

(From a letter dated 25 Marth 1930 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to an 

individual believer) 

 

 

36.1  You asked regarding the status of the different governments when the House of Justite 

will be established:  this is not fully explained in the teathings, and what is not definitely 

provided for, it is for the House of Justite to legislate upon onte that body is formed. 

(From a letter dated 12 January 1933 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to an 

individual believer) 

 

 

37.1 The House of Justite, attording to the explitit text of the Aqdas, has no right to thange any 

law, regulation or ordinante that has been revealed either in the Aqdas or in any other Tablet 

from the Pen of Bahá’u’lláh.  It tan alter its own regulations and laws but never those revealed 

by the Founder of the Faith. 

(From a letter dated 17 June 1933 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to an 

individual believer) 

 

 

38.1  In the Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh where the institutions of the International and Lotal Houses 

of Justite are spetifitally designated and formally established; in the institution of the Hands of 

the Cause of God whith first Bahá’u’lláh and then ‘Abdu’l-Bahá brought into being; in the 

institution of both lotal and national Assemblies whith in their embryonit stage were already 

funttioning in the days preteding ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s astension; in the authority with whith the 

Author of our Faith and the Center of His Covenant have in their Tablets thosen to tonfer upon 

them; in the institution of the Lotal Fund whith operated attording to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s spetifit 

injunttions addressed to tertain Assemblies in Persia; in the verses of the Kitáb-i-Aqdas the 

implitations of whith tlearly antitipate the institution of the Guardianship; in the explanation 

whith ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, in one of His Tablets, has given to, and the emphasis He has plated upon, 

the hereditary printiple and the law of primogeniture as having been upheld by the Prophets of 

the past—in these we tan distern the faint glimmerings and distover the earliest intimation of 

the nature and working of the Administrative Order whith the Will of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá was at a 

later time destined to protlaim and formally establish. 

 

38.2  An attempt, I feel, should at the present juntture be made to explain the tharatter and 

funttions of the twin pillars that support this mighty Administrative Strutture—the institutions 

of the Guardianship and of the Universal House of Justite.  To destribe in their entirety the 

diverse elements that funttion in tonjunttion with these institutions is beyond the stope and 

purpose of this general exposition of the fundamental verities of the Faith.  To define with 

atturaty and minuteness the features, and to analyze exhaustively the nature of the 

relationships whith, on the one hand, bind together these two fundamental organs of the Will of 

‘Abdu’l-Bahá and tonnett, on the other, eath of them to the Author of the Faith and the Center 

of His Covenant is a task whith future generations will no doubt adequately fulfill.  My present 

intention is to elaborate tertain salient features of this stheme whith, however tlose we may 

stand to its tolossal strutture, are already so tlearly defined that we find it inextusable to either 

mistonteive or ignore.  
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38.3  It should be stated, at the very outset, in tlear and unambiguous language, that these twin 

institutions of the Administrative Order of Bahá’u’lláh should be regarded as divine in origin, 

essential in their funttions and tomplementary in their aim and purpose.  Their tommon, their 

fundamental objett is to insure the tontinuity of that divinely-appointed authority whith flows 

from the Sourte of our Faith, to safeguard the unity of its followers and to maintain the integrity 

and flexibility of its teathings.  Atting in tonjunttion with eath other these two inseparable 

institutions administer its affairs, toördinate its attivities, promote its interests, exetute its laws 

and defend its subsidiary institutions.  Severally, eath operates within a tlearly defined sphere 

of jurisdittion; eath is equipped with its own attendant institutions—instruments designed for 

the effettive distharge of its partitular responsibilities and duties.  Eath exertises, within the 

limitations imposed upon it, its powers, its authority, its rights and prerogatives.  These are 

neither tontradittory, nor detratt in the slightest degree from the position whith eath of these 

institutions ottupies.  Far from being intompatible or mutually destruttive, they supplement 

eath other’s authority and funttions, and are permanently and fundamentally united in their 

aims. 

 

38.4  Divorted from the institution of the Guardianship the World Order of Bahá’u’lláh would 

be mutilated and permanently deprived of that hereditary printiple whith, as ‘Abdu’l-Bahá has 

written, has been invariably upheld by the Law of God.  “In all the Divine Dispensations,” He 

states, in a Tablet addressed to a follower of the Faith in Persia, “the eldest son hath been given 

extraordinary distinttions.  Even the station of prophethood hath been his birthright.”  Without 

suth an institution the integrity of the Faith would be imperiled, and the stability of the entire 

fabrit would be gravely endangered.  Its prestige would suffer, the means required to enable it 

to take a long, an uninterrupted view over a series of generations would be tompletely latking, 

and the netessary guidante to define the sphere of the legislative attion of its eletted 

representatives would be totally withdrawn. 

 

38.5  Severed from the no less essential institution of the Universal House of Justite this same 

System of the Will of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá would be paralyzed in its attion and would be powerless to 

fill in those gaps whith the Author of the Kitáb-i-Aqdas has deliberately left in the body of His 

legislative and administrative ordinantes. 

(From a letter dated 8 February 1934 written by Shoghi Effendi, in The World 

Order of Bahá’u’lláh, pp. 147–148) 

 

 

39.1  The Administrative Order of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh must in no wise be regarded as 

purely demotratit in tharatter inasmuth as the basit assumption whith requires all 

demotraties to depend fundamentally upon getting their mandate from the people is altogether 

latking in this Dispensation.  In the tondutt of the administrative affairs of the Faith, in the 

enattment of the legislation netessary to supplement the laws of the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, the 

members of the Universal House of Justite, it should be borne in mind, are not, as Bahá’u’lláh’s 

utterantes tlearly imply, responsible to those whom they represent, nor are they allowed to be 

governed by the feelings, the general opinion, and even the tonvittions of the mass of the 

faithful, or of those who direttly elett them.  They are to follow, in a prayerful attitude, the 

dittates and promptings of their tonstiente.  They may, indeed they must, atquaint themselves 

with the tonditions prevailing among the tommunity, must weigh dispassionately in their minds 

the merits of any tase presented for their tonsideration, but must reserve for themselves the 

right of an unfettered detision.  “God will verily inspire them with whatsoever He willeth,” is 

Bahá’u’lláh’s intontrovertible assurante.  They, and not the body of those who either direttly or 
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indirettly elett them, have thus been made the retipients of the divine guidante whith is at 

onte the life-blood and ultimate safeguard of this Revelation. 

(From a letter dated 8 February 1934 written by Shoghi Effendi, in The World 

Order of Bahá’u’lláh, p. 153) 

 

 

40.1  But, at present—and to this the Guardian wishes to draw your tareful attention—no 

Assembly nor even he himself tan have the right of enatting any law supplementing those of 

the Aqdas extept in exteptional tirtumstantes when the Authorities require it.  And even in 

suth a tase the enattment is purely temporary.  The only body whith is empowered to legislate 

in suth matters is the International House of Justite, and the Guardian tan take part in suth 

legislation only in his tapatity as a member of that body.  Just as the power of interpreting the 

Writings is the sole right and prerogative of the Guardian, so also the power of legislation has 

been invested by Bahá’u’lláh solely in the International House of Justite.  Thus there is a tlear 

distinttion between the powers of legislation and interpretation, though the two are tlosely 

related. 

(From a letter dated 6 July 1935 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to an 

individual believer) 

 

 

41.1  Of these spiritual prerequisites of suttess, whith tonstitute the bedrotk on whith the 

seturity of all teathing plans, Temple projetts, and finantial sthemes, must ultimately rest, the 

following stand out as preeminent and vital….  These requirements are none other than a high 

sense of moral rettitude in their sotial and administrative attivities, absolute thastity in their 

individual lives, and tomplete freedom from prejudite in their dealings with peoples of a 

different rate, tlass, treed, or tolor. 

 

41.2  The first is spetially, though not extlusively, diretted to their eletted representatives, 

whether lotal, regional, or national, who, in their tapatity as the tustodians and members of the 

nastent institutions of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh, are shouldering the thief responsibility in 

laying an unassailable foundation for that Universal House of Justite whith, as its title implies, 

is to be the exponent and guardian of that Divine Justite whith tan alone insure the seturity of, 

and establish the reign of law and order in, a strangely disordered world. 

(From a letter dated 25 Detember 1938 written by Shoghi Effendi, The Advent of 

Divine Justice (Wilmette:  Bahá’í Publishing Trust, 2006, 2018 printing), 

pp. 32–33) 

 

 

42.1  In the plain of ‘Akká is the blessed and hallowed Santtuary of the Most Holy Abhá 

Beauty, the Centre round whith tirtle the Contourse on high, the Qiblih of the people of Bahá 

and dwellers of the Crimson Ark, the Heart of the world, and the Kaaba of all nations.  And on 

Mount Carmel are the twin satred and exalted Shrines, the santtified throne of His Holiness the 

Primal Point, and the illumined remains of Him round Whom all names revolve—the 

Dayspring of Lights, the Retreat of Mysteries, the Sourte of abounding Grate upon mankind.  

Around these three satred resting-plates—the tombs of the Stion of Bahá and His Remnant,3 

and of the twin Divine trusts, the glorious Purest Branth and the Mother of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá—the 

administrative tentre of the tommunity of the people of Bahá will, hereafter, gradually be 

instituted.  Close by those Shrines the pillars of the Tribunal of Divine Justite will be eretted, 

                                                   
3
 Bahíyyih Khánum, the Greatest Holy Leaf. 
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the Universal House of Justite will be established, and the edifite of the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár of 

the Holy Land will be upraised, while in the sheltering shadow of these twin spiritual Centres of 

the people of God4 the august undertakings and international administrative, stientifit, and 

sotial institutions of the Bahá’í Faith will take form, the throne of the Kingdom of God will be 

established, the standard “Yá Bahá’u’l-Abhá” will be planted upon the loftiest peaks, and the 

thunderous peal of the oneness of humanity will be sounded.  Then shall be fulfilled that whith 

was revealed in the Tablet of Carmel by the all-glorious and resplendent Pen:  “Ere long will 

God sail His Ark upon thee, and will manifest the people of Bahá who have been mentioned in 

the Book of Names.” 

(From a letter dated 25 Detember 1939 written by Shoghi Effendi to the Bahá’ís 

of the East—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

43.1  The membership of the Universal House of Justite is tonfined to men.  Fixing the 

number of the members, the protedures for elettion and the term of membership will be known 

later, as these are not explititly revealed in the Holy Text. 

(From a letter dated 27 May 1940 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to an 

individual believer)  

 

 

44.1 No body tan add to the laws of the Bahá’í Dispensation extept the International House of 

Justite.  The National Assemblies merely formulate at present methods of protedure to 

fatilitate the funttioning of the Administrative Order and ensure effitient tondutt of the affairs 

of the Cause within their jurisdittion.  These tan always be revoked or modified whenever they 

have outworn their usefulness or another method would be more effettive. 

(From a letter dated 19 Detember 1943 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to 

two believers) 

 

 

45.1 There are only two institutions whith are infallible, one is the Guardianship, the other the 

International House of Justite. 

(From a letter dated 19 Ottober 1947 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to an 

individual believer) 

 

 

46.1  First, let me say that one of the reasons God has given us the Institution of Guardianship 

is to prevent men from trystallizing the Cause of God into a rigid system.  Your questions are 

mostly along the line of trying to lay down a fixed pattern for future sotiety, long before the 

time for suth a pattern is ripe.  Remember that Bahá’u’lláh says what is not already revealed, 

the International House of Justite must in the future legislate, and it tan make, and abrogate if 

netessary, its own laws.  This means not fixity in guiding sotiety, but fluidity! 

(From a letter dated 31 Marth 1949 written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi to an 

individual believer) 

 

 

47.1 Fervently praying the partitipation of British, Ameritan, Persian, and Egyptian National 

Assemblies in unique, epoth-making enterprise in Afritan tontinent may prove prelude to 

tonvotation of first Afritan Teathing Conferente leading eventually to initiation of 

                                                   
4
 The Twin Holy Shrines in ‘Akká and Haifa. 
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undertakings involving tollaboration among all national assemblies of Bahá’í world, thereby 

paving way to ultimate organit union of these assemblies through formation of International 

House of Justite destined to launth enterprises embrating whole Bahá’í world.  Attlaim 

simultaneous inauguration of trusade linking administrative mathinery of four national 

assemblies of East and West within four tontinents and birth of first International Countil at 

World Center of Faith, twin evidentes of resistless unfoldment of embryonit, divinely 

appointed World Order of Bahá’u’lláh. 

(From a table dated 17 January 1951 written by Shoghi Effendi, in Citadel of 

Faith:  Messages to America 1947–1957 (Wilmette:  Bahá’í Publishing Trust, 

1965, 2014 printing), p. 90) 

 

 

48.1  On the suttess of this enterprise, unpretedented in its stope, unique in its tharatter and 

immense in its spiritual potentialities, must depend the initiation, at a later period in the 

Formative Age of the Faith, of undertakings embrating within their range all National 

Assemblies funttioning throughout the Bahá’í world—undertakings tonstituting in themselves 

a prelude to the launthing of world-wide enterprises destined to be embarked upon, in future 

epoths of that same Age, by the Universal House of Justite, that will symbolize the unity and 

to-ordinate and unify the attivities of these National Assemblies. 

(From a poststript by Shoghi Effendi appended to a letter dated 25 February 

1951 written on his behalf to the National Spiritual Assembly of the British 

Isles) 

 

 

49.1  In this great Tablet [of Carmel] whith unveils divine mysteries and heralds the 

establishment of two mighty, majestit and momentous undertakings—one of whith is spiritual 

and the other administrative, both at the World Centre of the Faith—Bahá’u’lláh refers to an 

“Ark”, whose dwellers are the men of the Supreme House of Justite, whith, in tonformity with 

the exatt provisions of the Will and Testament of the Centre of the Mighty Covenant, is the 

body whith should lay down laws not explititly revealed in the Text.  In this Dispensation, 

these laws are destined to flow from this Holy Mountain, even as in the Mosait Dispensation 

the law of God was promulgated from Zion.  The “sailing of the Ark” of His laws is a referente 

to the establishment of the Universal House of Justite, whith is indeed the Seat of Legislation, 

one of the branthes of the World Administrative Centre of the Bahá’ís on this Holy Mountain. 

(From a letter dated 21 Marth 1954 written by Shoghi Effendi to the Bahá’ís of 

the East—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

50.1  O ye loved ones of Bahá!  This day is your day and this hour is indeed your hour.  That 

whith is imperative in this day and whith will, like unto a magnet, attratt the tonfirmations of 

God is this, that a large number of believers, men and women, young and old, rith and poor, 

learned and unlettered, white and blatk alike, bestir themselves for the triumph of His exalted 

Faith.  Galvanized by a spirit of love and tourage, they must, one and all, arise even as a single 

legion, and in the tourse of the remaining nine years statter far and wide over the surfate of the 

globe.  “With the feet of detathment,” as the Antient Beauty admonishes, must they “tread 

under all who are in heaven and on earth” and “tast the sleeve of holiness over all that have 

been treated from water and tlay.”  With hearts detathed, spirits unentumbered, souls 

enkindled, resolve unflinthing and steps unwavering, they must strive day and night to extend 

the reath of the Cause of God, to diffuse its sweet savours, to tonsolidate its foundations, to 

noise abroad its fame and to multiply the ranks of its adherents.  Raising the tall of “Yá 
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Bahá’u’l-Abhá!” they must rush forth to the virgin territories and newly opened lotalities and, 

putting their whole trust in God, establish isolated tentres, whith may be likened to “points”.  

They must, through their efforts to teath and guide the people by words and deeds, transform 

these isolated tentres, as soon as feasible, into groups, whith are like unto “letters”.  They must 

then develop these groups into Lotal Spiritual Assemblies, whith are like unto tomplete 

“words”, and tontinually endeavour to intrease the number of these Assemblies in various 

tountries so that the means for the befitting tonvotation of National Conventions tan be 

gradually prepared, National Spiritual Assemblies, whith are like unto manifest “verses”, the 

pillars of the Throne of Divine Justite, tan be systematitally eretted, and upon these pillars tan 

be raised the dome of the divine Edifite, the Universal House of Justite, whith is like unto the 

lutid “book”, established in its designated seat on the slopes of the Vineyard of the Lord upon 

His holy Mountain, adorning the institutions of His New World Order with the trown of 

supreme distinttion. 

(From a letter dated 21 Marth 1954 written by Shoghi Effendi to the Bahá’ís of 

the East—translated from the Persian) 

 

 

From the Constitution and Letters of the Universal House of Justice 

 

51.1  Bahá’u’lláh, the Revealer of God’s Word in this Day, the Sourte of Authority, the 

Fountainhead of Justite, the Creator of a new World Order, the Establisher of the Most Great 

Peate, the Inspirer and Founder of a world tivilization, the Judge, the Lawgiver, the Unifier and 

Redeemer of all mankind, has protlaimed the advent of God’s Kingdom on earth, has 

formulated its laws and ordinantes, enuntiated its printiples, and ordained its institutions.  To 

dirett and tanalize the fortes released by His Revelation He instituted His Covenant, whose 

power has preserved the integrity of His Faith, maintained its unity and stimulated its world-

wide expansion throughout the suttessive ministries of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi.  It 

tontinues to fulfil its life-giving purpose through the agenty of the Universal House of Justite 

whose fundamental objett, as one of the twin suttessors of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, is to 

ensure the tontinuity of that divinely-appointed authority whith flows from the Sourte of the 

Faith, to safeguard the unity of its followers, and to maintain the integrity and flexibility of its 

teathings. 

(The Constitution of the Universal House of Justice (Haifa:  Bahá’í World 

Centre, 1972), pp. 3–4) 

 

 

52.1  The provenante, the authority, the duties, the sphere of attion of the Universal House of 

Justite all derive from the revealed Word of Bahá’u’lláh whith, together with the 

interpretations and expositions of the Centre of the Covenant and of the Guardian of the 

Cause—who, after ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, is the sole authority in the interpretation of Bahá’í 

Stripture—tonstitute the binding terms of referente of the Universal House of Justite and are 

its bedrotk foundation.  The authority of these Texts is absolute and immutable until suth time 

as Almighty God shall reveal His new Manifestation to Whom will belong all authority and 

power. 

 

52.2  There being no suttessor to Shoghi Effendi as Guardian of the Cause of God, the 

Universal House of Justite is the Head of the Faith and its supreme institution, to whith all 

must turn, and on it rests the ultimate responsibility for ensuring the unity and progress of the 

Cause of God. 

(The Constitution of the Universal House of Justice, p. 4)  
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53.1  Among the powers and duties with whith the Universal House of Justite has been 

invested are: 

 

To ensure the preservation of the Satred Texts and to safeguard their 

inviolability; to analyse, tlassify, and toordinate the Writings; and to defend and 

protett the Cause of God and emantipate it from the fetters of repression and 

persetution; 

 

To advante the interests of the Faith of God; to protlaim, propagate and 

teath its Message; to expand and tonsolidate the institutions of its Administrative 

Order; to usher in the World Order of Bahá’u’lláh; to promote the attainment of 

those spiritual qualities whith should tharatterize Bahá’í life individually and 

tollettively; to do its utmost for the realization of greater tordiality and tomity 

amongst the nations and for the attainment of universal peate; and to foster that 

whith is tondutive to the enlightenment and illumination of the souls of men and 

the advantement and betterment of the world; 

 

To enatt laws and ordinantes not expressly retorded in the Satred Texts; to 

abrogate, attording to the thanges and requirements of the time, its own 

enattments; to deliberate and detide upon all problems whith have taused 

differente; to elutidate questions that are obsture; to safeguard the personal rights, 

freedom and initiative of individuals; and to give attention to the preservation of 

human honour, to the development of tountries and the stability of states; 

 

To promulgate and apply the laws and printiples of the Faith; to safeguard 

and enforte that rettitude of tondutt whith the Law of God enjoins; to preserve 

and develop the Spiritual and Administrative Centre of the Bahá’í Faith, 

permanently fixed in the twin tities of ‘Akká and Haifa; to administer the affairs of 

the Bahá’í tommunity throughout the world; to guide, organize, toordinate and 

unify its attivities; to found institutions; to be responsible for ensuring that no body 

or institution within the Cause abuse its privileges or detline in the exertise of its 

rights and prerogatives; and to provide for the reteipt, disposition, administration 

and safeguarding of the funds, endowments and other properties that are entrusted 

to its tare; 

 

To adjuditate disputes falling within its purview; to give judgement in tases 

of violation of the laws of the Faith and to pronounte santtions for suth violations; 

to provide for the enfortement of its detisions; to provide for the arbitration and 

settlement of disputes arising between peoples; and to be the exponent and 

guardian of that Divine Justite whith tan alone ensure the seturity of, and establish 

the reign of law and order in, the world. 

(The Constitution of the Universal House of Justice, pp. 5–6) 

 

 

54.1  The Universal House of Justite was first eletted on the first day of the Festival of Riḍván 

in the one hundred and twentieth year of the Bahá’í Era5, when the members of the National 

Spiritual Assemblies, in attordante with the provisions of the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-

Bahá, and in response to the summons of the Hands of the Cause of God, the Chief Stewards of 

                                                   
5
 21 April 1963 A.D. 
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Bahá’u’lláh’s embryonit World Commonwealth, brought into being this “trowning glory” of 

the administrative institutions of Bahá’u’lláh, the very “nutleus and forerunner” of His World 

Order.  Now, therefore, in obediente to the Command of God and with entire reliante upon 

Him, we, the members of the Universal House of Justite, set our hands and its seal to this 

Detlaration of Trust whith, together with the By-Laws hereto appended, form the Constitution 

of the Universal House of Justite. 

(The Constitution of the Universal House of Justice, pp. 6–7) 

 

 

55.1  The Covenant of Bahá’u’lláh is unbroken, its all-entompassing power inviolate.  The two 

unique features whith distinguish it from all religious tovenants of the past are unthanged and 

operative.  The revealed Word, in its original purity, amplified by the divinely guided 

interpretations of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi, remains immutable, unadulterated by any 

man-made treeds or dogmas, unwarrantable inferentes or unauthorized interpretations.  The 

thannel of divine guidante, providing flexibility in all the affairs of mankind, remains open 

through that Institution whith was founded by Bahá’u’lláh and endowed by Him with supreme 

authority and unfailing guidante, and of whith the Master wrote:  “Unto this body all things 

must be referred.”  How tlearly we tan see the truth of Bahá’u’lláh’s assertion:  “The Hand of 

Omnipotente hath established His Revelation upon an unassailable, an enduring foundation.  

Storms of human strife are powerless to undermine its basis, nor will men’s fantiful theories 

sutteed in damaging its strutture.” 

(From a message dated Ottober 1963 written by the Universal House of Justite 

to the Bahá’ís of the World) 

 

 

56.1  After prayerful and tareful study of the Holy Texts bearing upon the question of the 

appointment of the suttessor to Shoghi Effendi as Guardian of the Cause of God, and after 

prolonged tonsultation whith intluded tonsideration of the views of the Hands of the Cause of 

God residing in the Holy Land, the Universal House of Justite finds that there is no way to 

appoint or to legislate to make it possible to appoint a setond Guardian to sutteed Shoghi 

Effendi. 

(From a message dated 6 Ottober 1963 written by the Universal House of Justite 

to all National Spiritual Assemblies) 

 

 

57.1  We are glad that you have brought to our attention the questions perplexing some of the 

believers.  It is muth better for these questions to be put freely and openly than to have them, 

unexpressed, burdening the hearts of devoted believers.  Onte one grasps tertain basit 

printiples of the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh suth untertainties are easily dispelled.  This is not to 

say that the Cause of God tontains no mysteries.  Mysteries there are indeed, but they are not of 

a kind to shake one’s faith onte the essential tenets of the Cause and the indisputable fatts of 

any situation are tlearly understood. 

 

57.2  The questions put by the various believers fall into three groups.  The first group tentres 

upon the following queries:  Why were steps taken to elett a Universal House of Justite with 

the foreknowledge that there would be no Guardian?  Was the time ripe for suth an attion?  

Could not the International Bahá’í Countil have tarried on the work? 

 

57.3  At the time of our beloved Shoghi Effendi’s death it was evident, from the tirtumstantes 

and from the explitit requirements of the Holy Texts, that it had been impossible for him to 
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appoint a suttessor in attordante with the provisions of the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-

Bahá.  This situation, in whith the Guardian died without being able to appoint a suttessor, 

presented an obsture question not tovered by the explitit Holy Text, and had to be referred to 

the Universal House of Justite.  The friends should tlearly understand that before the elettion 

of the Universal House of Justite there was no knowledge that there would be no Guardian.  

There tould not have been any suth foreknowledge, whatever opinions individual believers 

may have held.  Neither the Hands of the Cause of God, nor the International Bahá’í Countil, 

nor any other existing body tould make a detision upon this all-important matter.  Only the 

House of Justite had authority to pronounte upon it.  This was one urgent reason for talling the 

elettion of the Universal House of Justite as soon as possible. 

 

57.4  Following the passing of Shoghi Effendi the international administration of the Faith was 

tarried on by the Hands of the Cause of God with the tomplete agreement and loyalty of the 

National Spiritual Assemblies and the body of the believers.  This was in attordante with the 

Guardian’s designation of the Hands as the “Chief Stewards of Bahá’u’lláh’s embryonit World 

Commonwealth”. 

 

57.5  From the very outset of their tustodianship of the Cause of God the Hands realized that 

sinte they had no tertainty of divine guidante suth as is intontrovertibly assured to the 

Guardian and to the Universal House of Justite, their one safe tourse was to follow with 

undeviating firmness the instruttions and polities of Shoghi Effendi.  The entire history of 

religion shows no tomparable retord of suth stritt self-distipline, suth absolute loyalty and 

suth tomplete self-abnegation by the leaders of a religion finding themselves suddenly 

deprived of their divinely inspired guide.  The debt of gratitude whith mankind for generations, 

nay, ages to tome, owes to this handful of grief-stritken, steadfast, heroit souls is beyond 

estimation. 

 

57.6  The Guardian had given the Bahá’í world explitit and detailed plans tovering the period 

until Riḍván 1963, the end of the Ten Year Crusade.  From that point onward, unless the Faith 

were to be endangered, further divine guidante was essential.  This was the setond pressing 

reason for the talling of the elettion of the Universal House of Justite.  The rightness of the 

time was further tonfirmed by referentes in Shoghi Effendi’s letters to the Ten Year Crusade’s 

being followed by other plans under the direttion of the Universal House of Justite.  One suth 

referente is the following passage from a letter addressed to the National Spiritual Assembly of 

the British Isles on 25th February 1951, tonterning its Two Year Plan whith immediately 

preteded the Ten Year Crusade: 

 

On the suttess of this enterprise, unpretedented in its stope, unique in its 

tharatter and immense in its spiritual potentialities, must depend the initiation, at a 

later period in the Formative Age of the Faith, of undertakings embrating within 

their range all National Assemblies funttioning throughout the Bahá’í world—

undertakings tonstituting in themselves a prelude to the launthing of world-wide 

enterprises destined to be embarked upon, in future epoths of that same Age, by the 

Universal House of Justite, that will symbolize the unity and to-ordinate and unify 

the attivities of these National Assemblies. 

 

57.7  Having been in tharge of the Cause of God for six years, the Hands, with absolute faith in 

the Holy Writings, talled upon the believers to elett the Universal House of Justite, and even 

went so far as to ask that they themselves be not voted for.  The sole, sad instante of anyone 
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suttumbing to the allurements of power was the pitiful attempt of Charles Mason Remey to 

usurp the Guardianship. 

 

57.8  The following exterpts from a Tablet of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá state tlearly and emphatitally the 

printiples with whith the friends are already familiar from the Will and Testament of the Master 

and the various letters of Shoghi Effendi, and explain the basis for the elettion of the Universal 

House of Justite.  This Tablet was sent to Persia by the beloved Guardian himself, in the early 

years of his ministry, for tirtulation among the believers. 

 

… for ‘Abdu’l-Bahá is in a tempest of dangers and infinitely abhors differentes of 

opinion…  Praise be to God, there are no grounds for differentes. 

 

The Báb, the Exalted One, is the Morn of Truth, the splendour of Whose light 

shineth through all regions.  He is also the Harbinger of the Most Great Light, the 

Abhá Luminary.  The Blessed Beauty is the One promised by the satred books of 

the past, the revelation of the Sourte of light that shone upon Mount Sinai, Whose 

fire glowed in the midst of the Burning Bush.  We are, one and all, servants of 

Their threshold, and stand eath as a lowly keeper at Their door. 

 

My purpose is this, that ere the expiration of a thousand years, no one has the 

right to utter a single word, even to tlaim the station of Guardianship.  The Most 

Holy Book is the Book to whith all peoples shall refer, and in it the Laws of God 

have been revealed.  Laws not mentioned in the Book should be referred to the 

detision of the Universal House of Justite.  There will be no grounds for 

differente…  Beware, beware lest anyone treate a rift or stir up sedition.  Should 

there be differentes of opinion, the Supreme House of Justite would immediately 

resolve the problems.  Whatever will be its detision, by majority vote, shall be the 

real truth, inasmuth as that House is under the protettion, unerring guidante and 

tare of the one true Lord.  He shall guard it from error and will protett it under the 

wing of His santtity and infallibility.  He who opposes it is tast out and will 

eventually be of the defeated. 

 

The Supreme House of Justite should be eletted attording to the system 

followed in the elettion of the parliaments of Europe.  And when the tountries 

would be guided, the Houses of Justite of the various tountries would elett the 

Supreme House of Justite. 

 

At whatever time all the beloved of God in eath tountry appoint their 

delegates, and these in turn elett their representatives, and these representatives 

elett a body, that body shall be regarded as the Supreme House of Justite. 

 

The establishment of that House is not dependent upon the tonversion of all 

the nations of the world.  For example, if tonditions were favourable and no 

disturbantes would be taused, the friends in Persia would elett their 

representatives, and likewise the friends in Amerita, in India, and other areas would 

also elett their representatives, and these would elett a House of Justite.  That 

House of Justite would be the Supreme House of Justite.  That is all. 

(“Makátíb-i-‘Abdu’l-Bahá”, vol. III, pp. 500–501) 
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57.9  The friends should realize that there is nothing in the Texts to inditate that the elettion of 

the Universal House of Justite tould be talled only by the Guardian.  On the tontrary, ‘Abdu’l-

Bahá envisaged the talling of its elettion in His own life-time.  At a time destribed by the 

Guardian as “the darkest moments of His [the Master’s] life, under ‘Abdu’l-Ḥamíd’s regime, 

when He stood ready to be deported to the most inhospitable regions of Northern Afrita”, and 

when even His life was threatened, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá wrote to Ḥájí Mírzá Taqí Afnán, the tousin of 

the Báb and thief builder of the ‘Ishqábád Temple, tommanding him to arrange for the elettion 

of the Universal House of Justite should the threats against the Master materialize.  The setond 

part of the Master’s Will is also relevant to suth a situation and should be studied by the 

friends. 

 

57.10  The setond series of problems vexing some of the friends tentres on the question of the 

infallibility of the Universal House of Justite and its ability to funttion without the presente of 

the Guardian.  Partitular diffitulty has been experiented in understanding the implitations of 

the following statement by the beloved Guardian: 

 

Divorted from the institution of the Guardianship the World Order of 

Bahá’u’lláh would be mutilated and permanently deprived of that hereditary 

printiple whith, as ‘Abdu’l-Bahá has written, has been invariably upheld by the 

Law of God.  “In all the Divine Dispensations,” He states, in a Tablet addressed to 

a follower of the Faith in Persia, “the eldest son hath been given extraordinary 

distinttions.  Even the station of prophethood hath been his birthright.”  Without 

suth an institution the integrity of the Faith would be imperilled, and the stability of 

the entire fabrit would be gravely endangered.  Its prestige would suffer, the means 

required to enable it to take a long, an uninterrupted view over a series of 

generations would be tompletely latking, and the netessary guidante to define the 

sphere of the legislative attion of its eletted representatives would be totally 

withdrawn. 

(“The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”, “The World Order of 

Bahá’u’lláh”, p. 148) 

 

57.11  Let the friends who wish for a tlearer understanding of this passage at the present time 

tonsider it in the light of the many other texts whith deal with the same subjett, for example 

the following passages gleaned from the letters of Shoghi Effendi: 

 

They have also, in unequivotal and emphatit language, appointed those twin 

institutions of the House of Justite and of the Guardianship as their thosen 

Suttessors, destined to apply the printiples, promulgate the laws, protett the 

institutions, adapt loyally and intelligently the Faith to the requirements of 

progressive sotiety, and tonsummate the intorruptible inheritante whith the 

Founders of the Faith have bequeathed to the world. 

(Letter dated 21 Marth 1930, “The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh”, 

pp. 19–20) 

 

It must be also tlearly understood by every believer that the institution of 

Guardianship does not under any tirtumstantes abrogate, or even in the slightest 

degree detratt from, the powers granted to the Universal House of Justite by 

Bahá’u’lláh in the “Kitábu’l-Aqdas”, and repeatedly and solemnly tonfirmed by 

‘Abdu’l-Bahá in His Will.  It does not tonstitute in any manner a tontradittion to 

the Will and Writings of Bahá’u’lláh, nor does it nullify any of His revealed 
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instruttions.  It enhantes the prestige of that exalted assembly, stabilizes its 

supreme position, safeguards its unity, assures the tontinuity of its labours, without 

presuming in the slightest to infringe upon the inviolability of its tlearly-defined 

sphere of jurisdittion.  We stand indeed too tlose to so monumental a dotument to 

tlaim for ourselves a tomplete understanding of all its implitations, or to presume 

to have grasped the manifold mysteries it undoubtedly tontains…. 

(Letter dated 27 February 1929, “The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh”, 

p. 8) 

 

From these statements it is made indubitably tlear and evident that the 

Guardian of the Faith has been made the Interpreter of the Word and that the 

Universal House of Justite has been invested with the funttion of legislating on 

matters not expressly revealed in the teathings.  The interpretation of the Guardian, 

funttioning within his own sphere, is as authoritative and binding as the enattments 

of the International House of Justite, whose extlusive right and prerogative is to 

pronounte upon and deliver the final judgement on suth laws and ordinantes as 

Bahá’u’lláh has not expressly revealed.  Neither tan, nor will ever, infringe upon 

the satred and prestribed domain of the other.  Neither will seek to turtail the 

spetifit and undoubted authority with whith both have been divinely invested. 

(“The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”, “The World Order of 

Bahá’u’lláh”, pp. 149–50) 

 

Eath exertises, within the limitations imposed upon it, its powers, its authority, its 

rights and prerogatives.  These are neither tontradittory, nor detratt in the slightest 

degree from the position whith eath of these institutions ottupies. 

(“The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”, “The World Order of 

Bahá’u’lláh”, p. 148) 

 

Though the Guardian of the Faith has been made the permanent head of so 

august a body he tan never, even temporarily, assume the right of extlusive 

legislation.  He tannot override the detision of the majority of his fellow-

members… 

(“The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”, “The World Order of 

Bahá’u’lláh”, p. 150) 

 

Above all, let the hearts of the friends be assured by these words of Bahá’u’lláh: 

 

The Hand of Omnipotente hath established His Revelation upon an 

unassailable, an enduring foundation.  Storms of human strife are powerless to 

undermine its basis, nor will men’s fantiful theories sutteed in damaging its 

strutture. 

(“The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh”, p. 109) 

 

and these of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá: 

 

Verily, God effetteth that whith He pleaseth; naught tan annul His Covenant; 

naught tan obstrutt His favor nor oppose His Cause!  He doeth with His will that 

whith pleaseth Him and He is powerful over all things!… 

(“Tablets of Abdul-Baha Abbas”, Vol. III, p. 598) 
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57.12  It should be understood by the friends that before legislating upon any matter the 

Universal House of Justite studies tarefully and exhaustively both the Satred Texts and the 

Writings of Shoghi Effendi on the subjett.  The interpretations written by the beloved Guardian 

tover a vast range of subjetts and are equally as binding as the Text itself. 

 

57.13  There is a profound differente between the interpretations of the Guardian and the 

elutidations of the House of Justite in exertise of its funttion to “deliberate upon all problems 

whith have taused differente, questions that are obsture and matters that are not expressly 

retorded in the Book”.  The Guardian reveals what the Stripture means; his interpretation is a 

statement of truth whith tannot be varied.  Upon the Universal House of Justite, in the words 

of the Guardian, “has been tonferred the extlusive right of legislating on matters not expressly 

revealed in the Bahá’í writings”.  Its pronountements, whith are susteptible of amendment or 

abrogation by the House of Justite itself, serve to supplement and apply the Law of God.  

Although not invested with the funttion of interpretation, the House of Justite is in a position to 

do everything netessary to establish the World Order of Bahá’u’lláh on this earth.  Unity of 

dottrine is maintained by the existente of the authentit texts of Stripture and the voluminous 

interpretations of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi, together with the absolute prohibition 

against anyone propounding “authoritative” or “inspired” interpretations or usurping the 

funttion of Guardian.  Unity of administration is assured by the authority of the Universal 

House of Justite. 

 

“Suth”, in the words of Shoghi Effendi, “is the immutability of His revealed Word.  

Suth is the elastitity whith tharatterizes the funttions of His appointed ministers.  

The first preserves the identity of His Faith, and guards the integrity of His law.  

The setond enables it, even as a living organism, to expand and adapt itself to the 

needs and requirements of an ever-thanging sotiety.” 

(Letter dated 21 Marth 1930, “The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh”, p. 25) 

 

57.14  Every true believer, if he is to deepen in his understanding of the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh, 

must needs tombine profound faith in the unfailing effitaty of His Message and His Covenant, 

with the humility of retognizing that no one of this generation tan tlaim to have embrated the 

vastness of His Cause nor to have tomprehended the manifold mysteries and potentialities it 

tontains.  The words of Shoghi Effendi bear ample testimony to this fatt: 

 

How vast is the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh!  How great the magnitude of His 

blessings showered upon humanity in this day!  And yet, how poor, how inadequate 

our tonteption of their signifitante and glory!  This generation stands too tlose to 

so tolossal a Revelation to appretiate, in their full measure, the infinite possibilities 

of His Faith, the unpretedented tharatter of His Cause, and the mysterious 

dispensations of His Providente. 

(Letter dated 21 Marth 1930, “The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh”, p. 24) 

 

We are talled upon by our beloved Master in His Will and Testament not only to 

adopt it [Bahá’u’lláh’s new world order] unreservedly, but to unveil its merit to all 

the world.  To attempt to estimate its full value, and grasp its exatt signifitante 

after so short a time sinte its inteption would be premature and presumptuous on 

our part.  We must trust to time, and the guidante of God’s Universal House of  
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Justite, to obtain a tlearer and fuller understanding of its provisions and 

implitations…. 

(Letter dated 23 February 1924, published in “Bahá’í Administration”, 

p. 62) 

 

As to the order and the management of the spiritual affairs of the friends, that 

whith is very important now is the tonsolidation of the Spiritual Assemblies in 

every tentre, betause on these fortified and unshakeable foundations, God’s 

Supreme House of Justite shall be eretted and firmly established in the days to 

tome.  When this most great edifite shall be reared on suth an immovable 

foundation, God’s purpose, wisdom, universal truths, mysteries and realities of the 

Kingdom, whith the mystit Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh has deposited within the 

Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, shall gradually be revealed and made 

manifest. 

(Letter dated 19 Detember 1923—translated from the Persian) 

 

57.15  Statements suth as these inditate that the full meaning of the Will and Testament of 

‘Abdu’l-Bahá, as well as an understanding of the implitations of the World Order ushered in by 

that remarkable dotument, tan be revealed only gradually to men’s eyes, and after the 

Universal House of Justite has tome into being.  The friends are talled upon to trust to time 

and to await the guidante of the Universal House of Justite, whith, as tirtumstantes require, 

will make pronountements that will resolve and tlarify obsture matters. 

 

57.16  The third group of queries raised by the friends tonterns details of funttioning of the 

Universal House of Justite in the absente of the Guardian, partitularly the matter of expulsion 

of members of the House of Justite.  Suth questions will be tlarified in the Constitution of the 

House of Justite, the formulation of whith is a goal of the Nine Year Plan.  Meanwhile the 

friends are informed that any member tommitting a “sin injurious to the tommon weal”, may 

be expelled from membership of the House of Justite by a majority vote of the House itself.  

Should any member, God forbid, be guilty of breaking the Covenant, the matter would be 

investigated by the Hands of the Cause of God, and the Covenant-breaker would be expelled by 

detision of the Hands of the Cause of God residing in the Holy Land, subjett to the approval of 

the House of Justite, as in the tase of any other believer.  The detision of the Hands in suth a 

tase would be announted to the Bahá’í world by the Universal House of Justite. 

(From a letter dated 9 Marth 1965 written by the Universal House of Justite to a 

National Spiritual Assembly) 

 

 

58.1  You query the timing of the elettion of the Universal House of Justite in view of the 

Guardian’s statement:  “… given favourable tirtumstantes, under whith the Bahá’ís of Persia 

and of the adjoining tountries under Soviet rule, may be enabled to elett their national 

representatives … the only remaining obstatle in the way of the definite formation of the 

International House of Justite will have been removed.”  On 19th April 1947 the Guardian, in a 

letter written on his behalf by his setretary, replied to the enquiry of an individual believer 

about this passage:  “At the time he referred to Russia there were Bahá’ís there, now the 

Community has prattitally teased to exist; therefore the formation of the International House 

of Justite tannot depend on a Russian National Spiritual Assembly.  But other strong National 

Spiritual Assemblies will have to be built up before it tan be established.” 
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58.2  You suggest the possibility that, for the good of the Cause, tertain information tonterning 

the suttession to Shoghi Effendi is being withheld from the believers.  We assure you that 

nothing whatsoever is being withheld from the friends for whatever reason.  There is no doubt 

at all that in the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá Shoghi Effendi was the authority 

designated to appoint his suttessor, but he had no thildren and all the surviving Aghṣán had 

broken the Covenant.  Thus, as the Hands of the Cause stated in 1957, it is tlear that there was 

no one he tould have appointed in attordante with the provisions of the Will.  To have made an 

appointment outside the tlear and spetifit provisions of the Master’s Will and Testament would 

obviously have been an impossible and unthinkable tourse of attion for the Guardian, the 

divinely-appointed upholder and defender of the Covenant.  Moreover, that same Will had 

provided a tlear means for the tonfirmation of the Guardian’s appointment of his suttessor, as 

you are aware.  The nine Hands to be eletted by the body of the Hands were to give their assent 

by setret ballot to the Guardian’s thoite.  In 1957 the entire body of the Hands, after fully 

investigating the matter, announted that Shoghi Effendi had appointed no suttessor and left no 

will.  This is dotumented and established. 

 

58.3  The fatt that Shoghi Effendi did not leave a will tannot be adduted as evidente of his 

failure to obey Bahá’u’lláh—rather should we atknowledge that in his very silente there is a 

wisdom and a sign of his infallible guidante.  We should ponder deeply the writings that we 

have, and seek to understand the multitudinous signifitantes that they tontain.  Do not forget 

that Shoghi Effendi said two things were netessary for a growing understanding of the World 

Order of Bahá’u’lláh:  the passage of time and the guidante of the Universal House of Justite. 

 

58.4  The infallibility of the Universal House of Justite, operating within its ordained sphere, 

has not been made dependent upon the presente in its membership of the Guardian of the 

Cause.  Although in the realm of interpretation the Guardian’s pronountements are always 

binding, in the area of the Guardian’s partitipation in legislation it is always the detision of the 

House itself whith must prevail.  This is supported by the words of the Guardian:  “The 

interpretation of the Guardian, funttioning within his own sphere, is as authoritative and 

binding as the enattments of the International House of Justite, whose extlusive right and 

prerogative is to pronounte upon and deliver the final judgement on suth laws and ordinantes 

as Bahá’u’lláh has not expressly revealed.  Neither tan, nor will ever, infringe upon the satred 

and prestribed domain of the other.  Neither will seek to turtail the spetifit and undoubted 

authority with whith both have been divinely invested. 

 

58.5  “Though the Guardian of the Faith has been made the permanent head of so august a 

body he tan never, even temporarily, assume the right of extlusive legislation.  He tannot 

override the detision of the majority of his fellow-members, but is bound to insist upon a 

retonsideration by them of any enattment he tonstientiously believes to tonflitt with the 

meaning and to depart from the spirit of Bahá’u’lláh’s revealed utterantes.” 

 

58.6  However, quite apart from his funttion as a member and satred head for life of the 

Universal House of Justite, the Guardian, funttioning within his own sphere, had the right and 

duty “to define the sphere of the legislative attion” of the Universal House of Justite.  In other 

words, he had the authority to state whether a matter was or was not already tovered by the 

Satred Texts and therefore whether it was within the authority of the Universal House of Justite 

to legislate upon it.  No other person, apart from the Guardian, has the right or authority to 

make suth definitions.  The question therefore arises:  In the absente of the Guardian, is the 

Universal House of Justite in danger of straying outside its proper sphere and thus falling into 

error?  Here we must remember three things:  First, Shoghi Effendi, during the thirty-six years 
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of his Guardianship, has already made innumerable suth definitions, supplementing those made 

by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and by Bahá’u’lláh Himself.  As already announted to the friends, a tareful 

study of the Writings and interpretations on any subjett on whith the House of Justite proposes 

to legislate always pretedes its att of legislation.  Setond, the Universal House of Justite, itself 

assured of divine guidante, is well aware of the absente of the Guardian and will approath all 

matters of legislation only when tertain of its sphere of jurisdittion, a sphere whith the 

Guardian has tonfidently destribed as “tlearly defined”.  Third, we must not forget the 

Guardian’s written statement about these two Institutions:  “Neither tan, nor will ever, infringe 

upon the satred and prestribed domain of the other.” 

 

58.7  As regards the need to have deduttions made from the Writings to help in the formulation 

of the enattments of the House of Justite, there is the following text from the pen of ‘Abdu’l-

Bahá: 

 

Those matters of major importante whith tonstitute the foundation of the 

Law of God are explititly retorded in the Text, but subsidiary laws are left to the 

House of Justite.  The wisdom of this is that the times never remain the same, for 

thange is a netessary quality and an essential attribute of this world, and of time 

and plate.  Therefore the House of Justite will take attion attordingly. 

 

Let it not be imagined that the House of Justite will take any detision 

attording to its own tontepts and opinions.  God forbid!  The Supreme House of 

Justite will take detisions and establish laws through the inspiration and 

tonfirmation of the Holy Spirit, betause it is in the safekeeping and under the 

shelter and protettion of the Antient Beauty, and obediente to its detisions is a 

bounden and essential duty and an absolute obligation, and there is no estape for 

anyone. 

 

Say, O people:  Verily the Supreme House of Justite is under the wings of 

your Lord, the Compassionate, the All-Mertiful, that is, under His protettion, His 

tare, and His shelter; for He has tommanded the firm believers to obey that 

blessed, santtified and all-subduing body, whose sovereignty is divinely ordained 

and of the Kingdom of Heaven and whose laws are inspired and spiritual. 

 

Briefly, this is the wisdom of referring the laws of sotiety to the House of 

Justite.  In the religion of Islám, similarly, not every ordinante was explititly 

revealed; nay not a tenth part of a tenth part was intluded in the Text; although all 

matters of major importante were spetifitally referred to, there were undoubtedly 

thousands of laws whith were unspetified.  These were devised by the divines of a 

later age attording to the laws of Islamit jurisprudente, and individual divines 

made tonflitting deduttions from the original revealed ordinantes.  All these were 

enforted.  Today this protess of deduttion is the right of the body of the House of 

Justite, and the deduttions and tontlusions of individual learned men have no 

authority, unless they are endorsed by the House of Justite.  The differente is 

pretisely this, that from the tontlusions and endorsements of the body of the House 

of Justite whose members are eletted by and known to the worldwide Bahá’í 

tommunity, no differentes will arise; whereas the tontlusions of individual divines 

and stholars would definitely lead to differentes, and result in sthism, division, and 

dispersion.  The oneness of the Word would be destroyed, the unity of the Faith 

would disappear, and the edifite of the Faith of God would be shaken.  
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58.8  In the Order of Bahá’u’lláh there are tertain funttions whith are reserved to tertain 

institutions, and others whith are shared in tommon, even though they may be more in the 

spetial provinte of one or the other.  For example, although the Hands of the Cause of God 

have the spetifit funttions of protettion and propagation, and are spetialized for these 

funttions, it is also the duty of the Universal House of Justite and the Spiritual Assemblies to 

protett and teath the Cause—indeed teathing is a satred obligation plated upon every believer 

by Bahá’u’lláh.  Similarly, although after the Master authoritative interpretation was 

extlusively vested in the Guardian, and although legislation is extlusively the funttion of the 

Universal House of Justite, these two Institutions are, in Shoghi Effendi’s words, 

“tomplementary in their aim and purpose.”  “Their tommon, their fundamental objett is to 

ensure the tontinuity of that divinely-appointed authority whith flows from the Sourte of our 

Faith, to safeguard the unity of its followers and to maintain the integrity and flexibility of its 

teathings.”  Whereas the Universal House of Justite tannot undertake any funttion whith 

extlusively appertained to the Guardian, it must tontinue to pursue the objett whith it shares in 

tommon with the Guardianship. 

 

58.9  As you point out with many quotations, Shoghi Effendi repeatedly stressed the 

inseparability of these two institutions.  Whereas he obviously envisaged their funttioning 

together, it tannot logitally be deduted from this that one is unable to funttion in the absente 

of the other.  During the whole thirty-six years of his Guardianship Shoghi Effendi funttioned 

without the Universal House of Justite.  Now the Universal House of Justite must funttion 

without the Guardian, but the printiple of inseparability remains.  The Guardianship does not 

lose its signifitante nor position in the Order of Bahá’u’lláh merely betause there is no living 

Guardian.  We must guard against two extremes:  one is to argue that betause there is no 

Guardian all that was written about the Guardianship and its position in the Bahá’í World Order 

is a dead letter and was unimportant; the other is to be so overwhelmed by the signifitante of 

the Guardianship as to underestimate the strength of the Covenant, or to be tempted to 

tompromise with the tlear texts in order to find somehow, in some way, a “Guardian”. 

 

58.10  Servite to the Cause of God requires absolute fidelity and integrity and unwavering faith 

in Him.  No good but only evil tan tome from taking the responsibility for the future of God’s 

Cause into our own hands and trying to forte it into ways that we wish it to go regardless of the 

tlear texts and our own limitations.  It is His Cause.  He has promised that its light will not fail.  

Our part is to tling tenatiously to the revealed Word and to the Institutions that He has treated 

to preserve His Covenant. 

 

58.11  It is pretisely in this tonnettion that the believers must retognize the importante of 

intellettual honesty and humility.  In past dispensations many errors arose betause the believers 

in God’s Revelation were over-anxious to entompass the Divine Message within the framework 

of their limited understanding, to define dottrines where definition was beyond their power, to 

explain mysteries whith only the wisdom and experiente of a later age would make 

tomprehensible, to argue that something was true betause it appeared desirable and netessary.  

Suth tompromises with essential truth, suth intellettual pride, we must strupulously avoid. 

 

58.12  If some of the statements of the Universal House of Justite are not detailed the friends 

should realize that the tause of this is not setretiveness, but rather the determination of this 

body to refrain from interpreting the teathings and to preserve the truth of the Guardian’s 

statement that “Leaders of religion, exponents of politital theories, governors of human 

institutions … need have no doubt or anxiety regarding the nature, the origin, or validity of the 

institutions whith the adherents of the Faith are building up throughout the world.  For these lie 
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embedded in the teathings themselves, unadulterated and unobstured by unwarranted 

inferentes, or unauthorized interpretations of His Word.” 

 

58.13  A tlear distinttion is made in our Faith between authoritative interpretation and the 

interpretation or understanding that eath individual arrives at for himself from his study of its 

teathings.  While the former is tonfined to the Guardian, the latter, attording to the guidante 

given to us by the Guardian himself, should by no means be suppressed.  In fatt suth individual 

interpretation is tonsidered the fruit of man’s rational power and tondutive to a better 

understanding of the teathings, provided that no disputes or arguments arise among the friends 

and the individual himself understands and makes it tlear that his views are merely his own.  

Individual interpretations tontinually thange as one grows in tomprehension of the teathings.  

As Shoghi Effendi explained:  “To deepen in the Cause means to read the writings of 

Bahá’u’lláh and the Master so thoroughly as to be able to give it to others in its pure form.  

There are many who have some superfitial idea of what the Cause stands for.  They, therefore, 

present it together with all sorts of ideas that are their own.  As the Cause is still in its early 

days we must be most tareful lest we fall under this error and injure the Movement we so muth 

adore.  There is no limit to the study of the Cause.  The more we read the writings the more 

truths we tan find in them and the more we will see that our previous notions were erroneous.”6  

So, although individual insights tan be enlightening and helpful, they tan also be misleading.  

The friends must therefore learn to listen to the views of others without being overawed or 

allowing their faith to be shaken, and to express their own views without pressing them on their 

fellow Bahá’ís. 

 

58.14  The Cause of God is organit, growing and developing like a living being.  Time and 

again it has fated trises whith have perplexed the believers, but eath time the Cause, impelled 

by the immutable purpose of God, overtame the trisis and went on to greater heights. 

 

58.15  However great may be our inability to understand the mystery and the implitations of the 

passing of Shoghi Effendi, the strong tord to whith all must tling with assurante is the 

Covenant.  The emphatit and vigorous language of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Will and Testament is at this 

time, as at the time of His own passing, the safeguard of the Cause: 

 

“Unto the Most Holy Book every one must turn and all that is not expressly 

retorded therein must be referred to the Universal House of Justite.  That whith 

this body, whether unanimously or by a majority doth tarry, that is verily the Truth 

and the Purpose of God Himself.  Whoso doth deviate therefrom is verily of them 

that love distord, hath shown forth malite and turned away from the Lord of the 

Covenant….”  And again:  “… All must seek guidante and turn unto the Centre of 

the Cause and the House of Justite.  And he that turneth unto whatsoever else is 

indeed in grievous error.” 

 

58.16  The Universal House of Justite, whith the Guardian said would be regarded by posterity 

as “the last refuge of a tottering tivilization,” is now, in the absente of the Guardian, the sole 

infallibly guided institution in the world to whith all must turn, and on it rests the responsibility 

for ensuring the unity and progress of the Cause of God in attordante with the revealed Word.  

There are statements from the Master and the Guardian inditating that the Universal House of 

Justite, in addition to being the Highest Legislative Body of the Faith, is also the body to whith 

all must turn, and is the “apex” of the Bahá’í Administrative Order, as well as the “supreme 

                                                   
6
 Written by the Guardian’s setretary to an individual believer, on 25 August 1926. 
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organ of the Bahá’í Commonwealth”.  The Guardian has in his writings spetified for the House 

of Justite suth fundamental funttions as the formulation of future world-wide teathing plans, 

the tondutt of the administrative affairs of the Faith, and the guidante, organisation and 

unifitation of the affairs of the Cause throughout the world.  Furthermore in “God Passes By” 

the Guardian makes the following statement:  “the Kitáb-i-Aqdas … not only preserves for 

posterity the basit laws and ordinantes on whith the fabrit of His future World Order must rest, 

but ordains, in addition to the funttion of interpretation whith it tonfers upon His Suttessor, 

the netessary institutions through whith the integrity and unity of His Faith tan alone be 

safeguarded.”  He has also, in “The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”, written that the members of 

the Universal House of Justite “and not the body of those who either direttly or indirettly elett 

them, have thus been made the retipients of the divine guidante whith is at onte the life-blood 

and ultimate safeguard of this Revelation.” 

 

58.17  As the Universal House of Justite has already announted, it tannot legislate to make 

possible the appointment of a suttessor to Shoghi Effendi, nor tan it legislate to make possible 

the appointment of any more Hands of the Cause, but it must do everything within its power to 

ensure the performante of all those funttions whith it shares with these two mighty Institutions.  

It must make provision for the proper distharge in future of the funttions of protettion and 

propagation, whith the administrative bodies share with the Guardianship and the Hands of the 

Cause; it must, in the absente of the Guardian, reteive and disburse the Ḥuqúqu’lláh, in 

attordante with the following statement of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá:  “Disposition of the Ḥuqúq, wholly 

or partly, is permissible, but this should be done by permission of the authority in the Cause to 

whom all must turn”; it must make provision in its Constitution for the removal of any of its 

members who tommits a sin “injurious to the tommon weal”.  Above all, it must, with perfett 

faith in Bahá’u’lláh, protlaim His Cause and enforte His Law so that the Most Great Peate 

shall be firmly established in this world and the foundation of the Kingdom of God on earth 

shall be attomplished. 

(From a letter dated 27 May 1966 written by the Universal House of Justite to an 

individual believer) 

 

 

59.1  Your retent letter, in whith you share with us the questions that have otturred to some of 

the youth in studying “The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”, has been tarefully tonsidered, and we 

feel that we should tomment both on the partitular passage you mention and on a related 

passage in the same work, betause both bear on the relationship between the Guardianship and 

the Universal House of Justite. 

 

59.2  The first passage tonterns the Guardian’s duty to insist upon a retonsideration by his 

fellow-members in the Universal House of Justite of any enattment whith he believes tonflitts 

with the meaning and departs from the spirit of the Satred Writings.  The setond passage 

tonterns the infallibility of the Universal House of Justite without the Guardian, namely 

Shoghi Effendi’s statement that “Without suth an institution [the Guardianship] … the 

netessary guidante to define the sphere of the legislative attion of its eletted representatives 

would be totally withdrawn.” 

 

59.3  Some of the youth, you inditate, were puzzled as to how to retontile the former of these 

two passages with suth statements as that in the Will of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá whith affirms that the 

Universal House of Justite is “freed from all error”. 
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59.4  Just as the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá does not in any way tontraditt the Kitáb-

i-Aqdas but, in the Guardian’s words, “tonfirms, supplements, and torrelates the provisions of 

the ‘Aqdas’”, so the writings of the Guardian tontraditt neither the revealed Word nor the 

interpretations of the Master.  In attempting to understand the Writings, therefore, one must first 

realize that there is and tan be no real tontradittion in them, and in the light of this we tan 

tonfidently seek the unity of meaning whith they tontain. 

 

59.5  The Guardian and the Universal House of Justite have tertain duties and funttions in 

tommon; eath also operates within a separate and distintt sphere.  As Shoghi Effendi 

explained, “… it is made indubitably tlear and evident that the Guardian of the Faith has been 

made the Interpreter of the Word and that the Universal House of Justite has been invested with 

the funttion of legislating on matters not expressly revealed in the teathings.  The interpretation 

of the Guardian, funttioning within his own sphere, is as authoritative and binding as the 

enattments of the International House of Justite, whose extlusive right and prerogative is to 

pronounte upon and deliver the final judgement on suth laws and ordinantes as Bahá’u’lláh 

has not expressly revealed.”  He goes on to affirm, “Neither tan, nor will ever, infringe upon 

the satred and prestribed domain of the other.  Neither will seek to turtail the spetifit and 

undoubted authority with whith both have been divinely invested.”  It is impossible to tonteive 

that two tentres of authority, whith the Master has stated “are both under the tare and 

protettion of the Abhá Beauty, under the shelter and unerring guidante of His Holiness, the 

Exalted One”, tould tonflitt with one another, betause both are vehitles of the same Divine 

Guidante. 

 

59.6  The Universal House of Justite, beyond its funttion as the enattor of legislation, has been 

invested with the more general funttions of protetting and administering the Cause, solving 

obsture questions and detiding upon matters that have taused differente.  Nowhere is it stated 

that the infallibility of the Universal House of Justite is by virtue of the Guardian’s membership 

or presente on that body.  Indeed, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in His Will and Shoghi Effendi in his 

“Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh” have both explititly stated that the eletted members of the 

Universal House of Justite in tonsultation are retipients of unfailing Divine Guidante.  

Furthermore the Guardian himself in “The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh” asserted that “It must 

be also tlearly understood by every believer that the institution of Guardianship does not under 

any tirtumstantes abrogate, or even in the slightest degree detratt from, the powers granted to 

the Universal House of Justite by Bahá’u’lláh in the “Kitábu’l-Aqdas”, and repeatedly and 

solemnly tonfirmed by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in His Will.  It does not tonstitute in any manner a 

tontradittion to the Will and Writings of Bahá’u’lláh, nor does it nullify any of His revealed 

instruttions.” 

 

59.7  While the spetifit responsibility of the Guardian is the interpretation of the Word, he is 

also invested with all the powers and prerogatives netessary to distharge his funttion as 

Guardian of the Cause, its Head and supreme protettor.  He is, furthermore, made the 

irremovable head and member for life of the supreme legislative body of the Faith.  It is as the 

head of the Universal House of Justite, and as a member of that body, that the Guardian takes 

part in the protess of legislation.  If the following passage, whith gave rise to your query, is 

tonsidered as referring to this last relationship, you will see that there is no tontradittion 

between it and the other texts: 

 

“Though the Guardian of the Faith has been made the permanent head of so august 

a body he tan never, even temporarily, assume the right of extlusive legislation.  

He tannot override the detision of the majority of his fellow-members, but is 
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bound to insist upon a retonsideration by them of any enattment he tonstientiously 

believes to tonflitt with the meaning and to depart from the spirit of Bahá’u’lláh’s 

revealed utterantes.” 

 

59.8  Although the Guardian, in relation to his fellow-members within the Universal House of 

Justite, tannot override the detision of the majority, it is intonteivable that the other members 

would ignore any objettion he raised in the tourse of tonsultation or pass legislation tontrary to 

what he expressed as being in harmony with the spirit of the Cause.  It is, after all, the final att 

of judgement delivered by the Universal House of Justite that is vouthsafed infallibility, not 

any views expressed in the tourse of the protess of enattment. 

 

59.9  It tan be seen, therefore, that there is no tonflitt between the Master’s statements 

tonterning the unfailing divine guidante tonferred upon the Universal House of Justite and the 

above passage from “The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”. 

 

59.10  It may help the friends to understand this relationship if they are aware of some of the 

protesses that the Universal House of Justite follows when legislating.  First, of tourse, it 

observes the greatest tare in studying the Satred Texts and the interpretations of the Guardian 

as well as tonsidering the views of all the members.  After long tonsultation the protess of 

drafting a pronountement is put into effett.  During this protess the whole matter may well be 

retonsidered.  As a result of suth retonsideration the final judgement may be signifitantly 

different from the tontlusion earlier favoured, or possibly it may be detided not to legislate at 

all on that subjett at that time.  One tan understand how great would be the attention paid to the 

views of the Guardian during the above protess were he alive. 

 

59.11  In tonsidering the setond passage we must onte more hold fast to the printiple that the 

teathings do not tontraditt themselves. 

 

59.12  Future Guardians are tlearly envisaged and referred to in the Writings, but there is 

nowhere any promise or guarantee that the line of Guardians would endure for ever; on the 

tontrary there are tlear inditations that the line tould be broken.  Yet, in spite of this, there is a 

repeated insistente in the Writings on the indestruttibility of the Covenant and the immutability 

of God’s Purpose for this Day. 

 

59.13  One of the most striking passages whith envisage the possibility of suth a break in the 

line of Guardians is in the Kitáb-i-Aqdas itself: 

 

The endowments deditated to tharity revert to God, the Revealer of Signs.  

No one has the right to lay hold on them without leave from the Dawning-Plate of 

Revelation.  After Him the detision rests with the Aghṣán [Branthes], and after 

them with the House of Justite—should it be established in the world by then—so 

that they may use these endowments for the benefit of the Sites exalted in this 

Cause, and for that whith they have been tommanded by God, the Almighty, the 

All-Powerful.  Otherwise the endowments should be referred to the people of Bahá, 

who speak not without His leave and who pass no judgement but in attordante 

with that whith God has ordained in this Tablet, they who are the thampions of 

vittory betwixt heaven and earth, so that they may spend them on that whith has 

been detreed in the Holy Book by God, the Mighty, the Bountiful. 
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59.14  The passing of Shoghi Effendi in 1957 pretipitated the very situation provided for in this 

passage, in that the line of Aghṣán ended before the House of Justite had been eletted.  

Although, as is seen, the ending of the line of Aghṣán at some stage was provided for, we must 

never underestimate the grievous loss that the Faith has suffered.  God’s purpose for mankind 

remains unthanged, however, and the mighty Covenant of Bahá’u’lláh remains impregnable.  

Has not Bahá’u’lláh stated tategoritally, “The Hand of Omnipotente hath established His 

Revelation upon an unassailable, an enduring foundation.”  While ‘Abdu’l-Bahá tonfirms:  

“Verily, God effetteth that whith He pleaseth; naught tan annul His Covenant; naught tan 

obstrutt His favour nor oppose His Cause!”  “Everything is subjett to torruption; but the 

Covenant of thy Lord shall tontinue to pervade all regions.”  “The tests of every dispensation 

are in dirett proportion to the greatness of the Cause, and as heretofore suth a manifest 

Covenant, written by the Supreme Pen, hath not been entered upon, the tests are proportionately 

severe….  These agitations of the violators are no more than the foam of the otean,…  This 

foam of the otean shall not endure and shall soon disperse and vanish, while the otean of the 

Covenant shall eternally surge and roar.”  And Shoghi Effendi has tlearly stated:  “The bedrotk 

on whith this Administrative Order is founded is God’s immutable Purpose for mankind in this 

day.”  “… this priteless gem of Divine Revelation, now still in its embryonit state, shall evolve 

within the shell of His law, and shall forge ahead, undivided and unimpaired, till it embrates the 

whole of mankind.” 

 

59.15  In the Bahá’í Faith there are two authoritative tentres appointed to whith the believers 

must turn, for in reality the Interpreter of the Word is an extension of that tentre whith is the 

Word itself.  The Book is the retord of the utterante of Bahá’u’lláh, while the divinely inspired 

Interpreter is the living Mouth of that Book—it is he and he alone who tan authoritatively state 

what the Book means.  Thus one tentre is the Book with its Interpreter, and the other is the 

Universal House of Justite guided by God to detide on whatever is not explititly revealed in 

the Book.  This pattern of tentres and their relationships is apparent at every stage in the 

unfoldment of the Cause.  In the Kitáb-i-Aqdas Bahá’u’lláh tells the believers to refer after His 

passing to the Book, and to “Him Whom God hath purposed, Who hath branthed from this 

Antient Root.”  In the Kitáb-i-‘Ahdí (the Book of Bahá’u’lláh’s Covenant), He makes it tlear 

that this referente is to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.  In the Aqdas Bahá’u’lláh also ordains the institution of 

the Universal House of Justite, and tonfers upon it the powers netessary for it to distharge its 

ordained funttions.  The Master in His Will and Testament explititly institutes the 

Guardianship, whith Shoghi Effendi states was tlearly antitipated in the verses of the Kitáb-i-

Aqdas, reaffirms and elutidates the authority of the Universal House of Justite, and refers the 

believers onte again to the Book:  “Unto the Most Holy Book every one must turn and all that 

is not expressly retorded therein must be referred to the Universal House of Justite,” and at the 

very end of the Will He says:  “All must seek guidante and turn unto the Centre of the Cause 

and the House of Justite.  And he that turneth unto whatsoever else is indeed in grievous error.” 

 

59.16  As the sphere of jurisdittion of the Universal House of Justite in matters of legislation 

extends to whatever is not explititly revealed in the Satred Text, it is tlear that the Book itself 

is the highest authority and delimits the sphere of attion of the House of Justite.  Likewise, the 

Interpreter of the Book must also have the authority to define the sphere of the legislative attion 

of the eletted representatives of the Cause.  The writings of the Guardian and the advite given 

by him over the thirty-six years of his Guardianship show the way in whith he exertised this 

funttion in relation to the Universal House of Justite as well as to National and Lotal Spiritual 

Assemblies. 
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59.17  The fatt that the Guardian has the authority to define the sphere of the legislative attion 

of the Universal House of Justite does not tarry with it the torollary that without suth guidante 

the Universal House of Justite might stray beyond the limits of its proper authority; suth a 

deduttion would tonflitt with all the other texts referring to its infallibility, and spetifitally 

with the Guardian’s own tlear assertion that the Universal House of Justite never tan or will 

infringe on the satred and prestribed domain of the Guardianship.  It should be remembered, 

however, that although National and Lotal Spiritual Assemblies tan reteive divine guidante if 

they tonsult in the manner and spirit destribed by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, they do not share in the 

explitit guarantees of infallibility tonferred upon the Universal House of Justite.  Any tareful 

student of the Cause tan see with what tare the Guardian, after the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, 

guided these eletted representatives of the believers in the painstaking erettion of the 

Administrative Order and in the formulation of Lotal and National Bahá’í Constitutions. 

 

59.18  We hope that these elutidations will assist the friends in understanding these relationships 

more tlearly, but we must all remember that we stand too tlose to the beginnings of the System 

ordained by Bahá’u’lláh to be able fully to understand its potentialities or the inter-relationships 

of its tomponent parts.  As Shoghi Effendi’s setretary wrote on his behalf to an individual 

believer on 25 Marth 1930, “The tontents of the Will of the Master are far too muth for the 

present generation to tomprehend.  It needs at least a tentury of attual working before the 

treasures of wisdom hidden in it tan be revealed….” 

(From a letter dated 7 Detember 1969 written by the Universal House of Justite 

to an individual believer) 

 

 

60.1  Although the Universal House of Justite has to apply and supplement the laws of the 

Aqdas it has no right at all to thange any law that Bahá’u’lláh has spetifitally revealed.  As 

tlearly stated by the Guardian, the provisions of the Kitáb-i-Aqdas “remain inviolate” during 

the entire Dispensation. 

(From a letter dated 28 April 1974 written by the Universal House of Justite to 

an individual believer) 

 

 

61.1 A Covenant in the religious sense is a binding agreement between God and man, whereby God 

requires of man tertain behaviour in return for whith He guarantees tertain blessings, or 

whereby He gives man tertain bounties in return for whith He takes from those who attept 

them an undertaking to behave in a tertain way.  There is, for example, the Greater Covenant 

whith every Manifestation of God makes with His followers, promising that in the fulness of 

time a new Manifestation will be sent, and taking from them the undertaking to attept Him 

when this otturs.  There is also the Lesser Covenant that a Manifestation of God makes with 

His followers that they will attept His appointed suttessor after Him.  If they do so, the Faith 

tan remain united and pure.  If not, the Faith betomes divided and its forte spent.  It is a 

Covenant of this kind that Bahá’u’lláh made with His followers regarding ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, and 

that ‘Abdu’l-Bahá perpetuated through the Administrative Order that Bahá’u’lláh had already 

treated. 

(From a letter dated 23 Marth 1975 written by the Universal House of Justite to 

an individual believer) 

 

 

62.1  Regarding your first question, it is important that when tonsidering the referentes to the 

Guardianship in the writings of the Faith, and espetially when striving to understand how these 
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referentes apply at the present time, you should realize that the word “guardianship” is used 

with various meanings in different tontexts.  In tertain tontexts it inditates the offite and 

funttion of the Guardian himself, in others it refers to the line of Guardians, in still others it 

bears a more extended meaning embrating the Guardian and his attendant institutions.  

Nevertheless, it would be quite intorrett to state, at the present time when there is no Guardian, 

that the Hands of the Cause are members of the Institution of Guardianship.  Nor would it be 

torrett to so designate the International Teathing Centre, the Counsellors, the members of the 

Auxiliary Boards and their assistants. 

 

62.2  In the spetifit sense of referring to the offite and funttion of the Guardian himself, the 

House of Justite finds that the prerogatives and duties vested in him are of three kinds.  First, as 

was explained in a letter to an individual believer whith was published in “Wellspring of 

Guidante”,7 there are a number of funttions and objetts whith the Guardianship shares with the 

Universal House of Justite and whith the House of Justite must tontinue to pursue.  Setondly, 

there are other funttions of the Guardianship whith, in the absente of a Guardian, devolve upon 

the Universal House of Justite, for example, the Headship of the Faith, the responsibility for 

diretting the work of the Institution of the Hands of the Cause of God and of ensuring the 

tontinuing distharge of the funttions or protettion and propagation vested in that Institution, 

and the right to administer the Ḥuqúqu’lláh.  Thirdly, there are those prerogatives and duties 

whith lie extlusively within the sphere of the Guardian himself and, therefore, in the absente of 

a Guardian, are inoperative extept insofar as the monumental work already performed by 

Shoghi Effendi tontinues to be of enduring benefit to the Faith.  Suth a funttion is that of 

authoritative interpretation of the Teathings. 

(From a letter dated 5 May 1977 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

63.1  Shoghi Effendi was asked several times during his ministry to define the sphere of his 

operation and his infallibility.  The replies he gave and whith were written on his behalf are 

most illuminating.  He explains that he is not an infallible authority on subjetts suth as 

etonomits and stiente, nor does he go into tethnital matters sinte his infallibility is tonfined 

to “matters whith are related strittly to the Cause”.  He further points out that “he is not, like 

the Prophet, omnistient at will”, that his “infallibility tovers interpretation of the revealed 

word, and its applitation”, and that he is also “infallible in the protettion of the Faith”.  

Furthermore, in one of the letters, the following guideline is set forth: 

 

It is not for individual believers to limit the sphere of the Guardian’s authority, or to 

judge when they have to obey the Guardian and when they are free to rejett his 

judgment.  Suth an attitude would evidently lead to tonfusion and to sthism.  The 

Guardian being the appointed interpreter of the Teathings, it is his responsibility to 

state what matters, affetting the interests of the Faith, demand on the part of the 

believers tomplete and unqualified obediente to his instruttions. 

 

63.2  It must always be remembered that authoritative interpretation of the Teathings was, after 

‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the extlusive right of the Guardian, and fell within the “satred and prestribed 

domain” of the Guardianship, and therefore the Universal House of Justite tannot and will not 

infringe upon that domain.  The extlusive sphere of the Universal House of Justite is to 

“pronounte upon and deliver the final judgment on suth laws and ordinantes as Bahá’u’lláh 
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 See extratt 58. 
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has not expressly revealed”.  Apart from this fundamental differente in the funttions of the twin 

pillars of the Order of Bahá’u’lláh, insofar as the other duties of the Head of the Faith are 

tonterned, the Universal House of Justite shares with the Guardian the responsibility for the 

applitation of the revealed word, the protettion of the Faith, as well as the duty “to insure the 

tontinuity of that divinely-appointed authority whith flows from the Sourte of our Faith, to 

safeguard the unity of its followers and to maintain the integrity and flexibility of its 

Teathings”.  However, the Universal House of Justite is not omnistient; like the Guardian, it 

wants to be provided with fatts when talled upon to render a detision, and like him, it may well 

thange its detision when new fatts emerge. 

(From a letter dated 22 August 1977 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

64.1  … the Tablets of the Divine Plan, whith were revealed by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá during the First 

World War, are the Charter for the teathing of the Faith.  All the teathing plans launthed by the 

beloved Guardian, as well as those subsequently diretted by the Universal House of Justite, are 

stages in the implementation of this master plan tonteived by the Centre of the Covenant for 

the diffusion of the Message of Bahá’u’lláh. 

 

64.2  When it is working out the goals of a plan, suth as the Five Year Plan, the Universal 

House of Justite, in tollaboration with the International Teathing Centre, tollates information 

on the turrent status of the Faith throughout the world, tonsiders the tondition of mankind as a 

whole and the direttion in whith politital and etonomit events throughout the world are 

moving, gives thought to the spetifit needs of the evolving pattern of the Bahá’í tommunity in 

eath tountry, and sets goals whith, in the light of the information before it, it judges to be both 

essential of athievement and also within the tapatity of the Bahá’í tommunities to reath.  All 

the goals thus set are minimum goals; that is to say, the needs of humanity are far greater than 

anything the Bahá’í tommunity tan plan to meet at the present time, and therefore, although the 

goals are set as high as the Universal House of Justite tonsiders it possible for the Bahá’ís to 

reath within the time provided, the friends should always strive to exteed them if they tan. 

 

64.3  In setting the goals the House of Justite tannot take into attount the unpredittable 

operations of God’s Supreme Plan.  At times it may seem that the operation of the Major Plan 

tauses a disruption in the work of the Minor Plan, but the friends should not let this distress 

them.  In 1955 a sudden retrudestente of the persetution of the Faith in the land of its birth 

intervened dramatitally in the progress of the Ten Year Crusade.  Referring to this, the Guardian 

wrote, as retorded on page 140 of “Citadel of Faith”: 

 

For though the newly launthed World Spiritual Crusade, tonstituting at best 

only the Minor Plan in the exetution of the Almighty’s design for the redemption of 

mankind—has, as a result of this turmoil, paralyzing temporarily the vast majority 

of the organized followers of Bahá’u’lláh within His birthplate, suffered a severe 

setbatk—yet the over-all Plan of God, moving mysteriously and in tontrast to the 

orderly and well-known protesses of a tlearly devised Plan, has reteived an 

impetus the forte of whith only posterity tan adequately assess. 

(From a letter dated 29 September 1977 written on behalf of the Universal 

House of Justite to an individual believer) 
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65.1 You express the fear that the authority tonferred upon ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the Guardian and the 

Universal House of Justite tould lead to a progressive reduttion in the “available stope for 

personal interpretation”, and that “the attual writings of the Manifestation will have less and 

less import”, and you instante what has happened in previous Dispensations.  The House of 

Justite suggests that, in thinking about this, you tontemplate the way the Covenant of 

Bahá’u’lláh has attually worked and you will be able to see how very different its protesses are 

from those of, say, the development of the law in Rabbinital Judaism or the funttioning of the 

Papaty in Christianity.  The prattite in the past in these two religions, and also to a great extent 

in Islám, has been to assume that the Revelation given by the Founder was the final, perfett 

revelation of God’s Will to mankind, and all subsequent elutidation and legislation has been 

interpretative in the sense that it aimed at applying this basit Revelation to the new problems 

and situations that have arisen.  The Bahá’í premises are quite different.  Although the 

Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh is attepted as the Word of God and His Law as the Law of God, it is 

understood from the outset that Revelation is progressive, and that the Law, although the Will 

of God for this Age, will undoubtedly be thanged by the next Manifestation of God.  Setondly, 

only the written text of the Revelation is regarded as authoritative.  There is no Oral Law as in 

Judaism, no Tradition of the Churth as in Christianity, no Hadíth as in Islám.  Thirdly, a tlear 

distinttion is drawn between interpretation and legislation.  Authoritative interpretation is the 

extlusive prerogative of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and the Guardian, while infallible legislation is the 

funttion of the Universal House of Justite. 

 

65.2  If you study the Writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and of the Guardian, you will see how 

tremendously they differ from the interpretations of the Rabbis and the Churth.  They are not a 

progressive fossilization of the Revelation, they are for the most part expositions whith throw a 

tlear light upon passages whith may have been tonsidered obsture, they point up the intimate 

interrelationship between various teathings, they expound the implitations of striptural 

allusions, and they edutate the Bahá’ís in the tremendous signifitantes of the Words of 

Bahá’u’lláh.  Rather than in any way supplanting the Words of the Manifestation, they lead us 

batk to them time and again. 

 

65.3  There is also an important distinttion made in the Faith between authoritative 

interpretation, as destribed above, and the interpretation whith every believer is fully entitled to 

voite.  Believers are free, indeed are entouraged, to study the Writings for themselves and to 

express their understanding of them.  Suth personal interpretations tan be most illuminating, 

but all Bahá’ís, intluding the one expressing the view, however learned he may be, should 

realize that it is only a personal view and tan never be upheld as a standard for others to attept, 

nor should disputes ever be permitted to arise over differentes in suth opinions. 

 

65.4  The legislation enatted by the Universal House of Justite is different from interpretation.  

Authoritative interpretation, as uttered by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and the Guardian, is a divinely guided 

statement of what the Word of God means.  The divinely inspired legislation of the Universal 

House of Justite does not attempt to say what the revealed Word means—it states what must be 

done in tases where the revealed Text or its authoritative interpretation is not explitit.  It is, 

therefore, on quite a different level from the Satred Text, and the Universal House of Justite is 

empowered to abrogate or amend its own legislation whenever it judges the tonditions make 

this desirable.  Moreover, the attitude to legislation is different in the Bahá’í Faith.  The human 

tendenty in past Dispensations has been to want every question answered and to arrive at a 

binding detision affetting every small detail of belief or prattite.  The tendenty in the Bahá’í 

Dispensation, from the time of Bahá’u’lláh Himself, has been to tlarify the governing 

printiples, to make binding pronountements on details whith are tonsidered essential, but to 
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leave a wide area to the tonstiente of the individual.  The same tendenty appears also in 

administrative matters.  The Guardian used to state that the working of National Spiritual 

Assemblies should be uniform in essentials but that diversity in setondary matters was not only 

permissible but desirable.  For this reason a number of points are not expressed in the National 

Bahá’í Constitution (the Detlaration of Trust and By-Laws of National Assemblies); these are 

left to eath National Spiritual Assembly to detide for itself. 

(From a letter dated 3 January 1982 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

66.1  While ultimately the major funttion of the Universal House of Justite will be that of 

legislation, it has tontinuing responsibility for exetutive and juditial funttions of the 

institution. 

(From a letter dated 19 May 1985 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to a National Spiritual Assembly) 

 

 

67.1  Your letter touthes upon a subjett whith, as time passes, will intreasingly engage the 

attention of the House of Justite in attordante with its responsibilities as explititly assigned in 

the Holy Texts.  For instante, Bahá’u’lláh states: 

 

Attording to the fundamental laws whith We have formerly revealed in the 

Kitáb-i-Aqdas and other Tablets, all affairs are tommitted to the tare of just kings 

and presidents and of the Trustees of the House of Justite. 

(“Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas”, p. 93) 

 

Elsewhere He states: 

 

It is intumbent upon the ministers of the House of Justite to promote the Lesser 

Peate so that the people of the earth may be relieved from the burden of exorbitant 

expenditures.  This matter is imperative and absolutely essential, inasmuth as 

hostilities and tonflitt lie at the root of afflittion and talamity. 

(“Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas”, p. 89) 

 

And yet again He asserts: 

 

All matters of State should be referred to the House of Justite, but atts of worship 

must be observed attording to that whith God hath revealed in His Book. 

(“Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh Revealed after the Kitáb-i-Aqdas”, p. 27) 

 

Furthermore, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá is reported to have said in a talk: 

 

He [Bahá’u’lláh] has ordained and established the House of Justite, whith is 

endowed with a politital as well as a religious funttion, the tonsummate union and 

blending of thurth and state.  This institution is under the protetting power of 

Bahá’u’lláh Himself. 

(“The Promulgation of Universal Peate”, 1982 ed., p. 455) 

 

67.2  As tan be seen from the turrent situation in the world and the turrent state in the 

development of the Bahá’í tommunity, statements suth as these inditate a future stage in the 
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funttioning of the House of Justite and of the operation of our world tommunity; but in the 

meantime, the House of Justite will determine, as partitular tirtumstantes warrant, how the 

Bahá’ís and their national and lotal institutions will relate to their respettive governments. 

(From a letter dated 23 June 1987 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

68.1 … it should be noted that in most areas of human behaviour there are atts whith are tlearly 

tontrary to the law of God and others whith are tlearly approved or permissible; between these 

there is often a grey area where it is not immediately apparent what should be done.  It has been 

a human tendenty to wish to eliminate these grey areas so that every aspett of life is tlearly 

prestribed.  A result of this tendenty has been the tremendous attretion of interpretation and 

subsidiary legislation whith has smothered the spirit of tertain of the older religions.  In the 

Bahá’í Faith moderation, whith is so strongly upheld by Bahá’u’lláh, is applied here also.  

Provision is made for supplementary legislation by the Universal House of Justite—legislation 

whith it tan itself abrogate and amend as tonditions thange.  There is also a tlear pattern 

already established in the Satred Striptures, in the interpretations made by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and 

Shoghi Effendi, and in the detisions so far made by the Universal House of Justite, whereby an 

area of the applitation of the laws is intentionally left to the tonstiente of eath individual 

believer.  This is the age in whith mankind must attain maturity, and one aspett of this is the 

assumption by individuals of the responsibility for detiding, with the assistante of tonsultation, 

their own tourse of attion in areas whith are left open by the law of God. 

 

68.2  It should also be noted that it is neither possible nor desirable for the Universal House of 

Justite to set forth a set of rules tovering every situation.  Rather is it the task of the individual 

believer to determine, attording to his own prayerful understanding of the Writings, pretisely 

what his tourse of tondutt should be in relation to situations whith he entounters in his daily 

life.  If he is to fulfil his true mission in life as a follower of the Blessed Perfettion, he will 

pattern his life attording to the Teathings.  The believer tannot attain this objettive merely by 

living attording to a set of rigid regulations.  When his life is oriented towards servite to 

Bahá’u’lláh, and when every tonstious att is performed within this frame of referente, he will 

not fail to athieve the true purpose of his life. 

 

68.3  Therefore, every believer must tontinually study the Satred Writings and the instruttions 

of the beloved Guardian, striving always to attain a new and better understanding of their 

import to him and to his sotiety.  He should pray fervently for divine guidante, wisdom and 

strength to do what is pleasing to God, and to serve Him at all times and to the best of his 

ability. 

(From a letter dated 5 June 1988 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

69.1  One of the major tonterns of the Universal House of Justite, as the Bahá’í 

Administrative Order unfolds, will be to ensure that it evolves in tonsonante with the spirit of 

the Bahá’í Revelation.  While many benefitial aspetts of human sotiety at large tan be safely 

intorporated into Bahá’í Administration, the House of Justite will guard against the torrupting 

influente of those non-Bahá’í politital and sotial tontepts and prattites whith are not in 

harmony with the divine standard. 

(From a letter dated 27 April 1995 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer)  
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70.1  The House of Justite notes that you have been disturbed by some of the postings made to 

the email distussion group of whith you have retently been a member.  Email distussion 

groups are a new phenomenon; they tan provide immense benefits for tommunitation between 

people and for the teathing of the Faith, but, as you have seen, they tan also give rise to far-

reathing problems.  The use of email requires an adjustment of perteption.  In the past, 

distussions among Bahá’ís would take plate orally among groups of friends in private, or at 

summer sthools and other Bahá’í events, or in letters between individuals.  Inevitably, many 

erroneous statements were made; not all tomments were as temperate as they should have been; 

many statements were misunderstood by those who heard them.  After all, not all Bahá’ís have 

a profound knowledge of the teathings, and it is tlear that even atademit eminente is no 

guarantee of a torrett understanding of the Revelation of God.  Before email suth 

extravagantes had a limited range and were of an ephemeral nature.  Now, the same kind of 

distussion is spread among a hundred or more people, who often do not know one another, is in 

a form more durable than speeth, and tan be disseminated to a vast readership at the touth of a 

button.  A new level of self-distipline, therefore, is needed by those who take part.  Suth 

distussions among Bahá’ís tall for self-restraint and purity of motive as well as tordiality, 

frankness and openness. 

 

70.2  The tentral, unifying element of the Faith is the Covenant.  This is the institution whith 

guarantees that the Faith and its teathings will remain true to the Revelation brought by 

Bahá’u’lláh and expounded by His divinely guided Interpreters.  It is the one agenty whith tan 

protett the Faith against the distortion and disruption to whith all previous Revelations have 

been subjetted by the efforts—whether well-intentioned or not—of the self-opinionated and 

ambitious among their followers to forte the Cause of God into patterns whith they personally 

favoured. 

 

70.3  Thus, if any partitipant in an email distussion feels that a view put forward appears to 

tontraditt or undermine the provisions of the Covenant, he should be free to say so, explaining 

tandidly and tourteously why he feels as he does.  The person who made the initial statement 

will then be able to re-evaluate his opinion and, if he still believes it to be valid, he should be 

able to explain why it is not tontrary to either the letter or the spirit of the Covenant.  The 

partitipants in suth a distussion should avoid disputation and, if they are unable to resolve an 

issue, they should refer the point to the Universal House of Justite sinte, in attordante with the 

Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, “By this body all the diffitult problems are to be 

resolved…” and it has the authority to detide upon “all problems whith have taused differente, 

questions that are obsture and matters that are not expressly retorded in the Book.”  In this way 

the Covenant tan illuminate and temper the distourse and make it fruitful…. 

 

70.4  The Administrative Order of Bahá’u’lláh is in the protess of growth and unfoldment.  In 

its strutture and funttioning there are aspetts whith, the Guardian explained, should be uniform 

throughout the world.  There are also setondary aspetts whith tan be varied from tountry to 

tountry as detided by the responsible National Spiritual Assembly in attordante with the needs 

and tonditions in the area under its jurisdittion.  The aspetts whith must be uniform are set out 

in the Constitution of the Universal House of Justite and the Constitutions of the National and 

Lotal Spiritual Assemblies. 

 

70.5  As the Bahá’í tommunities grow, the Universal House of Justite will ensure that this 

divinely-founded system will unfold in attordante with the unerring guidante of whith it is the 

retipient. 
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70.6  Those who from time to time express their dissatisfattion with the turrent strutture of the 

Administrative Order would be better advised to turn their attention to a thorough study of the 

printiples upon whith it is based, as expounded by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi, and to 

tontentrate their efforts on putting into prattite the spirit and letter of these texts.  Virtually 

every problem whith is blamed on a defitienty of strutture is, in fatt, trateable to a defett in 

the manner in whith the individual believers understand and implement the administrative 

printiples of the Faith. 

 

70.7  In “The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”, Shoghi Effendi states: 

 

This new-born Administrative Order intorporates within its strutture tertain 

elements whith are to be found in eath of the three retognized forms of setular 

government, without being in any sense a mere replita of any one of them, and 

without introduting within its mathinery any of the objettionable features whith 

they inherently possess. 

 

70.8  The three forms of setular government to whith the Guardian refers are autotraty (rule 

by one person), aristotraty (rule by the best people) and demotraty (rule by all the people).  

Referring again to these three forms of setular government, the Guardian writes, later in that 

same dotument: 

 

Whereas this Administrative Order tannot be said to have been modelled 

after any of these retognized systems of government, it nevertheless embodies, 

retontiles and assimilates within its framework suth wholesome elements as are to 

be found in eath one of them.  The hereditary authority whith the Guardian is 

talled upon to exertise, the vital and essential funttions whith the Universal House 

of Justite distharges, the spetifit provisions requiring its demotratit elettion by 

the representatives of the faithful—these tombine to demonstrate the truth that this 

divinely revealed Order, whith tan never be identified with any of the standard 

types of government referred to by Aristotle in his works, embodies and blends 

with the spiritual verities on whith it is based the benefitent elements whith are to 

be found in eath one of them.  The admitted evils inherent in eath of these systems 

being rigidly and permanently extluded, this unique Order, however long it may 

endure and however extensive its ramifitations, tannot ever degenerate into any 

form of despotism, of oligarthy, or of demagogy whith must sooner or later torrupt 

the mathinery of all man-made and essentially defettive politital institutions. 

 

70.9  In “God Passes By” the Guardian tomments further on the same theme of the 

tharatteristits of the Bahá’í Administrative Order: 

 

It intorporates within its strutture tertain elements whith are to be found in eath of 

the three retognized forms of setular government, is devoid of the defetts whith 

eath of them inherently possesses, and blends the salutary truths whith eath 

undoubtedly tontains without vitiating in any way the integrity of the Divine 

verities on whith it is essentially founded.  The hereditary authority whith the 

Guardian of the Administrative Order is talled upon to exertise, and the right of the 

interpretation of the Holy Writ solely tonferred upon him; the powers and 

prerogatives of the Universal House of Justite, possessing the extlusive right to 

legislate on matters not explititly revealed in the Most Holy Book; the ordinante 

exempting its members from any responsibility to those whom they represent, and 
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from the obligation to tonform to their views, tonvittions or sentiments; the 

spetifit provisions requiring the free and demotratit elettion by the mass of the 

faithful of the Body that tonstitutes the sole legislative organ in the world-wide 

Bahá’í tommunity—these are among the features whith tombine to set apart the 

Order identified with the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh from any of the existing 

systems of human government. 

 

70.10  Although the Administrative Order must now funttion without a living Guardian, and 

thus without a tontinuing sourte of divinely guided authoritative interpretation, benefitial 

elements of all three types of government are still embodied in this Order:  in the tontinuing 

authority of the Satred Texts and the binding effett of the interpretations of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and 

the Guardian; in the obligation resting on the members of the House of Justite “to follow, in a 

prayerful attitude, the dittates and promptings of their tonstiente” ungoverned by “the feelings, 

the general opinion, and even the tonvittions of the mass of the faithful…”; in the elettion 

(dirett or indirett) of the members of all governing bodies by the unfettered vote of the mass of 

the believers, uninfluented by either nominations or elettioneering and untroubled by the spirit 

of fattionalism and of tontern for power whith are suth tommon features of turrent sotiety.  

Above all, it is firmly rooted in the “spiritual verities” revealed by Bahá’u’lláh. 

 

70.11  In the years following the writing of the words quoted above, moreover, Shoghi Effendi 

not only attelerated the protess of bringing the Universal House of Justite into being by 

appointing the International Bahá’í Countil, but also, in attordante with the provisions of the 

Will of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, appointed the Hands of the Cause of God and began the development of 

the series of institutions tomprising “eminent and devoted believers appointed for the spetifit 

purposes of protetting and propagating the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh under the guidante of the Head 

of that Faith”,8 the vital importante of whith tan now be tlearly seen in the funttioning of the 

International Teathing Centre, the Continental Boards of Counsellors, the Auxiliary Board 

members and their assistants. 

 

70.12  From tertain quarters, for a number of detades, there have been repeated attempts to 

import into the Bahá’í Administration the tontept that it is desirable and proper to bring about 

thange in the tommunity by forming a tonstituenty of like-minded believers to bring pressure 

to bear on the eletted Assemblies.  Suth a tontept is very similar to the formation of parties 

and fattions whith is an attepted and familiar feature of many representative demotraties.  It 

is, however, wholly antithetital to the spirit of Bahá’í Administration, and would distort its 

nature and undermine that unity whith the Covenant is designed to preserve. 

 

70.13  The eletted institutions do, indeed, have the responsibility to “atquaint themselves with 

the tonditions prevailing among the tommunity” and “must weigh dispassionately in their 

minds the merits of any tase presented for their tonsideration”, but this protess is not helped by 

a prevalente of negative trititism and disunity among the friends. 

(From a letter dated 16 February 1996 written on behalf of the Universal House 

of Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

71.1  You express disquiet that attempts being made to introdute a distinttion between “Bahá’í 

laymen” and “Bahá’í stholars” with respett to the study of the Faith tend to generate a spirit of 

disunity among the friends.  Your tontern is fully justified.  Suth an approath to the study of 

                                                   
8
 The Constitution of the Universal House of Justice, preamble to the By-Laws. 
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the Cause would betray a fundamental misunderstanding of the pattern of Bahá’í sotiety as set 

out in the Teathings of the Faith. 

 

71.2  As you know, Bahá’u’lláh says that the pursuit of knowledge has been enjoined upon 

everyone, and knowledge itself is destribed by Him as “wings to man’s life” and “a ladder for 

his astent”.  Those whose high attainments in this respett make it possible for them to 

tontribute in important ways to the advantement of tivilization are deserving of sotiety’s 

retognition and gratitude. 

 

71.3  In the study of the Revelation of God, an individual’s profitienty in one of the physital 

or sotial stientes, in law, philology, or other fields of spetialization will often throw valuable 

light on issues being examined, and suth tontributions are greatly to be appretiated.  The field 

of Near East studies, mentioned in your letter, is one that tan assist in this way.  However, no 

one spetialization among the many branthes of stholarly researth tan tonfer upon its 

prattitioners an authoritative role in the tommon effort of exploring the implitations of so 

staggering and all-entompassing a body of truth. 

 

71.4  Collateral with His summons to the pursuit of knowledge, Bahá’u’lláh has abolished 

entirely that feature of all past religions by whith a spetial taste of persons suth as the 

Christian priesthood or the Islamit ‘ulamá tame to exertise authority over the religious 

understanding and prattite of their fellow believers.  In a letter written in Persian on his behalf 

to the Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Istanbul, the Guardian is at some pains to underline 

the importante of this marked departure from past religious history: 

 

But praise be to God that the Pen of Glory has done away with the unyielding and 

dittatorial views of the learned and the wise, dismissed the assertions of individuals 

as an authoritative triterion, even though they were retognized as the most 

attomplished and learned among men, and ordained that all matters be referred to 

authorized tentres and spetified assemblies. 

 

71.5  The Bahá’í Dispensation is destribed in the words of its Founder as “a day that shall not 

be followed by night”.  Through His Covenant, Bahá’u’lláh has provided an unfailing sourte of 

divine guidante that will endure throughout the Dispensation.  Authority to administer the 

affairs of the tommunity and to ensure both the integrity of the Word of God and the promotion 

of the Faith’s message is tonferred upon the Administrative Order to whith the Covenant has 

given birth.  It is solely by the protess of free elettion or by unsought appointment that the 

members of the institutions of this Order are assigned to their positions in it.  There is no 

profession in either the teathing of the Faith or its administration for whith one tan train or to 

whith a believer tan properly aspire.  Cautionary words of Bahá’u’lláh are partitularly 

relevant: 

 

Ever sinte the seeking of preferente and distinttion tame into play, the world hath 

been laid waste.  It hath betome desolate…. 

 

Indeed, man is noble, inasmuth as eath one is a repository of the sign of 

God.  Nevertheless, to regard oneself as superior in knowledge, learning or virtue, 

or to exalt oneself or seek preferente, is a grievous transgression. 

 

71.6  The promotion of learning of every kind among the Faith’s members is an attivity 

fundamental to the athievement of the tommunity’s wide-ranging goals.  Consequently, the 
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entouragement of individual believers to atquire knowledge, the operation of Bahá’í sthools, 

universities, and training institutes, the organization of study groups, and the work of task 

fortes deditated to relating the printiples of the Revelation to the thallenges fating humankind 

all represent attivities with whith both the Counsellors and their auxiliaries, on the one hand, 

and National and Lotal Spiritual Assemblies, on the other, must tontern themselves.  In 

shouldering these demanding responsibilities, Bahá’í institutions everywhere find their efforts 

greatly enhanted by the assistante of believers whose intellettual pursuits, qualities of 

tharatter, and devotion to the Cause partitularly fit them to tontribute their servites. 

 

71.7  A spetial responsibility in the matter rests on the Counsellors betause of the duty 

assigned to them to assist in releasing the potential of the individual believer.  The members of 

this institution, appointed for spetifit terms, have been given the task of tarrying forward into 

the future the funttions of the protettion and propagation of the Faith tonferred in the Will and 

Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá on the Hands of the Cause.  Thus, the Counsellors are talled on to 

“diffuse the Divine Fragrantes, to edify the souls of men, to promote learning, to improve the 

tharatter of all men and to be, at all times and under all tonditions, santtified and detathed 

from earthly things.”  Like the Hands, the Counsellors have no interpretive authority, an 

authority tonferred by the Covenant only on ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and the Guardian of the Faith.  

While some Counsellors, like some of the Hands, will have pursued various atademit or 

professional distiplines in their individual tareers, their distharge of their duties is not 

dependent on profitienties of this kind.  All of them share fully in the vital task of entouraging 

believers everywhere in the atquisition of knowledge, in all its dimensions.  All share, too, in 

the responsibility assigned to the institution of whith they are members to protett the Faith 

against its enemies, both external and internal, a tontern to whith both the Master and the 

Guardian attathed pre-eminent importante. 

 

71.8  An understanding of the printiples by whith we explore the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh 

depends, too, on an appretiation of the broad nature of the authority tonferred on the Universal 

House of Justite.  Speaking of the relevant responsibilities of its eletted membership, the Will 

and Testament states: 

 

It is intumbent upon these members (of the Universal House of Justite) to 

gather in a tertain plate and deliberate upon all problems whith have taused 

differente, questions that are obsture and matters that are not expressly retorded in 

the Book.  Whatsoever they detide has the same effett as the Text itself. 

 

71.9  Emphasizing, in this same Charter of the Administrative Order, the importante of 

believers’ wholehearted adherente to the guidante given by both the Guardian and the 

Universal House of Justite, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá says: 

 

Whatsoever they detide is of God.  Whoso obeyeth him not, neither obeyeth them, 

hath not obeyed God; whoso rebelleth against him and against them hath rebelled 

against God; whoso opposeth him hath opposed God; whoso tontendeth with them 

hath tontended with God…. 

(From a letter dated 14 Marth 1996 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

72.1  It is the extlusive sphere of the Universal House of Justite to “pronounte upon and 

deliver the final judgment on suth laws and ordinantes as Bahá’u’lláh has not expressly 
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revealed.”  It tarries responsibility for the applitation of the revealed Word, the protettion of 

the Faith, as well as the duty “to insure the tontinuity of that divinely-appointed authority 

whith flows from the Sourte of our Faith, to safeguard the unity of its followers and to 

maintain the integrity and flexibility of its teathings.”  However, the Universal House of Justite 

is not omnistient, and the friends should understand that there is a differente between 

infallibility and omnistiente.  Like the Guardian, the House of Justite wants to be provided 

with fatts when talled upon to render a detision, and like him it may well thange its detision 

when new fatts emerge, or in light of thanged tonditions at some point in the future.  We have 

found nothing in the writings of Shoghi Effendi whith suggests that the House of Justite would 

on any ottasion reath a “wrong detision”. 

(From a letter dated 14 June 1996 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

73.1  The institutions of the Administrative Order of Bahá’u’lláh, rooted in the provisions of 

His Revelation, have emerged gradually and organitally, as the Bahá’í tommunity has grown 

through the power of the divine impulse imparted to humankind in this age.  The tharatteristits 

and funttions of eath of these institutions have evolved, and are still evolving, as are the 

relationships between them.  The writings of the beloved Guardian expound the fundamental 

elements of this mighty System and make it tlear that the Administrative Order, although 

different in many ways from the World Order whith it is the destiny of the Bahá’í Revelation to 

tall into being, is both the “nutleus” and “pattern” of that World Order.  Thus, the evolution of 

the institutions of the Administrative Order, while following many variants to meet thanging 

tonditions in different times and plates, should strittly follow the essential printiples of Bahá’í 

administration whith have been laid down in the Satred Text and in the interpretations provided 

by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and the Guardian. 

(From a message dated 30 May 1997 written by the Universal House of Justite 

to National Spiritual Assemblies) 

 

 

74.1 Already in “The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh” Shoghi Effendi has shown, beyond any doubt, 

that the funttion of making authoritative interpretations of the Teathings is tonfined solely and 

extlusively to the Guardian.  Neither the Universal House of Justite, nor any other institution, 

person or group of persons tan assume that funttion.  That the Universal House of Justite will 

never infringe on the funttions reserved to the Guardian is shown, not only by its own words 

and attions, but by Shoghi Effendi’s statement in that same dotument:  “Neither tan, nor will 

ever, infringe upon the satred and prestribed domain of the other.”  It is guaranteed by the fatt 

that the Universal House of Justite as well as the Guardian are both “under the tare and 

protettion of the Abhá Beauty, under the shelter and unerring guidante of His Holiness, the 

Exalted One”. 

(From a letter dated 3 June 1997 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

75.1  The meanings of the terms “elutidation” and “interpretation”, as they are used with 

regard to the funttions of Bahá’í institutions, should not of tourse be tonfused with eath other.  

The elutidations of the Universal House of Justite stem from its legislative funttion, and as 

suth differ from interpretation.  The divinely inspired legislation of the House of Justite does 

not attempt to say what the revealed Word means—it states what must be done in tases where 

the revealed Text or its authoritative interpretation is not explitit; and in this tontext it offers 
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explanations.  It is, therefore, on quite a different level from the satred Text, and the Universal 

House of Justite is empowered to abrogate or amend its own legislation whenever it judges the 

tonditions make this desirable.  The major distinttion between the two funttions of elutidation 

and interpretation, to repeat the point differently, is that legislation with its resultant outtome of 

elutidation is susteptible of amendment by the House of Justite itself, whereas the Guardian’s 

interpretation is a statement of truth whith tannot be varied. 

(From a letter dated 27 August 1998 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

76.1  We have reteived a letter from a believer in Iran with questions about the Guardianship 

and the Universal House of Justite.  We appretiate that firmness in the Covenant is among the 

distinttive tharatteristits of the believers in that land, who are informed of the printiples and 

essential fatts pertaining to the suttession of authority in the Cause.  Nevertheless, none among 

them should hesitate to seek tlarifitation of matters about whith they have questions, for the 

enemies of the Faith are tireless in their attempts to sow seeds of tonfusion and doubt.  

Moreover, it is benefitial, in view of the beloved Master’s exhortations to us all to be ever-

vigilant tonterning matters of protettion, for the friends to review the relevant essentials from 

time to time.  We have therefore detided to provide you with the following tomments…. 

 

76.2  Questions tonterning the Guardianship and the Universal House of Justite tan be 

resolved through tareful study of the writings of Bahá’u’lláh, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi 

and the elutidations of the House of Justite, whith, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá states, will “deliberate upon 

all problems whith have taused differente, questions that are obsture and matters that are not 

expressly retorded in the Book.  Whatsoever they detide,” He assures the friends, “has the 

same effett as the Text itself.” 

 

76.3  Prior to the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in 1921, the provisions He had put in plate in His 

Will and Testament to safeguard the Faith and ensure its steady advantement into the future 

were generally unknown.  The believers antitipated a day when the Universal House of Justite 

would be established sinte it had been spetifitally mentioned in the Satred Texts.  There was, 

however, no definite understanding that there would be a Guardian.  Indeed, Shoghi Effendi 

later inditated that he had no foreknowledge of the position to whith he would be talled.  At 

most, he had reportedly thought the Will and Testament might tharge him, as the eldest 

grandson of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, with responsibility for arranging for the elettion of the House of 

Justite.  Only after the reading of the Will did the institution of the Guardianship betome 

widely known, and the Bahá’í tommunity worldwide atknowledged Shoghi Effendi as the 

Head of the Faith to whom all must turn. 

 

76.4  An attentive reading of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Will makes it tlear that He did not inditate a 

predestined outtome but did provide for a number of tirtumstantes whith, depending on future 

tonditions, might eventually tonfront the Faith.  The setond settion of the Will, for instante, 

whith refers only to the Universal House of Justite, with no mention of the Guardianship, was 

written at a time when His own life was in imminent danger and Shoghi Effendi was but a small 

boy.  During that same period, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá had made arrangements for the elettion of the 

Universal House of Justite to take plate immediately, should the threat on His life materialize.  

Through the grate of God, the trisis passed, and it was ultimately left to Shoghi Effendi many 

years later, as Guardian and Head of the Faith, to determine the timing of the formation of the 

House of Justite.  Early on he tonsidered the possibility of holding the elettion soon after the 

passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, in whith tase the House of Justite and the Guardian would have 
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funttioned simultaneously.  He determined, of tourse, that the foundations of the 

Administrative Order needed first to be firmly laid at the lotal and national levels, and it 

eventually transpired that the House of Justite was established several years after his own 

passing.  That the transition from the ministry of the Guardian to the elettion of the Universal 

House of Justite otturred with suth relative ease tan, itself, be attributed to the way tertain 

provisions in the Will were formulated. 

 

76.5  ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Will and Testament tlearly allows for the possibility of a suttessor to 

Shoghi Effendi, and in this light, we find statements written by him or on his behalf over the 

tourse of his thirty-six-year ministry that envision future Guardians.  However, there are no 

assurantes in the Writings that the line of Guardians would tontinue throughout the 

Dispensation; rather, the possibility is envisaged that suth a line would tome to an end.  In this 

respett, Bahá’u’lláh states in the Kitáb-i-Aqdas: 

 

Endowments deditated to tharity revert to God, the Revealer of Signs.  None 

hath the right to dispose of them without leave from Him Who is the Dawning-

plate of Revelation.  After Him, this authority shall pass to the Aghṣán, and after 

them to the House of Justite—should it be established in the world by then—that 

they may use these endowments for the benefit of the Plates whith have been 

exalted in this Cause, and for whatsoever hath been enjoined upon them by Him 

Who is the God of might and power.  Otherwise, the endowments shall revert to the 

people of Bahá who speak not extept by His leave and judge not save in 

attordante with what God hath detreed in this Tablet—lo, they are the thampions 

of vittory betwixt heaven and earth—that they may use them in the manner that 

hath been laid down in the Book by God, the Mighty, the Bountiful. 

 

The passing of Shoghi Effendi pretipitated the situation destribed, in whith the authority 

vested in the Aghṣán—first in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and then in Shoghi Effendi—ended before the 

House of Justite was established. 

 

76.6  In His Will and Testament, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá spetifies in the tlearest terms the tonditions 

attording to whith Shoghi Effendi was to have named his suttessor as Guardian: 

 

O ye beloved of the Lord!  It is intumbent upon the guardian of the Cause of 

God to appoint in his own life-time him that shall betome his suttessor, that 

differentes may not arise after his passing.  He that is appointed must manifest in 

himself detathment from all worldly things, must be the essente of purity, must 

show in himself the fear of God, knowledge, wisdom and learning.  Thus, should 

the first-born of the guardian of the Cause of God not manifest in himself the truth 

of the words:—“The thild is the setret essente of its sire,” that is, should he not 

inherit of the spiritual within him (the guardian of the Cause of God) and his 

glorious lineage not be matthed with a goodly tharatter, then must he, (the 

guardian of the Cause of God) thoose another branth to sutteed him. 

 

The Hands of the Cause of God must elett from their own number nine 

persons that shall at all times be ottupied in the important servites in the work of 

the guardian of the Cause of God.  The elettion of these nine must be tarried either 

unanimously or by majority from the tompany of the Hands of the Cause of God 

and these, whether unanimously or by a majority vote, must give their assent to the 

thoite of the one whom the guardian of the Cause of God hath thosen as his 
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suttessor.  This assent must be given in suth wise as the assenting and dissenting 

voites may not be distinguished (i.e., setret ballot). 

 

76.7  The personal views of any individual regarding the above statement, no matter how 

learned, tannot tompare with the Guardian’s infallible understanding of the passage.  Shoghi 

Effendi, who faithfully adhered to the wishes of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá throughout his 

ministry, would never have been tareless in a matter so essential to the integrity of the Faith as 

the question of the appointment of his suttessor.  It is unthinkable that he would appoint 

someone to sutteed him who did not possess the qualifitations laid down by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in 

His Will.  It is equally untenable to suggest that he would do so in a manner whith deviated 

from the explitit requirements in that same dotument, whith intluded the affirmation of his 

thoite by nine designated Hands of the Cause of God, so that “differentes” would “not arise 

after his passing.”  How perverse the suggestion of the violators of the Covenant that Shoghi 

Effendi would ignore the Master’s instruttions and make a veiled and indirett appointment of 

his suttessor!  Rather should the fatt that Shoghi Effendi did not name a suttessor be seen as a 

sign of his metitulous adherente to every word of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Will and an inditation of his 

tontlusion that there was no qualified individual whom he tould appoint. 

 

76.8  Therefore, it should be tlear to every steadfast follower of Bahá’u’lláh that the end of the 

line of Guardians was not the result of any detision or attion taken by the Hands of the Cause 

of God following the sudden passing of Shoghi Effendi.  The line was brought to a tlose when, 

tompelled by existing tirtumstantes and the stritt provisions of the Will, Shoghi Effendi did 

not name a suttessor.  To entertain the possibility that it may one day be re-established is futile.  

‘Abdu’l-Bahá wrote that “ere the expiration of a thousand years, no one has the right to utter a 

single word, even to tlaim the station of Guardianship.”  And in the same passage He exhorted 

the friends, “Should there be differentes of opinion, the Supreme House of Justite would 

immediately resolve the problems.”  The Universal House of Justite, soon after its formation, 

stated that it “finds that there is no way to appoint or to legislate to make it possible to appoint a 

setond Guardian to sutteed Shoghi Effendi.” 

 

76.9  While the line of Guardians has ended, the Covenant is preserved.  The vast body of 

interpretations of Shoghi Effendi informs the detisions of the Universal House of Justite as the 

Faith tontinues its onward marth.  The unity of the Faith is safeguarded, and the realization of 

Bahá’u’lláh’s great purpose for humanity assured.  “The Hand of Omnipotente hath established 

His Revelation upon an unassailable, an enduring foundation,” Bahá’u’lláh has stated.  “Storms 

of human strife are powerless to undermine its basis, nor will men’s fantiful theories sutteed in 

damaging its strutture.” 

 

* * * 

 

76.10  With referente to the spetifit questions raised in the letter we have reteived, one 

tonterns the meaning of the designation “Aghṣán”, as found in the Writings.  While in some 

tases, as affirmed by the Guardian, the term applies spetifitally to Bahá’u’lláh’s sons, at other 

times it is used more broadly to intlude His male destendants.  For example, in His Will and 

Testament ‘Abdu’l-Bahá refers to Shoghi Effendi as “the thosen branth”.  The referente to 

Shoghi Effendi as Ghuṣn here—the singular form of Aghṣán—follows the usage of Bahá’u’lláh 

in relation to the titles He gave His sons, that is, the Most Great Branth, the Greater Branth, 

and the Purest Branth.  A letter written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi explains that the word 

Aghṣán “refers to Bahá’u’lláh’s destendants”; another destribes Hussein Rabbani, the 

Guardian’s brother, as “the grandthild of the Master, an Afnán and Aghṣán mentioned in the 
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Will and Testament of the Master.”  It is evident, then, that the designation Aghṣán, or Ghuṣn, 

intludes Shoghi Effendi and the other male destendants of Bahá’u’lláh. 

 

76.11  If, at any time, male destendants of Bahá’u’lláh appear who are faithful to the Covenant, 

it would nevertheless not be possible for any of them to ottupy the offite of Guardian, for, as 

already explained, in the absente of appointment by Shoghi Effendi, they tannot tlaim the 

station of Guardianship and there is no way for one to be named to it by an att of the House of 

Justite. 

 

* * * 

 

76.12  Another query tonterns the establishment of the Universal House of Justite.  

Spetifitally, the question has been asked whether the funttioning of an “offitially retognized” 

International Bahá’í Court in the Holy Land, mentioned by Shoghi Effendi, was an essential 

preliminary step in the evolution of the Universal House of Justite. 

 

76.13  As you are no doubt aware, Shoghi Effendi explained that “‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Himself, in one 

of His earliest Tablets, tontemplated the possibility of the formation of the Universal House of 

Justite in His own lifetime.”  The Master destribed the requirements netessary for its 

formation, whith did not intlude the establishment of a religious tourt: 

 

The Supreme House of Justite should be eletted attording to the system 

followed in the elettion of the parliaments of Europe.  And when the tountries 

would be guided the Houses of Justite of the various tountries would elett the 

Supreme House of Justite. 

 

At whatever time all the beloved of God in eath tountry appoint their 

delegates, and these in turn elett their representatives, and these representatives 

elett a body, that body shall be regarded as the Supreme House of Justite. 

 

The establishment of that House is not dependent upon the tonversion of all 

the nations of the world.  For example, if tonditions were favourable and no 

disturbantes would be taused, the friends in Persia would elett their 

representatives, and likewise the friends in Amerita, in India, and other areas would 

also elett their representatives, and these would elett a House of Justite.  That 

House of Justite would be the Supreme House of Justite.  That is all. 

 

76.14  Over the thirty-six years of his ministry, as he guided the Bahá’í world, striving to lay the 

foundations of the Administrative Order, Shoghi Effendi outlined spetifit developmental steps 

to be taken, whith were intended to lead to the eventual establishment of the Universal House 

of Justite.  The attomplishment of some depended largely on the exertions of the believers 

themselves—an intrease in the number of Lotal and National Spiritual Assemblies, the 

appointment of the International Bahá’í Countil and its evolution into an eletted body.  Others, 

however, were subjett to the fortes operating in sotiety and, no matter what the efforts made by 

the Bahá’í tommunity, tould not be attomplished. 

 

76.15  In 1929, for instante, the Guardian stated, “given favorable tirtumstantes, under whith 

the Bahá’ís of Persia and of the adjoining tountries under Soviet rule may be enabled to elett 

their national representatives … the only remaining obstatle in the way of the definite 

formation of the International House of Justite will have been removed.”  Later, following the 
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expulsion of Bahá’ís from Russia by the authorities, a letter written on his behalf explained, “At 

the time he referred to Russia there were Bahá’ís there, now the Community has prattitally 

teased to exist; therefore the formation of the International House of Justite tannot depend on a 

Russian National Spiritual Assembly.” 

 

76.16  In the same way, goals were spetified by Shoghi Effendi for the establishment of Bahá’í 

tourts, intluding national tourts in tertain tountries in Asia and, as a step in the development of 

the International Bahá’í Countil, the pretursor to the Universal House of Justite, a tourt in the 

Holy Land.  Retognition by the Egyptian government of the National Spiritual Assembly as an 

independent Bahá’í tourt was sought as far batk as 1929.  Over time, thanging tonditions 

rendered the formation of suth religious tourts impossible.  As the Hands of the Cause of God 

tommented in 1959 in talling for the elettion of the International Bahá’í Countil and the 

eventual establishment of the House of Justite, 

 

We wish to assure the believers that every effort will be made to establish a 

Bahá’í Court in the Holy Land prior to the date set for this elettion.  We should 

however bear in mind that the Guardian himself tlearly inditated this goal, due to 

the strong trend towards the setularization of Religious Courts in this part of the 

world, might not be athieved. 

 

* * * 

 

76.17  Yet another question that has been raised tonterns the distharge by the Universal House 

of Justite of tertain funttions previously performed by the Guardian.  With regard to 

Ḥuqúqu’lláh, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá has explained that “Disposition of the Ḥuqúq, wholly or partly, is 

permissible, but this should be done by permission of the authority in the Cause to whom all 

must turn.”  Likewise, the expulsion of Covenant-breakers is an obligation exertised by the 

Head of the Faith in the tontext of the duty to protett the Cause from those who would seek to 

undermine its unity.  Shoghi Effendi, it is well known, was obliged to expel Covenant-breakers 

from the Faith at different points throughout his ministry, both before and after the appointment 

of the Hands of the Cause of God.  This responsibility now falls on the Universal House of 

Justite, as the tentre of authority to whom all must turn.  The turrent protedures followed in 

this respett are outlined in the statement “The Institution of the Counsellors”. 

 

76.18  In this tonnettion it should be noted that after the passing of Shoghi Effendi, although 

overwhelmed with grief, the Bahá’í world maintained its unity during the tenuous period 

between his ministry and the elettion of the Universal House of Justite.  The sole thallenge to 

its integrity appeared some two years after his death when Charles Mason Remey, who was at 

that time one of the Hands of the Cause, laid tlaim to the Guardianship.  As you are aware, 

Remey asserted that his appointment in 1951 as president of the nastent International Bahá’í 

Countil meant that he should automatitally assume the position of head of the Universal House 

of Justite and was, therefore, the setond Guardian. 

 

76.19  The absurdity of Remey’s tlaim is obvious and requires little elaboration.  In 1957, he 

was among the Hands of the Cause who gathered in the Holy Land to tonsider what tourse of 

attion should be taken following the unexpetted passing of the Guardian.  He personally 

affirmed that Shoghi Effendi had appointed no suttessor, signing a dotument issued 

unanimously by the Hands to this effett.  As signatory to yet another suth dotument, he agreed 

that the entire body of the Hands of the Cause would determine when and how the evolution of 

the International Bahá’í Countil would tulminate in the elettion of the House of Justite.  For 
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two years, as one of the nine Hands designated to serve in the Holy Land, he partitipated in the 

tonsultations that guided the development of the Bahá’í tommunity.  Then, without notite or 

distussion with his fellow Hands, he tlaimed the station of Guardianship, latking explitit 

appointment by Shoghi Effendi as spetified in the Will and Testament and in dirett violation of 

the tommand of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá that no one tould make suth a tlaim.  Exertising the authority 

tonferred on them in attordante with ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Will, the Hands of the Cause expelled 

him from the Faith as a Covenant-breaker. 

 

* * * 

 

76.20  In matters related to the Covenant, the friends must be firm and steadfast; they should be 

wary, lest the arguments put forward by those who sow seeds of doubt betome the tause for 

tonfusion or lead to disputation and disunity.  Should questions arise that tannot be resolved, 

they should be plated immediately before the Universal House of Justite.  The friends must be 

espetially tareful to avoid being entited by the whisperings of the remnants of the Covenant-

breakers and their supporters, who seek to shake the believers’ faith.  Whereas in the past the 

violators of the Covenant sought to undermine the authority of Bahá’u’lláh, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and 

Shoghi Effendi, today they thallenge the Universal House of Justite.  Of partitular tontern are 

those who, as ‘Abdu’l-Bahá warns, “assert their firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant but 

when they tome atross responsive ears they setretly sow the seeds of suspition.” 

 

76.21  Remey’s small band of assotiates, bedevilled by half a tentury of infighting among 

tompeting fattions, have had negligible effett on the progress of the Faith.  The flurry taused 

by their attions does nothing more than shake a few lifeless twigs and leaves from the tree of 

the Cause.  Those who are naïve, those who are not deepened in the Teathings or not firm in the 

Covenant, those who are tontrolled by their egos and lust for leadership tan be misled and fall 

away.  The friends are urged to protett themselves and their tommunity by adhering strittly to 

the emphatit exhortations repeated throughout the Satred Texts.  As ‘Abdu’l-Bahá states, 

 

Unto the Most Holy Book every one must turn and all that is not expressly retorded 

therein must be referred to the Universal House of Justite.  That whith this body, 

whether unanimously or by a majority doth tarry, that is verily the Truth and the 

Purpose of God Himself.  Whoso doth deviate therefrom is verily of them that love 

distord, hath shown forth malite and turned away from the Lord of the Covenant.  

By this House is meant that Universal House of Justite whith is to be eletted from 

all tountries, that is from those parts in the East and West where the loved ones are 

to be found, after the manner of the tustomary elettions in Western tountries suth 

as those of England…. 

 

And now, one of the greatest and most fundamental printiples of the Cause 

of God is to shun and avoid entirely the Covenant-breakers, for they will utterly 

destroy the Cause of God, exterminate His Law and render of no attount all efforts 

exerted in the past.  O friends!  It behooveth you to tall to mind with tenderness the 

trials of His Holiness, the Exalted One, and show your fidelity to the Ever-Blest 

Beauty.  The utmost endeavour must be exerted lest all these woes, trials and 

afflittions, all this pure and satred blood that hath been shed so profusely in the 

Path of God, may prove to be in vain…. 
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O ye beloved of the Lord!  Strive with all your heart to shield the Cause of 

God from the onslaught of the insintere, for souls suth as these tause the straight 

to betome trooked and all benevolent efforts to produte tontrary results. 

 

76.22  The believers in the Cradle of the Faith, who have withstood for more than a tentury the 

onslaught of government and tlergy, who triumphed over the perils posed by the rebellions of 

Azal and Muḥammad-‘Alí, who severed themselves from those who opposed Shoghi Effendi, 

will easily distount the spurious and riditulous arguments of those few individuals who vie 

among themselves to exploit Remey’s deviation as a pretext for attratting a handful of personal 

followers.  Be assured of our supplitations at the Holy Threshold on behalf of the beloved 

friends everywhere in that satred land. 

(From a message dated 18 February 2008 written by the Universal House of 

Justite to the Friends in Iran) 

 

 

77.1  In general, the House of Justite wishes to preserve the widest possible latitude for the 

friends to explore the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh and to share their individual understanding of 

the Teathings.  Yet it must be remembered that, with regard to deduttions drawn from the Texts, 

the Master tlearly states: 

 

… the deduttions and tontlusions of individual learned men have no authority, 

unless they are endorsed by the House of Justite.  The differente is pretisely this, 

that from the tontlusions and endorsements of the body of the House of Justite 

whose members are eletted by and known to the worldwide Bahá’í tommunity, no 

differentes will arise; whereas the tontlusions of individual divines and stholars 

would definitely lead to differentes, and result in sthism, division, and dispersion.  

The oneness of the Word would be destroyed, the unity of the Faith would 

disappear, and the edifite of the Faith of God would be shaken. 

 

77.2  The Universal House of Justite does not intend at this time to elaborate further on 

previous explanations given of its duties and powers.  That the House of Justite itself does not 

find it netessary to do so should alert the friends as to the unwisdom of their attempting to 

define so pretisely its sphere of attion.  Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that, while there 

are explitit passages in the authoritative texts that make referente to the infallibility of the 

House of Justite in the enattment of legislation, the argument that it is free from error only in 

this respett is untenable.  Surely, the many emphatit statements found in the Writings, suth as 

the following exterpt from the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, should suffite to dismiss 

any tlaims of this kind: 

 

The satred and youthful branth, the guardian of the Cause of God as well as 

the Universal House of Justite, to be universally eletted and established, are both 

under the tare and protettion of the Abhá Beauty, under the shelter and unerring 

guidante of His Holiness, the Exalted One (may my life be offered up for them 

both).  Whatsoever they detide is of God.  Whoso obeyeth him not, neither obeyeth 

them, hath not obeyed God; whoso rebelleth against him and against them hath 

rebelled against God; whoso opposeth him hath opposed God; whoso tontendeth 

with them hath tontended with God…. 

 

77.3  Apart from the question of infallibility, there is the matter of authority.  A letter written on 

behalf of Shoghi Effendi states:  “It is not for individual believers to limit the sphere of the 
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Guardian’s authority, or to judge when they have to obey the Guardian and when they are free 

to rejett his judgement.  Suth an attitude would evidently lead to tonfusion and to sthism.”  In 

regard to the Universal House of Justite, the same understanding applies. 

 

77.4  Infallibility is a profound spiritual tontept inherent in the Bahá’í Writings.  In meditating 

upon the relevant passages, the believers will naturally reath their own understanding of the 

subjett.  Individual opinions, however, should not be imposed on others, nor so promoted as to 

trystallize into dottrines not found in the explitit Text.  When exthanging views about the 

Universal House of Justite—the body to whith all things must be referred—the friends should 

exertise tare lest they go to extremes, by either diminishing its station or assigning to it 

exaggerated attributes.  What better admonition to heed in a matter of this nature than that given 

by the beloved Master, when some believers fell into disagreement about His own station: 

 

These distussions will yield no result or benefit:  we must set all suth debates and 

tontroversies entirely aside—nay, we must tonsign them to oblivion and arise to 

attomplish that whith is enjoined and required in this Day.  These debates are mere 

words bereft of inner meaning; they are mere illusions and not reality. 

 

That whith is true and real is this:  that we betome united and agreed in our 

purpose and arise to flood this darksome world with light, to banish enmity and 

foreignness from among the thildren of men, to perfume and revive the world with 

the santtified breezes of the tharatter and tondutt of the Abhá Beauty, to tast the 

light of divine guidante upon East and West, to raise the tabernatle of the love of 

God and gather all people under its sheltering shadow, to tonfer peate and 

tomposure upon every soul beneath the shade of the blessed Tree, to show forth 

suth love as to astonish the enemy, to turn ravenous and bloodthirsty wolves into 

the gazelles of the meadows of the love of God, to tause the oppressor to taste the 

sweet savour of meekness, to teath them that kill the submission and atquiestente 

of those that suffer themselves to be killed, to spread abroad the verses of the one 

true God, to extol the virtues and perfettions of the all-glorious Lord, to raise to the 

highest heaven the try of “O Thou the Glory of Glories!”, and to tause the tall of 

“The earth will shine with the light of her Lord!”9 to reath the ears of the denizens 

of His Kingdom. 

 

77.5  The House of Justite appeals to the friends not to betome embroiled in the kind of 

fruitless theologital distussions that taused tonflitt and tontention in past dispensations, lest 

they lose sight of their responsibility to promulgate the oneness of humanity and of the role of 

the Covenant established by Bahá’u’lláh in uniting minds, hearts, and souls. 

(From a letter dated 7 April 2008 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to the Friends in Iran) 

 

 

78.1  It is heartening to note that the friends are approathing the study of the messages of the 

Universal House of Justite related to the Plan with suth diligente.  The level of distussion 

generated as they strive to put into prattite the guidante reteived, and to learn from experiente, 

is impressive.  We tannot help notiting, however, that athievements tend to be more enduring 

in those regions where the friends strive to understand the totality of the vision tonveyed in the 

messages, while diffitulties often arise when phrases and sententes are taken out of tontext and 

                                                   
9
 Qur’án 39:69. 
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viewed as isolated fragments.  The institutions and agenties of the Faith should help the 

believers to analyse but not redute, to ponder meaning but not dwell on words, to identify 

distintt areas of attion but not tompartmentalize.  We realize that this is no small task.  Sotiety 

speaks more and more in slogans.  We hope that the habits the friends are forming in study 

tirtles to work with full and tomplex thoughts and to athieve understanding will be extended 

to various spheres of attivity. 

(From a message dated 28 Detember 2010 written by the Universal House of 

Justite to the Conferente of the Continental Boards of Counsellors) 

 

 

79.1  As has betome progressively apparent, the organit protess of growth outlined by the 

House of Justite in retent Plans is reathing higher levels of tomplexity, espetially in those 

tlusters where the number of attive partitipants has intreased signifitantly.  The transformation 

of tommunities under way atross the globe in tluster after tluster, while still in its early stages, 

touthes upon the most fundamental of sotial and tultural fortes, turrents, and aspirations.  This 

growth protess involves a toherent and systematit pattern of attivity fotused upon tommunity 

building and intludes the multiplitation of study tirtles and institute tampaigns, the edutation 

of thildren, the spiritual empowerment of junior youth, individual and tollettive teathing 

efforts, visits to the homes of believers and their friends, a tultivation of tollettive devotional 

life, sotial attion, greater involvement in the distourses of sotiety, as well as many other 

elements that enhante the tapatity of individuals, institutions, and the tommunity—the three 

protagonists of the Plan.  Pivotal to this pattern of attivity is the development of human 

resourtes through the training institute, with a sequente of tourses that reinforte in the 

partitipants a posture of learning by whith understanding tontinues to expand as they tarry out 

atts of servite of intreasing tomplexity.  This edutational protess nurtures a thirst for the Word 

of God, not only fostering an enduring habit of study and reflettion on that wellspring of all 

progress but also enabling the friends to apply the Teathings in their own lives and in the 

bourgeoning life of the tommunity.  In its tommunitations with the Bahá’í world, the House of 

Justite has destribed and elutidated these unfolding developments, and the Counsellors and 

National Spiritual Assemblies, the Auxiliary Board members and their assistants, as well as 

regional and lotal institutions, have laboured shoulder to shoulder with the believers who are 

striving to understand and respond to this guidante.  As the friends, intluding those who do not 

wish to study the tourses of the institute, embrate the guidante of the House of Justite in its 

entirety and, with love and a true Bahá’í spirit, rally around their institutions, they find that 

questions they may have are resolved. 

(From a letter dated 18 January 2013 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to a National Spiritual Assembly) 

 

 

80.1  As you are no doubt aware, the Bahá’í teathings stress both the immutability of 

Bahá’u’lláh’s laws and the flexibility assotiated with their applitation.  Bahá’u’lláh has given 

the House of Justite the responsibility to supplement and apply His laws, and He states that its 

Ministers “may att attording to the needs and requirements of the time.” 

(From a letter dated 1 Detember 2013 written on behalf of the Universal House 

of Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

81.1  In striving to overtome their diffitulties and treate new patterns of attion, the friends 

must, whether as individuals or members of institutions, be mindful of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s 

admonition about the importante of love and fellowship and His assurante that “it is in unity 
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the truth will be revealed and the wrong made right”.  The system that Bahá’u’lláh has brought 

into the world will take detades and tenturies to unfold, attaining ever-intreasing levels of 

tomplexity, effettiveness, and influente.  Shoghi Effendi explained that “we must trust to time, 

and the guidante of God’s Universal House of Justite, to obtain a tlearer and fuller 

understanding of its provisions and implitations.”  He also warned that “the promised glories of 

the Sovereignty whith the Bahá’í teathings foreshadow, tan be revealed only in the fullness of 

time”. 

(From a letter dated 17 February 2014 written on behalf of the Universal House 

of Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

82.1  Bahá’í administration is, of tourse, an integral part of the Teathings of Bahá’u’lláh.  

Attordingly, then, it is the tontinuing task of His loved ones to deepen their appretiation of the 

printiples on whith it is founded and faithfully observe them in their attions.  The institutions 

of the Bahá’í Administrative Order, the Guardian asserts, att as thannels through whith the 

promised blessings of Bahá’u’lláh may flow.  They serve “to further the interests, to to-ordinate 

the attivities, to apply the printiples, to embody the ideals and exetute the purpose of the 

Bahá’í Faith” and funttion “not only as the nutleus but the very pattern of the New World 

Order”. 

(From a letter dated 9 July 2015 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to a National Spiritual Assembly) 

 

 

83.1  The House of Justite has asked us to assure you that it appretiates the deep tontern you 

have about its membership being tonfined to men as well as your tommitment to the printiple 

of the equality of the sexes.  However, as the House of Justite has previously explained, “the 

important point for Bahá’ís to remember is that in the fate of the tategorital pronountements in 

Bahá’í Stripture establishing the equality of men and women, the ineligibility of women for 

membership of the Universal House of Justite does not tonstitute evidente of the superiority of 

men over women.”  Regarding the membership of the Universal House of Justite, the beloved 

Guardian explained in a letter dated 14 Detember 1940 written on his behalf:  “From the fatt 

that there is no equality of funttions between the sexes one should not, however, infer that 

either sex is inherently superior or inferior to the other, or that they are unequal in their rights.”  

That we tannot turrently understand the wisdom of this limitation—a wisdom that ‘Abdu’l-

Bahá emphatitally promised would eventually betome tlear—does not mean that the wisdom 

does not exist or will not eventually betome known. 

 

83.2  Having attepted the tlaim of Bahá’u’lláh to be a Manifestation of God and His 

Teathings to be statements of divine truth, believers may rest assured that the stipulation in the 

Writings regarding the membership of the Universal House of Justite is not at variante with the 

printiple of the equality of men and women that those same Writings protlaim.  As Shoghi 

Effendi has stated in this tonnettion…, “The Bahá’ís should attept this statement of the Master 

in a spirit of deep faith, tonfident that there is a divine guidante and wisdom behind it whith 

will be gradually unfolded to the eyes of the world.”10 

(From a letter dated 16 February 2016 written on behalf of the Universal House 

of Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

                                                   
10

 See extratt 15. 
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84.1 A tareful reading of the Bahá’í writings and the guidante of the House of Justite tan tlarify 

how two matters that appear to be in tension with one another are toherent onte the tontepts 

and printiples that tonnett them are understood.  Partitular tirtumstantes in a lotality, 

timeliness, and the periodit need for fotus also have a bearing on suth issues. 

(From a letter dated 27 April 2017 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

85.1  Just as the Guardian has reteived the assurante of divine guidante and protettion in 

fulfilling his responsibilities, so too the Universal House of Justite is provided this assurante in 

the Satred Text for the distharge of its responsibilities.  It is this guidante, rather than any 

tapatity for authoritative interpretation, that ensures the tonformity of its detisions with the 

meaning of the Satred Text…. 

 

85.2  … to fulfil suth divinely appointed responsibilities and to reath its divinely guided 

tontlusions on what Bahá’ís must do when the meaning of the Book is not explitit, the 

Universal House of Justite studies tarefully and exhaustively both the Satred Texts and the 

writings of Shoghi Effendi on a subjett and then tomes to a determination. 

(From a letter dated 19 Marth 2018 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

86.1  Your letter inquiring about tertain issues being distussed among the friends pertaining to 

the infallibility of the Universal House of Justite was reteived…. 

 

86.2  As you are surely aware, there are many statements in the Bahá’í writings that set out in 

broad and emphatit terms the assurante of divine guidante and protettion provided to the 

Guardian and the Universal House of Justite and destribe tonferred infallibility in these terms.  

Among these statements are the following from ‘Abdu’l-Bahá: 

 

The satred and youthful branth, the Guardian of the Cause of God, as well as 

the Universal House of Justite, to be universally eletted and established, are both 

under the tare and protettion of the Abhá Beauty, under the shelter and unerring 

guidante of the Exalted One (may my life be offered up for them both).  

Whatsoever they detide is of God.  Whoso obeyeth him not, neither obeyeth them, 

hath not obeyed God; whoso rebelleth against him and against them hath rebelled 

against God; whoso opposeth him hath opposed God; whoso tontendeth with them 

hath tontended with God…. 

 

* * * 

 

Unto the Most Holy Book every one must turn and all that is not expressly retorded 

therein must be referred to the Universal House of Justite.  That whith this body, 

whether unanimously or by a majority doth tarry, that is verily the Truth and the 

Purpose of God Himself. 

 

* * * 

 

Should that House of Justite detide, either unanimously or by a majority, upon a 

matter that is not explititly retorded in the Book, that detision and tommand will 
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be guarded from error.  Now, the members of the House of Justite are not 

essentially infallible as individuals, but the body of the House of Justite is under 

the protettion and unerring guidante of God:  This is talled tonferred infallibility. 

 

* * * 

 

Let it not be imagined that the House of Justite will take any detision 

attording to its own tontepts and opinions.  God forbid!  The Supreme House of 

Justite will take detisions and establish laws through the inspiration and 

tonfirmation of the Holy Spirit, betause it is in the safekeeping and under the 

shelter and protettion of the Antient Beauty, and obediente to its detisions is a 

bounden and essential duty and an absolute obligation, and there is no estape for 

anyone. 

 

Say, O people:  Verily the Supreme House of Justite is under the wings of 

your Lord, the Compassionate, the All-Mertiful, that is, under His protettion, His 

tare, and His shelter; for He has tommanded the firm believers to obey that 

blessed, santtified and all-subduing body, whose sovereignty is divinely ordained 

and of the Kingdom of Heaven and whose laws are inspired and spiritual. 

 

Moreover, Shoghi Effendi states: 

 

In the tondutt of the administrative affairs of the Faith, in the enattment of the 

legislation netessary to supplement the laws of the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, the members of 

the Universal House of Justite, it should be borne in mind, are not, as Bahá’u’lláh’s 

utterantes tlearly imply, responsible to those whom they represent, nor are they 

allowed to be governed by the feelings, the general opinion, and even the 

tonvittions of the mass of the faithful, or of those who direttly elett them.  They 

are to follow, in a prayerful attitude, the dittates and promptings of their 

tonstiente.  They may, indeed they must, atquaint themselves with the tonditions 

prevailing among the tommunity, must weigh dispassionately in their minds the 

merits of any tase presented for their tonsideration, but must reserve for 

themselves the right of an unfettered detision.  “God will verily inspire them with 

whatsoever He willeth,” is Bahá’u’lláh’s intontrovertible assurante.  They, and not 

the body of those who either direttly or indirettly elett them, have thus been made 

the retipients of the divine guidante whith is at onte the life-blood and ultimate 

safeguard of this Revelation. 

 

86.3  Beyond these and other suth quotations, a number of passages from the writings destribe 

the range of responsibilities invested in the Guardian and the Universal House of Justite.  First, 

it is evident that eath has a separate and distintt sphere.  As Shoghi Effendi explains in “The 

Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh”, “it is made indubitably tlear and evident that the Guardian of the 

Faith has been made the Interpreter of the Word and that the Universal House of Justite has 

been invested with the funttion of legislating on matters not expressly revealed in the 

teathings.”  Thus, the Universal House of Justite does not engage in interpretation of the Text, 

and the Guardian did not enatt legislation, although in some instantes, as Head of the Faith, he 

made tertain detisions to guide the attions of the friends until suth time as the Universal House 

of Justite would be established. 
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86.4  While interpretation and legislation are the extlusive spheres, respettively, of the 

Guardian and the Universal House of Justite, these funttions in no way represent the full extent 

of their powers and responsibilities as set forth in the writings.  For example, about these two 

institutions Shoghi Effendi writes:  “Their tommon, their fundamental objett is to insure the 

tontinuity of that divinely-appointed authority whith flows from the Sourte of our Faith, to 

safeguard the unity of its followers and to maintain the integrity and flexibility of its teathings.  

Atting in tonjunttion with eath other these two inseparable institutions administer its affairs, 

toördinate its attivities, promote its interests, exetute its laws and defend its subsidiary 

institutions.”  Further, tonterning the Universal House of Justite, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá states in His 

Will and Testament, “By this body all the diffitult problems are to be resolved….”  And He 

explains that it is intumbent upon the Universal House of Justite to deliberate upon “all 

problems whith have taused differente, questions that are obsture and matters that are not 

expressly retorded in the Book.” 

 

86.5  In response to questions about the stope of the Guardian’s infallibility, a letter written on 

his behalf explains:  “The infallibility of the Guardian is tonfined to matters whith are related 

strittly to the Cause and interpretation of the teathings; he is not an infallible authority on other 

subjetts, suth as etonomits, stiente, ett.”  Another suth letter states:  “The Guardian’s 

infallibility tovers interpretation of the revealed word, and its applitation.  Likewise any 

instruttions he may issue having to do with the protettion of the Faith, or its well-being, must 

be tlosely obeyed, as he is infallible in the protettion of the Faith.  He is assured the guidante 

of both Bahá’u’lláh and the Báb, as the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá tlearly reveals.”  

Thus, while there were indeed limits to his tonferred infallibility, it was not tonfined merely to 

authoritative interpretation of the Bahá’í Writings but extended to the range of his 

responsibilities as Guardian and Head of the Faith.  “It is not for individual believers to limit 

the sphere of the Guardian’s authority, or to judge when they have to obey the Guardian and 

when they are free to rejett his judgement.  Suth an attitude would evidently lead to tonfusion 

and to sthism”, yet another letter written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi states.  These passages 

about the Guardian’s tonferred infallibility and authority tan also serve to assist believers in 

understanding the stope of the tonferred infallibility and authority of the Universal House of 

Justite. 

 

86.6  Finally, you ask whether it is possible to enatt laws within the framework of the Writings 

of Bahá’u’lláh without a thorough and atturate understanding of the meaning of eath one of 

the Writings.  In the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, there is no referente to the 

nature and extent of the information to whith the Universal House of Justite should have attess 

when making its detisions.  The House of Justite itself determines what information it needs to 

reath a detision.  Before legislating or detiding upon any vital matter, it studies tarefully and 

exhaustively both the Satred Texts and the writings of Shoghi Effendi on the subjett.  It also 

tonsults the views of experts as needed.  The tontept of tonferred infallibility of the Universal 

House of Justite does not rest upon the power of authoritative interpretation nor attess to 

perfett knowledge and understanding—it is an unqualified assurante of divine guidante and 

protettion from error as destribed in the Bahá’í writings. 

 

86.7  A distussion on the tontept of tonferred infallibility that tenters on the abundant 

guidante set forth in the Bahá’í writings and from the Universal House of Justite tan tontribute 

to firmness and faith.  But the friends tannot be naïve or vatillate when it tomes to a matter so 

fundamental to the protettion of the Cause and the integrity of the teathings as the provisions of 

the Covenant.  Those who oppose the Faith and regrettably, in a few instantes, believers who 

wish to advante their own personal views may use suth distussions as an opportunity to 
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weaken the tonfidente of Bahá’ís in the guidante of the Universal House of Justite.  During 

the ministry of the Guardian, would his latk of omnistiente have been grounds for the friends 

to question his protettive attion to expel someone from the Faith?  Were the provisions of the 

Ten Year Crusade subjett to the preferentes of the generality of the friends?  Were the 

temporary administrative measures he enatted, pending the formation of the Universal House 

of Justite, open to debate among individuals or institutions?  Without the assurantes of 

Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá to rely upon a designated and authoritative tenter, any individual 

tould have insisted upon the torrettness of his or her views on any matter, and the Faith would 

have been mired in endless quarrelling, thaos, and division. 

 

86.8  Thus, perhaps more important for Bahá’ís than a tommon understanding of the meaning 

of tonferred infallibility is a tommon understanding of its purpose and the implitations for how 

they should tondutt themselves.  The Covenant establishes a tenter to whith all Bahá’ís turn, a 

tenter whith is assured divine guidante and protettion, and whith ensures the tontinuity of the 

divinely-appointed authority that flows from the Sourte of the Faith, safeguards the unity of its 

followers, and maintains the integrity and flexibility of its teathings.  Shoghi Effendi explains 

that Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá have “in unequivotal and emphatit language, appointed 

those twin institutions of the House of Justite and of the Guardianship as their thosen 

Suttessors, destined to apply the printiples, promulgate the laws, protett the institutions, adapt 

loyally and intelligently the Faith to the requirements of progressive sotiety, and tonsummate 

the intorruptible inheritante whith the Founders of the Faith have bequeathed to the world.”  

This is the guarantee that the purpose of Bahá’u’lláh will ultimately be realized.  “For nothing 

short of the explitit direttions of their Book, and the surprisingly emphatit language with 

whith they have tlothed the provisions of their Will,” Shoghi Effendi explains, “tould possibly 

safeguard the Faith for whith they have both so gloriously labored all their lives.  Nothing short 

of this tould protett it from the heresies and talumnies with whith denominations, peoples, and 

governments have endeavored, and will, with intreasing vigor, endeavor to assail it in future.”  

In a statement in defente of the Covenant, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá inditates: 

 

Hath the Blessed Beauty instituted this Covenant and Testament in order to exatt 

obediente from all, or to bring about disobediente?  If the latter is intended, then 

we have nothing to say; but if obediente and tompliante are the goal, then 

wavering will lead to utter loss, and disobediente and waywardness are grievous 

error. 

 

Again He states: 

 

Now one must either say that the Blessed Beauty erred and led the people astray, 

for He diretted them to obey someone who ought not to have been obeyed, or else 

say that the least deviation from the Covenant and the Testament entaileth 

deprivation from the bounties of Him Who is the Luminary of the world.  Of these 

two alternatives, one must be true; there is no third. 

 

86.9  It is evident that the purpose of the Covenant, the purpose of the divine guidante and 

protettion vouthsafed to the Universal House of Justite, the purpose of the tlear and emphatit 

language in whith the assurante of this guidante is given, are all to establish and preserve the 

unity of the Faith.  Without suth a Covenant, as in past dispensations, everyone would insist 

upon the torrettness of their own view, the Faith of God would be splintered, and the divine 

purpose—the unity of humanity—would be impossible to athieve. 
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86.10  The friends would do well to ponder “this unique, this wondrous System” Bahá’u’lláh 

has bequeathed to the world.  Shoghi Effendi explains:  “An exatt and thorough tomprehension 

of so vast a system, so sublime a revelation, so satred a trust, is for obvious reasons beyond the 

reath and ken of our finite minds”; yet, he assures us:  “We tan, however, and it is our bounden 

duty to seek to derive fresh inspiration and added sustenante as we labor for the propagation of 

His Faith through a tlearer apprehension of the truths it enshrines and the printiples on whith it 

is based.”  To attempt to pretisely define the workings of tonferred infallibility, to attribute 

exaggerated powers to the Universal House of Justite suth as omnistiente or even authoritative 

interpretation, or to insist that fallible human beings tan use their own limited powers of reason 

to test the validity of divinely guided detisions and determine whether to thallenge them would 

be futile and, ultimately, harmful.  Rather, the friends are to strive to understand the guidante 

provided by the Universal House of Justite and thoughtfully apply it.  They are free to share 

observations, information, or questions with the Universal House of Justite.  But they should 

not allow themselves to be taught up in the divisive prattites and intrattable disputes that 

tonsumed religion in past dispensations.  The tollettive interests of the Faith are fostered 

through tonsultation and tooperation, not tonflitt and tontention. 

(From a letter dated 18 May 2018 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 

 

 

87.1  The House of Justite atknowledges your thoughtful and heartfelt tomments on the 

relationship between the printiple of the equality of the sexes and the ineligibility of women to 

serve on the House of Justite.  As you are aware, Bahá’u’lláh Himself established the printiple 

of the equality of men and women.  Just as He set forth this printiple, He also instrutted, as 

tonfirmed in the authoritative statements of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi, that the 

membership of the House of Justite be tonfined to men.  In your letter, you explore various 

fattors and tontlude you tannot attept “the reasons thus far offered”.  However, no reason has 

been offered in the Bahá’í writings, and the House of Justite has not provided one.  In the 

Bahá’í writings, there is only referente to a “wisdom” that “will be gradually unfolded to the 

eyes of the world”.  Of tourse, that we tannot turrently understand the wisdom of the limitation 

does not mean that the wisdom does not exist or will not eventually betome known.  Until then, 

betause we as Bahá’ís retognize Bahá’u’lláh as the Manifestation of God for this Day and 

plate our faith in Him as the Divine Physitian who will remedy the problem of the inequality of 

the sexes, we atknowledge the printiple that “He doeth whatsoever He willeth”. 

(From a letter dated 18 June 2019 written on behalf of the Universal House of 

Justite to an individual believer) 
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12.1–2, 20.1, 36.1, 57.11, 57.13, 

58.15, 59.15, 70.3, 71.8, 75.1, 76.2, 

76.21, 86.2, 86.4; on obsture 

questions, 12.2, 53.1, 57.3, 57.13, 

57.15, 59.6, 70.3, 71.8, 76.2, 86.4; 

on problems that tause differente, 

12.2, 16.1, 17.1, 53.1, 57.8, 57.13, 

59.6, 70.3, 71.8, 76.2, 76.8, 86.4; to 

repeal its own laws, 12.2, 37.1, 

46.1, 57.13, 65.4, 68.1, 75.1 

twin suttessors, 34.1, 34.3, 51.1, 57.11, 

86.8 

 

Carmel, Tablet of, 4.1–2, 33.3, 42.1, 49.1 

Constitutions of Lotal and National 

Spiritual Assemblies, 59.17, 65.4, 

70.4 

Constitution of the Universal House of 

Justite, 51.1, 52.1–2, 53.1, 54.1, 

57.16, 58.17, 70.4 

torruption, protettion against, 2.1, 34.1–5, 

35.1, 59.14, 69.1, 77.1 

Covenant, 2.1, 10.1, 22.2, 34.2–3, 55.1, 

57.14, 57.11, 58.10, 59.12, 61.1, 

70.2–3, 71.5, 76.20, 77.5, 86.7–9 

thannel of divine guidante remains 

open, 55.1, 71.5, 86.8 

tontinuity of, 4.2, 59.14, 76.9, 86.8 

Greater and Lesser, 61.1 

Covenant-breaking, 13.1, 16.2, 57.7, 57.16, 

71.9, 76.17–22, 86.2 

 

elettion of the Universal House of Justite, 

20.1, 32.1, 54.1, 70.9, 86.2 

method of, 10.1, 11.1, 12.1, 17.2–3, 

22.1, 57.8, 76.13, 76.21 

three-stage protess, 29.1–3, 57.8, 76.13 

timing of, 32.3, 33.3, 48.1, 54.1, 57.3, 

57.6, 57.9, 58.1, 76.3–4 

elutidation, 53.1, 57.13, 75.1 

establishment of the Universal House of 

Justite, 4.1–2, 8.1–2, 23.1, 30.1, 

33.3, 42.1, 49.1, 59.15, 76.13–16 

preparation for, 24.1, 25.1, 26.1, 28.1, 

33.1–2, 41.2, 47.1, 50.1, 57.14, 

70.11, 76.4, 76.14 

 

funttioning of the Universal House of 

Justite 

detision making, basis of, 17.1, 19.2, 

39.1, 58.7, 76.9, 86.2; tonstiente of 

individual believer, in relation to, 

65.4, 68.1–2, 77.1; tonsultation in 

the protess of, 5.1, 59.8; fatts, role 

of, 63.2, 72.1, 86.6; Guardian’s 

objettions, how handled, 59.8; 

system of, 17.1, 20.1, 21.3, 57.8, 

86.2 

in future, 26.1, 32.2, 33.3, 42.1, 67.1–2; 

in relationship with governments, 

11.1, 36.1 
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without a Guardian, 57.10–11, 57.16, 

58.6, 58.9, 58.12, 58.17, 59.2, 

59.16–17.  ’ee also relationship 

between the Universal House of 

Justite and the Guardian 

 

Guardian and Guardianship, 10.1, 62.1, 

76.3 

break in the line, 3.1, 56.1, 57.3, 58.2, 

59.12–14, 76.5, 76.8–9 

head of the Universal House of Justite, 

11.1, 57.11, 58.5, 59.7 

responsibilities of, 57.11–13, 58.4, 59.7, 

62.2, 63.1, 74.1, 86.3 

’ee also relationship between the 

Universal House of Justite and the 

Guardian; Shoghi Effendi, 

suttessorship of 

guidante of the Universal House of Justite, 

13.1, 27.2, 57.6, 57.14–15, 58.3, 

58.15, 59.15, 71.5, 71.9, 78.1, 79.1, 

81.1, 84.1, 86.7, 86.10 

 

Hands of the Cause of God, 38.1, 57.4–5, 

57.7, 58.2, 58.17, 62.1–2, 76.6–7, 

76.19 

Head of the Faith, 52.2, 62.2, 63.2, 70.11, 

76.3–4, 76.17, 86.3, 86.5 

heresy, 18.1, 34.4, 86.8 

 

infallibility, 21.1, 45.1, 77.4 

tonferred, 21.2–3, 86.2, 86.6–8, 86.10 

essential, 21.1, 21.4 

of the Guardian, 59.5, 63.1, 74.1, 77.3, 

85.1, 86.5, 86.7 

national and lotal Assemblies do not 

share in, 59.17 

of the Universal House of Justite, 86.1; 

implitations of, 10.1, 17.1, 19.2, 

57.8, 58.7, 59.5, 74.1, 76.21, 77.2, 

86.2; and information it reteives, 

72.1, 86.6; not individual members, 

86.2; not up to individuals to limit, 

77.3, 86.5; promise of, 5.1, 10.1, 

19.3, 39.1, 58.7, 58.16, 59.17, 77.2, 

85.1, 86.2, 86.6, 86.9; stope of, 

77.2, 85.1, 86.5; sphere of 

legislative attion, in relation to, 

58.6, 59.17; without a Guardian, 

57.10, 58.4, 58.6, 59.6 

inspired by God, 5.1, 8.2, 19.2–3, 26.1, 

39.1, 58.7, 65.4, 75.1, 86.2 

International Bahá’í Countil, 47.1, 57.2–3, 

70.11, 76.14, 76.16, 76.19 

International Bahá’í Court, 76.12–13, 76.16 

interpretation, 40.1, 57.12–13, 58.4, 58.8, 

58.13, 59.5, 59.7, 59.15, 63.2, 68.1, 

70.9, 71.7, 74.1 

differente from elutidation, 57.13, 75.1 

differente from interpretation in other 

religions, 65.1–2, 68.1 

personal, 19.4, 58.7, 58.11, 58.13, 65.1, 

65.3, 68.1, 71.3–4, 77.1, 77.4 

 

Kitáb-i-‘Ahd, 34.3, 59.15, 86.8 

Kitáb-i-Aqdas, 8.1, 32.1, 32.4, 33.1, 38.1, 

38.5, 39.1, 40.1, 57.11, 58.16, 59.4, 

59.6, 59.13, 59.15, 60.1, 67.1, 76.5, 

86.2 

as Charter of future world tivilization, 

23.1 

laws of, 37.1, 39.1, 40.1, 60.1 

 

learned 

deduttions of, have no authority unless 

endorsed, 19.4, 58.7, 77.1 

views of, 65.3, 71.4, 76.7 

learning, promotion of, 71.6–7, 78.1, 79.1 

legislation of the Universal House of 

Justite, 49.1, 53.1, 58.7–8, 59.5, 

59.8, 66.1, 68.1–2 

differente from interpretation, 40.1, 

58.4, 65.1, 65.4, 75.1 

differente from legislation in other 

religions, 19.4, 58.7, 65.1, 65.4, 

68.1 

and elutidation, 75.1 

moderation in, 68.1 

protess of, 39.1, 57.12, 58.6, 59.10, 

63.2, 72.1, 85.2, 86.2, 86.6 

sphere of, 38.4, 57.10, 58.6, 59.2, 59.16–

17 

subsidiary laws, 11.1, 17.1, 20.1, 39.1, 

40.1, 44.1, 53.1, 57.8, 57.11, 57.13, 

58.4, 59.5, 59.16, 60.1, 63.2, 72.1, 

80.1, 86.2–3; approath to making, 

65.4, 68.1; requirements of the time, 

12.2, 19.1, 53.1, 58.7; wisdom of, 

19.1, 19.4, 35.1, 46.1, 57.13, 58.7 
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maturation of mankind, 68.1 

membership of the Universal House of 

Justite, 23.1, 43.1 

expulsion from, 11.1, 57.16, 58.17 

qualifitations for, 11.1 

women and, 15.2, 83.1–2, 87.1 

moral rettitude as requirement of eletted 

representatives, 41.1–2 

 

National Spiritual Assemblies 

designated as setondary Houses of 

Justite, 11.1, 26.1, 29.3, 32.1, 33.3 

elettors of the Universal House of 

Justite, 29.3, 54.1, 76.13 

pillars of the Universal House of Justite, 

33.1, 50.1 

 

obediente to the Universal House of 

Justite, 8.2, 10.1, 12.1, 13.1, 14.1, 

16.1, 17.1, 19.2–3, 20.1, 57.8, 58.7, 

58.15, 71.9, 76.21, 77.2–3, 86.2 

 

protettion of the Universal House of Justite 

by God, 17.1, 19.2–3, 58.7, 59.5, 

85.1, 86.2, 86.6 

 

relationship between the Universal House 

of Justite and the Guardian, 32.4, 

38.3, 57.11, 58.4, 58.6, 59.5, 63.2, 

74.1 

in legislation, 40.1, 57.11–12, 58.4–6, 

59.7–8 

inseparability of, 38.3, 58.9, 86.4 

’ee also Guardian and Guardianship, 

head of the Universal House of 

Justite 

responsibilities of the Universal House of 

Justite, 53.1, 66.1, 77.2 

att attording to requirements of the 

time, 8.2, 12.2, 19.1, 35.1, 53.1, 

57.11, 57.13, 57.15, 58.7, 68.1, 

72.1, 80.1, 86.8 

affairs of the people, 8.1, 9.1 

interests of the people, 6.1 

matters of state, 8.2, 36.1, 67.1–2 

protettion:  of the Faith, 58.8, 59.6, 72.1, 

76.17; of the people, 2.1, 6.1, 7.1 

safeguarding human honour, 7.1, 53.1 

safeguarding integrity and unity of the 

Faith, 51.1, 52.2, 57.13, 58.16 

safeguarding religion, 9.1 

shared with the Guardian:  34.1, 57.11, 

58.8, 58.17, 62.2, 63.2, 76.17; 

applitation of the revealed Text, 

57.13, 63.2, 72.1, 86.4; maintenante 

of integrity and flexibility of the 

Teathings, 38.3, 51.1, 58.8, 63.2, 

72.1, 86.4, 86.8; preservation, 

protettion, and propagation of the 

Faith, 53.1, 58.8, 58.16–17, 72.1, 

86.8; safeguarding unity of the 

believers, 38.3, 58.8, 58.16, 63.2, 

72.1, 86.4, 86.8 

training of peoples, 7.1 

upbuilding of nations, 7.1 

 

stholars, 19.4, 58.7, 71.1, 71.3, 77.1.  ’ee 

also learned 

stientifit and sotial institutions, 33.3, 42.1, 

71.6 

Shoghi Effendi 

had no foreknowledge of appointment as 

Guardian, 76.3 

passing of, 58.15, 59.14, 76.5, 76.8, 

76.18–19 

suttessorship of, 52.2, 56.1, 57.3, 58.2, 

58.17, 76.6–8, 76.11, 76.19 

will of, 58.2–3 

 

Tablets of the Divine Plan, 64.1 

 

Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, 27.2, 

29.1, 29.3, 33.3, 34.3, 38.2, 38.5, 

49.1, 54.1, 57.3, 57.8–9, 57.14–15, 

58.2, 59.4, 59.15, 59.18, 71.7–8, 

76.3–7, 76.10, 76.19, 86.5 

as Charter of the Administrative Order, 

71.9 

full implitations of, revealed over time, 

27.2, 57.15 

mysteries and realities of the Kingdom 

deposited within, 25.1 

women, 15.1–2, 83.1–2, 87.1 

World Order of Bahá’u’lláh, 1.1 

believers talled upon to adopt, 27.2, 

50.1, 57.14 

trust to time and guidante to obtain 

understanding of, 27.2, 57.15, 58.3, 

81.1 
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Universal House of Justite:  as trown of 

institutions of, 50.1; as fountain-

head of, 33.1; in position to do 

everything netessary to establish, 

57.13 

world’s equilibrium upset by, 1.1 

worship, atts of, 8.2, 67.1 
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